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United voice against
Zarif resignation
TEHRAN — In a letter to President
Rouhani on Tuesday, 135 MPs asked
President Rouhani to seriously reject
resignation by Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif.
Zarif had been serving in the capacity
of foreign minister since Rouhani was
elected president in the summer of the
2013.
Zarif announced his resignation in a

president.ir

TEHRAN — The International Conference on Chabahar Development was
held at the international conference hall
of Chabahar Free Zone in southeast of
Iran on Tuesday, IRNA reported.
The event was participated by a number of Iranian officials including Transport Minister Mohammad Eslami, Ports
and Maritime Organization Head Mohammad Rastad, and Secretary of Iran’s
Free Zones High Council Morteza Bank,

Assad’s message
while in Tehran
yrian President Bashar al-Assad’s
visit to the Islamic Republic of
Iran and his meeting with Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
and our President Hassan Rouhani,
has terrified once again the enemies
of the axis of resistance and regional
security, especially the axis of evil – the
West, Israel and Saudi Arabia.
But the occurrence of this important
event, especially at the present time,
is very important.
The fact is that the U.S. is no longer
able to cover over increasing deficits
in Syria and, in general, in southwest
Asia. Damascus, Sanaa and even Kabul mark the obvious defeat of U.S.
regional policy. Thus, Donald Trump
has fewer and fewer options.
The bloody and dangerous game
that Barack Obama launched in Syria
in 2011 is near an end. Although
Washington’s conspiracy is likely
to continue in Syria, the failure of
Takfiri terrorism that the U.S. supported is already largely apparent.
The problem is clear in Syria. The
western media announced outright the
failure of the West and Arab moves in
Syria and Takfiri terrorist groups in
Syria continue to finding themselves
in much more difficult situation, a
process that will continue until their
total destruction.
With the defeat of U.S. plans in Syria, the backbone of Takfiri terrorism
has been broken, a fact that has upset
the Saudis, too. If Syria was the only
symbol of hostility against the sworn
enemies of the resistance front, today
it has become the symbol of “stability
and victory” for those seeking regional
peace.
These days, not only Western media, but the American and European
politicians cannot deny their defeat in
Syria. Since 2011, the U.S. has begun
has played a dangerous game against
the Syrian government and people
using its Arab reactionary pawns to
challenge the process of the domino
effect of the Arab revolutions in the
region. Also, the Western moves might
have provided more security to Zionists. Today, however, after about eight
years, we are witnessing the defeat of
the Washington game. 7

in addition to some participants from
other countries.
The investment opportunities and also
potentials and facilities available in the
southeastern port of Iran was presented to
the audience including Iranian investors
during the conference.
Meanwhile, transport minister inaugurated seven development projects
in the port on Monday, a day before the
conference. 4

Indian jets strike ‘militant training
camp’ inside Pakistan
conducted airstrikes against a militant
training base in Balakot, Kashmir, on
Tuesday.
According to an Indian government
source, some 300 militants were killed
in the strikes.
Pakistan, however, has denied that
there were any casualties. 1 3

The complete failure of Washington and Riyadh in Yemen
By Hanif Ghaffari
TEHRAN — The humanitarian crisis in Yemen
continues. Famine has spread across Yemen.
Meanwhile, the United States, and Germany,
Britain and France as its allies continue to maintain
arms support for the Saudi assassination regime.
Undoubtedly, the role of Washington and its
allies in the killing of Yemeni women and children
is very high. The fact is that now, bin Salman is
blamed by the Saudi court for of defeat in Yemen

and the rising expense of the Saudis in this scene.
However, the signs of Saudi Arabia’s defeat in
Yemen, throughout the region and in the world
is becoming more and more clear. Under such
conditions, Mohammed bin Salman seeks to
reduce the cost of this heavy defeat in any way
possible, but the harder he tries, Al Saud is more
likely to fail.
Along with the ongoing developments in Yemen
and the Saudi House, we should point to a more

important issue, that is, the general dissatisfaction
in Saudi Arabia of the ruling family. In the near
future, this issue can turn into Saudis’ Achilles
heels (even if bin Salman is ousted from power).
The corruption of the Saudi House can be in
no way ignored. The financial corruption of the
Royal Family is such that all Saudi citizens are
aware of it. While poverty raises in many parts of
Saudi Arabia, Saudi officials continue to plunder
their country’s resources. 7

Contentious case of FATF membership
By Haniyeh Sadat Jafariyeh
TEHRAN — The Paris-based Financial Action Task Force (FATF) on Friday extended
the suspension of countermeasures against
Iran for another four months, until June,
recognizing the country’s efforts in meeting
its Action Plan.
The international body required Iran to
proceed swiftly in the reform path and comply
with anti-terrorism financial measures by the
set deadline or it would encounter tougher fi-

nancial oversight and supervisory examination
of its financial institutions.
Welcoming FATF’s decision about extending
the deadline for Iran, the Central Bank of Iran
(CBI), on the same day, published an announcement saying that CBI is to introduce the corresponding entity to match the European Special
Purpose Vehicle known as INSTEX, to facilitate
cooperation with Iran. The central bank hoped
that the final decision about FATF would be made
as soon as possible in Iran.

But the road to become an FATF member
seems bumpy due to its discussed pros and
cons in Iran.
The FATF bill is now under study by Iran’s
Expediency Council, since the parliament and the
Guardian Council did not agree over the issue,
previously. To appease the FATF, the council
should approve joining the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
(UNTOC) as well as the convention combatting
financing of terrorism (CFT). 4

Venezuela: U.S. increasingly isolated as allies warn against use of military force
The US vice-president, Mike Pence, has repeated
a veiled threat of military intervention in Venezuela, but Washington appeared increasingly
isolated in its willingness to contemplate using
force to oust President Nicolás Maduro.
European powers and some of Donald
Trump’s key Latin American allies – all of
whom have recognised the opposition leader,
Juan Guaidó, as Venezuela’s legitimate leader – warned that they would oppose sending
troops into the country.

Guaidó had for weeks insisted his movement
was focused on peaceful, democratic change. But
after the opposition failed in a weekend bid to
defy Caracas and bring aid into the country, he
called on the international community to “keep
all options open”.
That hint at the use of military force won an
enthusiastic response from hawks like U.S. senator Marco Rubio, but sparked alarm elsewhere,
particularly as Trump has previously mooted
ordering an invasion.

Speaking at an emergency summit of regional
leaders in the Colombian capital Bogotá, Pence
renewed the threat of intervention, describing
Maduro as “a usurper”, and calling for a global
push to oust him.
“To leaders around the world: it’s time.
There can be no bystanders in Venezuela’s
struggle for freedom,” he said. “We hope for
a peaceful transition to democracy, but as
President Trump has made clear, all options
are on the table.”
13

“23 Individuals”
tops at
National Will
Manifestation
Awards
Tehran Times/ Hamid Vakili

Mohammad Ghaderi
Tehran Times editor-in-chief
@ghaderi62

post on his Instagram on Monday night.
“I am grateful for magnanimity of the
dear and courageous people of Iran and
the respectable authorities’ over the past
67 months,” Zarif said.
“I sincerely apologize for inability
to continue [my] service and all the
shortcomings and flaws during [my]
tenure,” he added. “May you be happy
and proud.”
2

Investment opportunities in Chabahar
presented in an intl. conference

India says it has conducted “preemptive” airstrikes against a militant training
camp inside Pakistan, shortly after the
Pakistani military accused New Delhi
of violating its territory in the Kashmir
region.
India’s Foreign Secretary Vijay
Gokhale said Indian Air Force jets
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Tehran center
to host Tajik cultural
festival 16

TEHRAN – Mehdi Jafari’s acclaimed movie
“23 Individuals” about 23 young Iranian
volunteers who were captives during the
1980-1988 Iran-Iraq war came in first with
six awards at the National Will Manifestation
Awards on Monday.
The awards are presented to those films
that promote issues being pursued by some
public organizations and institutes. Juries
from the organizations select winners from
“23 Individuals” director Mehdi Jafari holds an award he received during the National Will Manifestation Awards the films screened at the Fajr Film Festival
every year. 1 6
in Tehran on February 25, 2019.
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The U.S. may have
created a pool of
quicksand... and
jumped in

I

t has been suggested that the various
hostile moves initiated by the Trump
administration against Venezuela and
Iran, to cite just two countries under economic siege, is that the U.S. literally has
no alternative. No alternative but to try to
counter every single development anywhere
that might diminish the concept (at the
least) of America as the sole superpower
and hegemon, as it has been especially
since the fall of the Soviet Union. This,
it has been argued, is because the U.S. is
fundamentally tapped out financially (with
over $22 trillion in debt and at least $100
trillion in unfunded liabilities) and must
resort literally to stealing resources and
power and demanding obeisance wherever
it can be had wherever it may be waning.
A simple case in point is U.S. hostility
to Germany and Russia over the Nord
Stream 2 gas pipeline that may go on line
later this year and augment Germany’s
and Europe’s access to relatively cheap
energy and, as well, shore up if not expand
Europe’s relationships both diplomatic and
economic with Europe’s natural partner to
the east, Russia. But just about anywhere
you look, challenges to U.S. hegemony
and a multi-polar world are cropping up.
It appears that the U.S. game plan
involves threats of war and destruction
unless the various challenges to “empire”
can be obviated by other means. But it
is definitely a double-edged sword, for
as much as the U.S. over extends itself
overseas, it also risks internal implosion
in the so-called “homeland” and above all,
further rejection of the prime lynchpin of
U.S. power which is the dollar.
And the U.S. seems clearly to be overplaying its hand. Regarding Venezuela,
where the regime-change efforts have so
far not gone to plan and “progressed” appears to have stalled out, the only further
option seems to be an outright invasion or
the stoking of a civil war – both of which
even many U.S. elites consider foolish
and counter- productive. And regarding
Iran, it is absolutely heartening that Iranian leadership has been faithful to the
JCPOA, because it does appear that Iran’s
steady cool is gaining the Islamic Republic
increasing respect and viability. 7
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P O L I T I C S
MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
Women’s active
role foiled plots,
general says
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Major General Mohammad
d
e
s
k Hossein Baqeri, the Armed Forces Chief
of Staff, said on Tuesday that the enemies have targeted
the Iranian family structure as the most important pillar
of the society, adding that women through their active
role have thwarted their plots
Baqeri made the remarks in Tehran on Tuesday on the
occasion of the birth anniversary of Prophet Muhammad’s
daughter Hazrat Fatemeh Zahra (PBUH), which Iranians
celebrate as Women’s Day.
Iranians succeeded in the Islamic Revolution and the
Holy Defense (Iraq’s war against Iran in the 1980s) because
of women’s active involvement, he said, Mehr reported.

‘Rouhani believes
there is only one
foreign policy, one
foreign minister’
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — President Hassan Rouhani
d
e
s
k fully backs his chief diplomat Mohammad
Javad Zarif, who resigned on Monday night, and believes that
Iran has only “one foreign policy and one foreign minister”,
presidential chief of staff Mahmoud Vaezi said on Tuesday.
Zarif announced his resignation in a tweet on his Instagram. So far Rouhani has not accepted Zarif’s resignation.
“The words of the president today in praising his foreign
minister are a clear sign of the satisfaction of the representative of the people of Iran about the wise and effective
positions and work of Dr. Zarif and a tough response to
some biased and incorrect analyses,” Vaezi wrote in an
Instagram post that included a picture of Rouhani and
Zarif together, Reuters reported.

Qassemi: Any report
on Zarif quoting
Foreign Ministry
sources is invalid
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — In the first reaction to the
d
e
s
k resignation of Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif late on Monday, the Foreign Ministry spokesman Bahram Qassemi issued a statement saying any news
related to the resignation quoting “informed sources from
the Foreign Ministry lacks any validity.”
“As I have repeatedly said the official news of the
Foreign Ministry are released to the public by the foreign
minister, spokesman and director of the public diplomacy
and media, and in necessary times by deputy ministers
on issues related to specialized matters.”

Mideast initiatives
excluding Iran,
Palestine will fail:
Qatari FM
P O L I T I C S The Qatari foreign minister has criticized
d
e
s
k the United States, among other international powers, for adopting one-sided approaches in dealing
with Middle East issues, saying initiatives that exclude Iran
and Palestine will yield no result.
In an interview with The Guardian on Tuesday, Sheikh
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani called on international powers, including the US, to be more inclusive in their
approach towards the troubled region.
He went on to say that one-sided initiatives that exclude
either the Iranians or Palestinians do not work, adding that
the Middle East’s polarized and repressive politics will lead
to even more instability in the region unless countries take
steps to reform and calm tensions.

Iran urges
restraint as India
strikes targets in
Pakistan
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — The Iranian Foreign Ministry
d
e
s
k issued a statement on Tuesday urging India
and Pakistan to show restraint as India launched airstrikes
inside Pakistan on early Tuesday.
The ministry spokesman Bahram Qassemi said Iran wants
the two countries to do more to reduce tension and resolve
their disputes through dialogue.
India said air strikes targeted a training camp of the
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) group in Balakot which carried
out a suicide attack earlier this month in Indian-administered
Kashmir that killed more than 40 troops.
Qassemi said Iran, as one of the victims of terrorism in
the world, believes that the only way to fight terrorism and
extremism is all-out and unbiased cooperation between all
countries in the world.

Japanese FM asks
Zarif to remain in
his position
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Japanese Foreign Minister
d
e
s
k Taro Kono voiced his surprise over the
sudden resignation of his Iranian counterpart Mohammad
Javad Zarif asking him to remain in his position.
According to ISNA, Kono said during his weekly press
conference that he had met with Zarif and talked on the
phone with him several times, describing the Iranian foreign
minister as a moderate diplomat who played a significant
role in brokering the Iran nuclear deal in 2015.
“I know that under Iran’s laws, Dr. Zarif is still officially
foreign minister, so I ask him to stay in his position,” he added.
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Rouhani meets Assad, says Iran
ready to help rebuild Syria

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — President
d
e
s
k Hassan Rouhani says the
Islamic Republic has always stood by the
Syrian nation and government in the fight
against terrorism and will spare no efforts
to restore peace to the war-torn country.
“The Islamic Republic of Iran, just like
in the past, will stand by the Syrian nation
and government,” Rouhani said in a meeting
with Syrian President Bashar al Assad in
Tehran on Monday.
He voiced Iran’s readiness to help
Syria with its reconstruction plans and
repatriation of Syrian refugees to their
homeland, Press TV reported.
He also highlighted the “highly valuable and important” victories by the Syrian
government and army against terrorism.
Rouhani emphasized that multilateral
cooperation among regional countries
has led to the promotion of security
across the region.
The Iranian president also noted that
during a recent meeting in Russia’s resort city of Sochi, Iran, Russia and Turkey stressed the importance of protecting
Syria’s territorial integrity and condemned
the continued presence of U.S. and for-

Rouhani highlights the “highly valuable and
important” victories of the Syrian government
and army against terrorism.
eign forces in Syria without Damascus’
permission.
Assad, for his part, said the Syrian gov-

ernment and nation are always thankful
for Iran’s support for Damascus in the
campaign against terrorists. He also laud-

ed Tehran’s efforts to restore security to
Syria and the entire Middle East region.
The Syrian president added that Iran and
Syria enjoy close cooperation at regional
and international levels, particularly at
the United Nations.
He emphasized that the political process in Syria should safeguard his country’s
territorial integrity and independence and
respect the demands of the nation.
In a with President Assad on Monday,
Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei said Iran considers backing
for Syria in the face of the grand coalition of
the U.S., Europe, and their regional allies
as support for the resistance movement
and is proud of it.
“The Islamic Republic of Iran considers
support for the Syrian government and
people as support for the resistance movement and is proud of it from the bottom
its heart,” Ayatollah Khamenei remarked.
The Leader said the mystery behind
the victory of Syria over the U.S. and its
regional mercenaries was the resistance
of its president and its people. Ayatollah
Khamenei also called Assad the “hero of
the Arab world”.

Iranian nation stronger than ever: Leader
Ayatollah Khamenei says fearing the enemy could lead to miscalculations
P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — Leader of the Islamic
d
e
s
k Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
said on Tuesday that for all the hostilities against Iran,
the nation has grown stronger than ever.
He made the remarks in a meeting in Tehran on
Tuesday on the occasion of the birth anniversary of
Prophet Muhammad’s daughter Hazrat Fatemeh Zahra
(PBUH), which Iranians celebrate as Women’s Day.
Ayatollah Khamenei said since the victory of the
Islamic Revolution forty years ago, the enemies have

done everything in their power to harm the revolution.
“But the Iranian nation, by trusting God and doing
its duty, was able to foil these plots and has grown
stronger compared to previous eras, while the enemy is weaker than previous eras,” the Leader stated,
Mehr reported.
He also compared today’s alliances of good versus
evil to those of the Prophet Muhammad’s era, emphasizing that the evil front of that era was obliterated
in spite of being greater in numbers and equipment.

“Today, the same fate awaits the front which opposes the Islamic Revolution,” Ayatollah Khamenei
remarked, warning against fearing the enemy which
he said could lead to miscalculations.
In a speech in December 2018, the Leader dismissed
comments by U.S. officials who predicted that the
Islamic Republic would not see its 40th anniversary, saying the Iranian nation will celebrate the 40th
anniversary of the victory of the Revolution this year
more magnificently than before.

Rouhani pushes for better intl. banking ties

P O L I T I C S TEHRAN — President
d
e
s
k Hassan Rouhani has
asked his political opponents to “let his
administration do its job” and avoid building
walls around the government, because “it
won’t benefit the people.”
“If some want to build walls around
the country, it would make things harder
for the government… We ask everyone,
no matter their political party or faction,
not to build walls around the government because this wouldn’t be to the
benefit of the people,” Rouhani said in
remarks on Tuesday.
He argued for better relations with the
world, especially in banking section, saying, “If we break off our relationship with
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF),

our banking activities in the world would
face problems.”
The president criticized those questioning the wisdom of joining the FATF.
“All world countries have joined the
financial task force, does this mean
none of them has any wisdom or tact?”
According to Rouhani, the government,
parliament and the Leader of the Islamic
Revolution Ayatollah Khamenei are the
decision makers in such issues.
“The Leader have told me several
times that he is not against the quadripartite bills. Also, the government itself
has offered the bills and the parliament
has approved them,” he said, asking,
“Then who is opposing?”
He then encouraged those who are on

his side of the argument to speak up. “To
the same extent that I’m speaking up, if you
believe in these words, you should speak
up and do interviews as well.”
Rouhani warns against
self-sanctioning
There is a type of sanction which the
U.S. has created for Iran and there is
also another one which “our taste has
created”, the president remarked.
“If we do not impose sanctions on
ourselves and have self-respect and know
that the owners of the country are the
people, then we would pass through
this situation,” he argued.
Elsewhere in his remarks, Rouhani
said his administration has clinched
three major legal victories against the

United States, adding, “We are successful in political matters as well as in the
international stage.”
He highlighted the success of the
Islamic Republic in its regional policies, for which he credited the Islamic
Revolution Guard Corps (IRGC), the
Foreign Ministry and the Economy
Ministry.
Pointing to Syrian President Bashar al
Assad’s Monday visit to Tehran, Rouhani
said his Syrian counterpart came to Tehran
to thank the Leader, the Iranian nation
and the Foreign Ministry.
“He explicitly said he is grateful to
the Foreign Ministry for the great things
it does in the region today,” Rouhani
explained.

United voice against Zarif resignation
1

‘Shocking report of resignation’
In their letter the MPs described Zarif’s decision to
quit his post as “shocking”.
“The shocking and surprising report of the resignation
of Dr. Mohammad Javad Zarif as the most committed,
cherished, and competent minister in the eleventh and
twelfth administrations… caused sorry and concern,” part
of the MPs’ letter said, according to the Mehr news agency.
The MPs, who described Zarif as the treasure of the
Iranian diplomacy, said his resignation delighted the
enemies of the country.
“We as the representatives of the Islamic Consultative
Assembly (Majlis), while thanking the wholehearted efforts
of Dr. Zarif and insistence on his services as the head of the
country’s diplomacy, emphasize the need for more unity
and coordination in areas of diplomacy and international
relations and want Your Excellency (the president) to seriously oppose the resignation of the foreign minister to
end the worries of the representatives.”
Prior to the letter by the 135 MPs, the spokesman
for the Majlis National Security and Foreign Policy
Committee said a majority of lawmakers have signed
a letter expressing support for Zarif and want him to
remain in his post.
“So far the majority of representatives have signed
the letter, ... in this letter we want Zarif to remain in his
job,” Ali Najafi Khoshroudi said, IRNA reported.
Zarif is greatly loved by the Iranians. He played an
instrumental role in drafting the international nuclear deal, officially known as the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action, with the 5+1 group. Though Donald
Trump unilaterally withdrew the U.S. from the deal
and reimposed sanctions on Iran, it did not lead the
foreign minister to lose his popularity.
Following his resignation, a number of diplomats and
foreign policy officials also announced their resignation.
However, Zarif asked them to seriously avoid such a move.
“I insist that all brothers and sisters at the Foreign
Ministry and embassies to continue conducting their
duties quite firmly… and strongly avoid such actions,”
Zarif remarked.
Zarif said he hoped that his resignation would serve
as a wakeup call so that the Foreign Ministry can find
its “legal place” in foreign policy.
Masoud Pezeshkian, the first deputy parliament speaker,
called Zarif a capable diplomat that the country should not
deprive itself of his competence at the current situation.
“The Leader has repeatedly addressed Zarif as a com-

mitted person,” Pezeshkian added.
‘It is very unlikely that Rouhani accept Zarif
resignation’
Ali Motahari, the second deputy parliament speaker, said it is very unlikely that Rouhani accept Zarif’s
resignation because there is no such a highly competent
person to replace him.
On reasons behind Zarif’s resignation, Motahari said,
“I do not have information about his resignation and he
himself should explain.” However, Motahari, said, “As
far as I know it is because of meddling by irresponsible
bodies in the country’s foreign policy.”
In a post on his tweeter, Information and Technology
Minister Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi requested Zarif
to withdraw his resignation, saying, “Do not sit brother.
Stand up dear Javad! People are worried.”
Heshmatollah Falahatpisheh, chairman of the Majlis
National Security and Foreign Policy Committee, said
Zarif had resigned several times in the past but disclosing his resignation this time shows that he wants “the
president to accept his resignation”.
According to Falahatpisheh, the parliamentary
committee was set to study the resignation in a special
session on Tuesday.
The vice president for parliamentary affairs, Hossein-Ali
Amiri, who was visiting Ahvaz said it is unlikely that the
president would accept the resignation.
Amiri also expressed hope that Zarif would withdraw
his resignation.
He said Zarif is not only a “hard-working” and “faithful”
person he is also a “seasoned diplomat” who has a good
command of his job.
“Zarif is quite trusted by the president, and in

these years Supreme Leader of the Islamic Revolution has frequently called him a faithful and
revolutionary person.”
Rouhani thanks Zarif, Zanganeh and Hemati
In remarks on Tuesday, Rouhani thanked Zarif, Oil
Minister Bijan Zanganeh, and Central Bank Governor
Abdolnasser Hemati for their competence and resistance
in the face of sanctions, saying they are at the “forefront”
of resistance against the United States.
According to ISNA, MP Jalil Rahimi Jahanabadi said
Zarif’s resignation is “more saddening” than the fall of
Mohammad Mosaddegh’s government.
In a post on his Instagram, the MP said, “The
world and Iran has lost a noble, patriotic, peaceful
and popular politician.”
He added, “The history will not forgive us if we leave
Zarif alone.”
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said that Washington’s policy towards Tehran will not change even if
Zarif has resigned.
“We note @JZarif’s resignation,” Pompeo said in a
Twitter post on Monday. “We’ll see if it sticks… Our policy
is unchanged — the regime must behave like a normal
country and respect its people.”
Netanyahu upbeat over Zarif resignation
Writing on his Twitter account, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu expressed joy over Zarif’s resignation, saying, “Zarif is gone - good riddance.”
Zarif was a great barrier against Israel, U.S.,
Saudi Arabia
Morteza Moradian, Iran’s ambassador to Denmark,
expressed deep concern over decision by Zarif to leave
his post, saying Zarif was a great hurdle against Saudi
Arabia, the U.S. and Israel.
“Just see outside the country who are happy over Zarif’s
resignation. Zarif was a person that highest ranking officials in the U.S., Israel and Saudi attacked him directly.
He was a great obstacle to them,” Moradian tweeted.
Mohsen Hashemi, the chairman of the Tehran City
Council, expressed hope that Zarif would return to his
job with a strong support by the president.
Hashemi, son of the late President Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani, said Zarif’s resignation has caused worry
among the people.
He said Zarif has been one of the “most successful” diplomats of the country and Hashemi Rafsanjani had a special
trust on him and the Leader of the Islamic Revolution has
thanked him many times in the recent years.
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Yemeni women, children slaughtered
by U.S.-made ammunition: Houthi
The leader of Yemen’s Houthi Ansarullah
movement says Yemeni women and children are being brutally killed by U.S. and
Western-made munitions in the ongoing
Saudi-led military campaign against the
impoverished Arab country.
Delivering a televised speech broadcast live
from the Yemeni capital Sana’a on Monday
afternoon, Abdul-Malik al-Houthi said, “The
main goal of the enemies of Islam from the
ongoing aggression against Yemen is to get
full control over us. However, the most important outcome of Islam … is to protect us
against slavery and exploitation.”
He added, “The enemy has focused its
primary attention on women as they hold
an important position both in the family and
the society. Islam brought independence to
us, and freed us from the grips of reliance
and dependence.”
Speaking on the occasion of birthday anniversary of Prophet Muhammad’s daughter,
which is observed in Islamic countries as
Women’s Day, Houthi noted that those who
claim to be advocates of women’s rights are
indeed posing the greatest threat to women
through their policies.
“Yemeni women and children are being
viciously killed by American and Western
military hardware,” the Ansarullah leader
pointed out.
He then described fomenting ethnic
tensions as an evil act rooted in ignorance,
condemning attempts to create religious
discord as a heinous move by Takfiris and
extremists.

“The United Arab Emirates is Saudi
Arabia’s main partner in the ongoing
aggression on Yemen. The Abu Dhabi
regime is seeking to fan the flames of
division in Yemen in order to bring the
country’s southern provinces under its
rule,” Houthi commented.
“The Saudi regime is the chief sponsor
and supporter of terrorists who wish to target
our nation. Saudis’ bids meant to sow the
seeds of discord and division among Yemeni
people are wicked,” he said.
The Ansarullah head also pointed to the
latest round of UN-sponsored Yemen peace

negotiations in Sweden, saying, “The deal
struck there envisioned significant strategies
and mechanisms. All those bids, however,
reached a deadlock as the enemies did not
honor any of their obligations and tried to
abdicate them instead.”
Ansarullah delegates and representatives
loyal to former Yemeni president Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi held face-to-face peace
negotiations in Rimbo, north of the Swedish capital city of Stockholm, late last year.
The talks resulted in the announcement of a
break-through agreement.
The document includes three provisions: a

ceasefire along the Hudaydah front and the
redeployment of armed forces out of the city
and its port; an agreement on prisoner exchange; and a statement of understanding
on the southern Yemeni city of Ta’izz.
Elsewhere in his remarks, Houthi also
stressed that Ansarullah fighters will not hesitate to respond befittingly to any escalation
of military campaign in Yemen’s strategic
western coastal province of Hudaydah.
Saudi Arabia and a number of its regional allies launched a devastating campaign
against Yemen in March 2015, with the aim
of bringing Hadi’s government back to power
and crushing Ansarullah.
According to a new report by the Armed
Conflict Location and Event Data Project
(ACLED), a nonprofit conflict-research
organization, the Saudi-led war has so far
claimed the lives of around 56,000 Yemenis.
The Saudi-led war has also taken a heavy
toll on the country’s infrastructure, destroying hospitals, schools, and factories.
The UN has already said that a record 22.2
million Yemenis are in dire need of food,
including 8.4 million threatened by severe
hunger. According to the world body, Yemen
is suffering from the most severe famine
in more than 100 years.
A number of Western countries, the U.S.
and Britain in particular, are also accused of
being complicit in the ongoing aggression as
they supply the Riyadh regime with advanced
weapons and military equipment as well as
logistical and intelligence assistance.
(Source: Press TV)

U.S., Taliban express optimism about latest talks
The United States and the Taliban have expressed optimism
about the latest round of talks aimed at ending the 17-year
war in Afghanistan.
U.S. envoy Zalmay Khalilzad says the talks, which carried
into their second day on Tuesday, represent a “significant
moment.” The Taliban have also indicated progress, and
the presence of Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar, a co-founder
of the movement and veteran battlefield commander, has
further raised expectations.
The closed-door discussions in Qatar, where the Taliban
maintain a political office, are believed to be focused on a
U.S. troop withdrawal from Afghanistan and on launching
negotiations between the Taliban and the U.S.-backed government in Kabul.
Afghan political leaders, tribal elders to hold
Loya Jirga on Taliban talks
In Afghanistan, political leaders and tribal elders will
hold a large gathering known as Loya Jirga in March on
negotiations with the Taliban.
Umer Daudzai, President Ashraf Ghani’s special peace envoy,
said on Monday that the assembly will take place under a large
tent in Kabul for four days starting March 17 with more than
2,000 participants, who will be chosen by special committees.

“The main purpose of holding the Loya Jirga is to reach
a national consensus for peace in the country.”
Daudzai added that the event would be an opportunity to
make clear that the restrictions imposed in the 1990s by the
Taliban on women’s rights were injurious to Afghanistan’s
broader society. “We will discuss in the Jirga that the gains,
particularly the rights of women and freedom of speech, are
not up for debate or concession.”
The official, who would lead negotiations with the Taliban,
said the momentum for peace was fast building, hoping that
direct talks with the militant group could start within two
or three months. The Taliban, he suggested, may eventually
have to engage with the government in Kabul to address
their demands for an exchange of prisoners and removal
of international travel bans on senior leaders.
The Loya Jirga is a centuries-old institution used to build
consensus among competing tribes, factions and ethnic
groups in Afghanistan.
The Taliban, which now reportedly controls nearly half
of Afghanistan, has so far refused to hold direct negotiations
with the government.
Also on Monday, U.S. special envoy to Afghanistan Zalmay
Khalilzad met with Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar, the top

political leader of the militant group, in the Qatari capital,
Doha. In a posting on Twitter, Khalilzad said the duo had
held a “working lunch.”
An annual UN report said Sunday that civilian deaths in
2018 jumped by 11 percent from 2017, with 3,804 people
killed, including 927 children, both all-time highs since the
world body started gathering data in 2009.
(Source: agencies)

Senior Iraqi official: No normalization of ties with Israel without Palestinian state
A high-ranking Iraqi official has stressed that
the Baghdad government will not normalize diplomatic relations with the Tel Aviv
regime, unless Israeli officials sign a deal
with the Palestinians, which would pave the
way for the establishment of an independent
Palestinian state with Jerusalem al-Quds as
its capital.
“Iraq will not join the Arab countries that
promote the establishment of relations with
Israel, as long as the establishment of a true
and full Palestinian state with Jerusalem
(al-Quds) as a capital, an airport, a flag and
an anthem is not guaranteed,” Israel’s English-language daily newspaper The Jerusalem
Post quoted the unnamed official as saying.
Hebrew-language Hadashot television
network asserted on January 6 that three
delegations from Iraq had visited the Israeli-occupied territories in recent months, the
last of which arrived last December.
The delegations included a total of 15 influential people from Iraq, including local
religious leaders, the report claimed.
The report stirred controversy in Iraq,
where the deputy parliamentary speaker
demanded a probe to identify those who

had crossed a “red line.”
Hassan Karim al-Kaabi called in a statement for “an investigation... to identify those
who went to the occupied territory, particularly
if they are lawmakers.”
“To go to the occupied territory is a red
line and an extremely sensitive issue for all

Muslims,” the statement pointed out.
Iraq does not recognize Israel and is technically in a state of war with it.
Israel and several Arab states have had
secret contacts for years, but the two sides
have stepped up their attempts to bring their
clandestine relations out in the open.

Earlier this month, a US-organized summit in the Polish capital of Warsaw brought
together Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and representatives from a number of
Arab states, including Oman, Morocco, Saudi
Arabic, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain,
Qatar, Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and Kuwait,
among other participants.
Following the event, Netanyahu said
statements by Arab leaders at the so-called
Middle East security conference have laid
the groundwork for the Arab public to accept
normalization of ties with Israel.
The Israeli regime recently re-launched
a “virtual embassy” in a bid to “promote dialogue” with the Persian Gulf Arab states.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in late November last year visited
Oman, where he met Sultan Sayyid Qaboos
bin Said Al Said at the Bait al-Barakah Royal
Palace in the coastal city of Seeb near the
capital Muscat.
The Jerusalem Post reported that the two
men had discussed ways to advance the socalled Middle East peace process as well as
matters of mutual interest.
(Source: Press TV)

Germany’s SPD to extend freeze on arms sales to Riyadh
he Social Democratic Party of Germany (SPD), which is
part of the ruling coalition, says it has plans to extend an
embargo on arms supplies to Saudi Arabia despite pressure
from major European countries not to do so.
Rolf Muetzenich, the deputy leader of SPD in Germany’s parliament, said the party would fight to maintain
the halt in shipments of already approved weapons deals
with the regime in Riyadh that Berlin had imposed in
November over the killing of Saudi dissident journalist
Jamal Khashoggi.
“We will push to continue the halt in arms exports to
Saudi Arabia beyond the March 9 deadline, since the reasons
for the imposition of the moratorium have not changed,”
Muetzenich wrote in an essay published in the SPD newspaper Vorwaerts on Monday.
Muetzenich also stressed the need for a joint European policy in the field of arms exports to Saudi Arabia that
would fall within the framework of a common European

foreign policy.
“However, this cannot be a copy of the lax export practice
of the French, British or even Italians,” he said.
The SPD believes that it is necessary in the future to
introduce European regulation of arms exports and to create a parliamentary body that will monitor its observance,
according to the lawmaker.
The embargo on the arms sale to Saudi Arabia, which
expires on March 9, was announced by Berlin following the
gruesome murder of Khashoggi in a Saudi consulate in the
Turkish city of Istanbul in October last year. The SPD and
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s conservatives agreed in November to reject licenses for future arms exports to Riyadh
and set a temporary moratorium on deliveries of previously
approved deals.
Merkel also called Khashoggi’s murder an “atrocity” that
“had to be clarified,” calling on fellow European governments
to follow suit and suspend arms sales to Saudi Arabia.

German news magazine Der Spiegel said in a recent report
that UK Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt had sent a letter to
his German counterpart Heiko Maas and called for lifting
the ban on the export of weapons to Saudi Arabia.
The German foreign minister said last week that the resumption of arms supplies to the kingdom by Germany was
tied to the resolution of the conflict in Yemen.
Saudi Arabia has been mired in the war on Yemen since
2015. The deadly campaign has put 14 million Yemenis on
the brink of imminent famine.
Saudi Arabia also maintains a crippling blockade which
has left all cities in Yemen unable to find food and clean
water.
According to a new report by the Armed Conflict Location
and Event Data Project (ACLED), a nonprofit conflict-research organization, the Saudi war has claimed the lives of
about 56,000 Yemenis so far.
(Source: agencies)

Turkey slams EU for attending
summit hosted by Egypt
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has condemned European Union leaders for attending a meeting hosted by Egyptian
President Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi, days after the country executed
nine suspected Muslim Brotherhood members.
Erdogan questioned “Can you speak of human rights” in the
EU when the bloc’s leaders agreed to be hosted by Sisi.
He was referring to a summit between EU and Arab League
leaders held in Sharm el-Sheikh this week.
The nine were convicted of involvement in the 2015 assassination of the country’s top prosecutor.
Ties between Egypt and Turkey have been tense since the 2013
ouster of Islamist president Mohammad Morsi. Egypt accuses
Turkey of becoming a refuge for Muslim Brotherhood members
who fled Egypt.
(Source: AP)

EU can ensure safe return of
Syrian refugees: Aoun
President Michel Aoun told the European Union’s foreign policy
chief Tuesday that it was safe for Syrian refugees to return to
their country.
The president said that the EU is capable of ensuring “on
the ground” that refugees return safely, according to a series
of tweets posted by the presidency, after he met with Federica
Mogherini at Baabda Palace.
Aoun accused the EU of making decisions on the matter from
purely a political perspective, while such decisions in Lebanon
are “based on economic and social factors.”
He reiterated his position that refugees should return to safe
areas in Syria without waiting for a political solution, “which
might be prolonged.”
The tweets made no mention of Mogherini’s comments on
the Syrian refugee issue. However, the EU has previously stated
its support for individual refugee returns on a voluntary basis,
but wants to see a political solution to the Syrian crisis before
mass returns take place.
Aoun’s talks with the EU official come as Lebanese politicians
continue to debate the contentious issue of Syrian refugee returns
and Lebanon’s ties with the Syria.
Hezbollah and its allies, including Aoun’s Free Patriotic Movement, support normalizing ties with the Syrian regime, while
the Future Movement, the Lebanese Forces and the Progressive
Socialist Party are formally against any normalized ties until a
political solution to the Syrian conflict is reached.
(Source: Daily Star)

UK will only leave EU
without a deal on March 29 if
Parliament consents: May
Britain will only leave the European Union without a deal on
March 29 with the explicit consent of Parliament, Prime Minister
Theresa May said Tuesday.
May promised lawmakers that if they do not approve a revised
Brexit deal by March 12, she will give them a vote on whether to
leave without a deal. If they reject that, Parliament will vote on
March 14 on whether to seek a “short, limited extension” to the
Article 50 negotiating period.
“The United Kingdom will only leave without a deal on 29
March if there is explicit consent in the House [of Commons]
for that outcome,” May told Parliament.
As the United Kingdom’s labyrinthine Brexit crisis goes down
to the wire, May is making a last-ditch effort to get changes to the
divorce package but lawmakers will try on Wednesday to grab
control of Brexit in a series of parliamentary votes.
After the British Parliament voted 432-202 against her deal
in January, the worst defeat in modern British history, May has
tried use the threat of a potentially disorderly no-deal Brexit to
get concessions out of the EU.
But many British lawmakers and some of her own ministers have warned they will try to grab control of Brexit to avert
thrusting the world’s fifth largest economy into a tumultuous
economic crisis.
May on Tuesday will propose to her Cabinet of senior ministers that she formally rules out a no-deal Brexit, opening the
door to a delay of weeks or months to the March 29 exit date,
The Sun newspaper reported.
Reuters reported on Monday that May’s government was
looking at different options including a possible delay.
(Souce: agencies)

Trump lands in Vietnam
for second summit with
N.Korea’s Kim
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and U.S. President Donald
Trump both arrived in Vietnam on Tuesday, the eve of their
second summit at which they will tackle how to implement a
North Korean pledge to give up its nuclear weapons.
Trump flew into the capital Hanoi on Air Force One, touching
down just before 9 p.m. (1400 GMT).
“Just arrived in Vietnam,” he wrote in a message on social
network Twitter. “Thank you to all of the people for the great
reception in Hanoi. Tremendous crowds, and so much love!”
Kim arrived by train early in the day after a three-day, 3,000
km (1,850 mile) journey from his capital, Pyongyang, through
China. He completed the last stretch from a border station to
Hanoi by car.
The two leaders, who seemed to strike up a surprisingly warm
relationship at their first summit in Singapore last June, will
meet for a brief one-on-one conversation on Wednesday evening,
followed by a dinner, at which they will each be accompanied by
two guests and interpreters, White House spokeswoman Sarah
Sanders told reporters.
They will meet again on Thursday, she said.
(Source: Reuters)
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Iran’s non-oil
trade with Africa
at $672.2m in 10
months
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran traded 1.86 million tons
d
e
s
k of non-oil commodities worth $672.26 million with the African countries during the first 10 months of
the current Iranian fiscal year (March 21, 2018-January 20,
2019), Eghtesadonline reported on Monday.
The figures registered a 16.48-percent decline in terms of
weight and a 22.55-percent drop in terms of value in comparison
with the same time in the preceding year.
Semi-finished non-alloy iron or steel products, bitumen,
liquefied butane and billets were the major products exported
to the member states of Africa in the said time.
The country imported pod vegetables, aluminum oxide and
sesame seeds, the same report confirmed.

Non-oil trade
balance at $1.5b
in 11 months
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Iran’s non-oil trade with other
d
e
s
k countries registered a $1.5-billion positive
balance in the first eleven months of the current Iranian calendar year (March 21, 2018 – February 19, 2019), Finance
and Economic Affairs Minister Farhad Dejpasand announced.
Speaking in a gathering of the governors general of Iran’s
provinces on Monday, the minister put the value of non-oil
exports at $40 billion and that of the imports at $38.5 billion
in the mentioned period of time, IRNA reported.
Dejpasand mentioned the positive balance a very satisfactory result given all limitations the country is already facing.
As previously announced by the Islamic Republic of Iran
Customs Administration (IRICA), the value of Iran’s non-oil
exports stood at $46.931 billion in the past Iranian calendar
year of 1396 (ended on March 20, 2018), with 6.56 percent
growth from $44.42 billion in its preceding year.
The country’s imports of the non-oil products during the
past calendar year stood at $54.302 billion, indicating 24.31
percent increase from the figure of its previous year.

Tax, fiscal policies
conference held
in Tehran
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – The 12th edition of the Conferd
e
s
k ence of Tax and Fiscal Policies in Iran was held
at Shahid Beheshti University’s conference center in Tehran on
Tuesday, IRIB reported.
In this conference, in addition to the presentation of some
selected articles in an expert roundtable, issues related to Iran’s
tax structure was also addressed and explored.
Speaking at the conference inauguration ceremony, the event
Secretary Yadollah Dadgar mentioned the small share of taxes in
Iran’s annual budget saying that, according to the latest statistics,
the share of taxes in the country’s budget is only nine percent
while in most other countries this share is more than 17 percent.
The official pointed to over-reliance on oil revenue as the
most important reason for this situation, adding that “The first
step to recover from this situation is to reform the structure of
the private sector’s tax system.”

Hungarian central bank in
normalisation phase
Hungary’s central bank is in a phase of policy normalisation,
Governor Gyorgy Matolcsy said before a rate-setting meeting
on Tuesday, adding that its next inflation report would provide
a signal on any policy changes.
Under Matolcsy, in charge since March 2013, the central bank
has implemented a range of monetary easing measures to curb
borrowing costs and flood the economy with cheap credit in support of a government drive to boost growth.
Lower interest rates have led to a lending boom but core inflation has increased steadily in recent months and the bank is
widely expected to start tightening policy soon.
(Source: Reuters)
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Investment opportunities in Chabahar
presented in an intl. conference
Some loading and unloading
1
equipment, a training laboratory and
boosting capacity of water desalination
unit of Shahid Beheshti Port were some of
the projects inaugurated by the minister.
Also, the first cargo from Afghanistan
to India via Chabahar was loaded at the
port in a ceremony attended by Eslami
on Monday.
In an official ceremony on Sunday, the
Afghanistan-Iran-India trade corridor in
which Afghanistan will export goods to
India through Iran’s southeastern Chabahar
Port was inaugurated.
The event was attended by Afghan
President Ashraf Ghani, along with Iranian
Ambassador to Kabul Mohammadreza
Bahrami and Indian Ambassador to
Afghanistan Vinay Kumar.
Afghanistan’s first 570-ton export cargo

Transport Minister Mohammad Eslami speaking in a ceremony on inauguration of
seven development projects at Chabahar Port on Monday

includes 200 tons of grains and 370 tons
of talc stone.
Addressing the conference on Tuesday,
the head of Ports and Maritime Organization
said the project to increase the capacity of
Shahid Beheshti Port which was inaugurated
by President Rouhani last year has increased
the port’s capacity to 8.5 million tons from
two million tons.
The official said that investment-making
deals worth €240 million have been signed
with the private sector on development of
the port over the past year.
Lying on the coast of the Gulf of Oman
in Iran’s southeastern Sistan-Baluchestan
Province, Chabahar is the country’s only
oceanic port and given its strategic location
in the International North-South Transport
Corridor (INSTC) development of the port
is of high significance for Iran.

Japan’s Cosmo to load Iranian
oil in early March

U.S. still aims to cut Iran’s oil exports
to zero: State Department official

E N E R G Y TEHRAN — Japanese
d
e
s
k refiner Cosmo Oil will
load around 900,000 barrels of Iranian
Heavy crude oil in early March.
This loading will come as local refiners
are rushing to lift as much barrels from Iran
during the current 180-day U.S. sanctions
waivers, sources with direct knowledge
of the matter told S&P Global Platts on
Tuesday.
Cosmo Oil is now scheduled to load
around 900,000 barrels of Iranian Heavy
crude on a VLCC around March 4-5 and
discharge the cargo in Japan around March
27-28.
Japan is among the eight countries
with the U.S.’s 180-day waivers allowing
them to keep importing Iranian oil through
May 4. Confusion surrounding shipping,
insurance and banking rules under the
U.S. sanctions kept some of the countries
from resuming imports for months after
the U.S. granted waivers on November 5.
On February 3, S&P Global Platts reported that Japan’s largest refiner JXTG
Nippon Oil & Energy was set to resume
loading of Iranian crude oil as early as
Monday (February 4), almost three months
after the U.S. sanctions waiver was granted.
The same day, a JXTG Nippon Oil &
Energy spokesman confirmed that the
refiner is resuming its Iranian crude oil

The U.S. continues to pursue a zero-tolerance policy for its Iran oil sanctions
and is urging importers to eliminate all
purchases from the Middle East country,
Francis Fannon, assistant secretary at
the U.S. State Department’s Bureau of
Energy Resources, said Monday during
a visit to Japan.
“The U.S. policy is to drive Iranian
exports to zero,” Fannon said during a
media briefing in Tokyo. “That policy has
not changed. We are unwavering in our
policy.”
Fannon was asked whether Washington
would consider extending Iran sanctions
waivers when they expire in May, given
falling supplies from Saudi Arabia as a
result of the production cut agreement by
OPEC and allies, and the ongoing crisis
in sanctions-hit Venezuela.
He said it was premature to say whether
the State Department would grant new
waivers in May to the eight countries
that were allowed to continue importing Iranian oil in return for promising
to significantly cut their dependence on
the supplies.
Fannon is in Japan after visiting South
Korea early last week. Both oil-importing
countries are asking Washington to grant
them new 180-day waivers to import Iranian crude when the current exemptions

loading in February.
JXTG Nippon Oil & Energy is the fourth
Japanese refiner to resume Iranian oil loading, after Showa Shell, Fuji Oil and Cosmo
Oil resumed crude oil loading from Iran in
January - the first in four months - totaling
around 4.9 million barrels.
Last week, Japan’s new ambassador
to Tehran said his country will continue
importing oil from Iran, the portal of Iran
Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines
and Agriculture (ICCIMA) published.
Dismissing rumors that Japan would
stop buying Iran’s oil, Mitsugu Saito said
his country’s policy is to continue oil imports from Iran.
Cementing economic ties between
the two countries is Japan’s first priority regarding its relations with Iran, the
ambassador noted and said that presence
of Japanese companies in Iran despite the
U.S. re-imposition of sanctions against the
Islamic Republic highlights the significance
of Tokyo’s relationship with Tehran.

expire May 4.
Asked whether he discussed with Japan
efforts to find new crude sources, Fannon said: “We encourage all countries
to diversify sources away from Iran.” He
said that message was for all of Iran’s
customers: “It’s not unique to any one
country.”
“We recognize that countries need
supplies, and are continued to be encouraged that there are alternative sources,”
Fannon said, adding that the U.S. Energy
Information Administration is projecting
a surplus of about 440,000 b/d in 2019
and 630,000 b/d in 2020.
All transactions under the U.S. State
Department’s current “significant reduction exemptions” must be completed by
May 4. Fresh waivers would start May 5
for countries that the U.S. determines
to have been able to significantly reduce Iranian imports in the previous
six months.
(Source: S&P Global Platts)

Contentious case of FATF membership
During the past days as of Friday, Foreign Minister
1
Mohammad Javad Zarif and his deputy Abbas Araqchi have
called for ratification of the FATF by the Expediency Council
as a way to tackle the current problems facing the country.
“We will follow any decision that they [expediency council]
take, however, they should be aware of the consequences of
their decision,” Zarif warned on Sunday.
On Tuesday, President Hassan Rouhani chided principlists
on postponing ratification of joining FATF, asking “How can
we sell oil without being financially in contact with the world?”
“If our connection with FATF is stopped, our banking
transactions with the world would be ceased. If there is just
one person who doubts what I say, he should announce his
idea in an interview and reject the link between joining FATF
and our relation with international banks,” he added.
As some reformists and pro-FATF advise, if Iran fails to
comply with FATF regulations, Iranian banks may go bankrupt, international banking transactions would be harder
than ever, and attraction of foreign investors would be at
risk. Therefore, they believe that Iran can join FATF under
its own-defined conditions to reach its own interests. Iran
is a member of international community but can hammer
out its international relations under its own preconditions,
they add. For instance, the fight against terrorism will be
done within the framework of the Iranian law and definition of terrorism.
Joining FATF would prove Iran as an anti-laundering
country which bans corruption and dirty money to circulate in its economic system, they believe. Being a member
of FATF and discussing some issues as a member would be
much more practical than staying out of the ring and discuss
the same issues with the world expecting desirable results,

pro-FATF group express.
However, critics translate joining FATF as a self-sanctioning
act for Iran which provides enemies with a direct connection
to the country’s financial and banking data under the mask of
combatting money laundering, arguing that there are many
questions and ambiguities in FATF guidelines. They also
believe that the made link between the European INSTEX to
FATF is sort of blackmailing. They consider UNTOC and CFT
against Iran’s legislation and general policies of the Islamic
Republic, as well.
In addition, as critics say, FATF is not an international
community but a gathering of definite number of countries,
including world major powers. It is an intergovernmental
organization founded on the initiative of the G7 to develop
policies to combat money laundering, they discuss, and of
course, it is under the influence of the U.S.
Regarding the current international political conditions,

anti-FATF group underline that Iran is not treated as any
other country in the world who is presently an FATF-member
or wishes to do so in future. As they express concern, joining
any international treaty or body can be abused by the Islamic
Republic’s enemies as a means to penetrate into its financial
or any other systems on the way to levy some new embargos.
As they discuss joining any international treaty, including
FATF, would oblige Iran fulfill some specified commitments.
Joining FATF would force Iran to accept and follow its 40
recommendations which, as they underscore, do not make
Iran’s international status quo a better one but may exacerbate
the conditions. Considering Iran’s experience of JCPOA and
the U.S. withdrawal from the deal, anti-FATF experts warn
that a similar experience is feasible to occur after joining
FATF. Under the framework of an agreement, Iran will be
forced to do what major powers cannot force it to do now,
they express concern.
Presently, there are some assumptions made about the
final decision of the Expediency Council but none is definite.
In contrast to what some discuss mistakenly, there is not
any direct relation between removal of the present banking
sanctions and joining FATF. However, becoming a member
of FATF and out of its blacklist can facilitate Iran’s banking
relations with foreign banks.
As a matter of fact, becoming an FATF member per se
would not miraculously pull Iran out of its domestic economic
predicaments overnight. It will, however, lure foreign businessmen, investors and organizations to improve economic
cooperation with Iran and will ease money circulation into and
out of the country. In better words, joining FATF will prevent
tougher situations in case required domestic reformations
and proper management are done.

IATA grants IOSA standard to Iran
Airtour Airlines

UK finance sector ready for
any type of Brexit: minister

The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) has granted Iran Airtour Airlines
the IATA Operational Safety Audit (IOSA),
which is an international evaluation system.
According to a statement by the Public
Relations Department of Iran Airtour released on Monday, the registration of the
airline›s membership in the IATA has been
extended until 2020 in accordance with the
provisions of the IOSA Program Manual.
The IOSA Program is an internationally
recognized and accepted evaluation system
designed to assess the operational management and control systems of an airline.
The IOSA audit creates a standard that is
comparable on a world-wide basis, enabling
and maximizing the joint use of audit reports.
IOSA inspectors conduct inspections in
various fields, including technical issues, flight

Britain’s financial services sector will continue to function properly whatever form
Brexit takes, junior finance minister Robert
Jenrick said on Tuesday.
“We are very focused at the Treasury
for preparing for any outcome,” Jenrick
told the annual conference of insurance
trade body ABI.
Britain is putting EU law on to its statute books.
“This will ensure that whatever the outcome of the exit from the European Union,
we have a functioning financial services
regime,” Jenrick said.
Britain is due to leave the EU next month,
but has not yet agreed a divorce settlement
with the bloc, creating uncertainty in the
financial sector.
Several EU states have pledged to put

operation, flight services, dispatch, cargo,
airport services and management system.
All IATA member airlines need to complete the IOSA process and be listed on its
registry.
After receiving IOSA, airlines can make
use of IATA facilities in different fields.
Three Iranian airlines and 433 others
across the world have so far managed to
receive the IOSA certification.
(Source: Press TV)

in place laws to help avoid the worst fallout
from any hard or no-deal Brexit.
But a regulatory source told Reuters that
these laws have yet to be put into effect by
EU member states.
“Sadly, I am ashamed to say I cannot give
you the reassurance that you deserve. It is
our duty to put you in a position of greater
certainty and that is what we are trying to
do,” Jenrick said.
The insurance sector is a success story, contributing 30 billion pounds to the
economy annually, but it must continually
adapt to keep up with developments such
as financial technology, or fintech, he said.
“We cannot assume the UK is predestined to remain at the heart of this market
for ever,” Jenrick said.
(Source: Reuters)
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Oil edges up to $65 as OPEC seen
rebuffing Trump pressure
Brent oil edged up to $65 a barrel on Tuesday
as Saudi Arabia and the rest of OPEC were
expected to stick to their policy of cutting
production, despite renewed pressure from
U.S. President Donald Trump.
Crude had slid on Monday, when many
traders were out of the office attending IP
Week, a series of industry events in London, after Trump called on OPEC to ease
its efforts to boost the oil market. Prices
were “getting too high”, he said.
“Yesterday was a typical price action
you see during IP Week when you have a
headline,” said Olivier Jakob, oil analyst at
Petromatrix. “But I don’t think it will change
anything in current OPEC supply policy.”
Brent crude, the global benchmark, rose
24 cents to $65.00 by 0939 GMT, after losing
3.5 percent on Monday. U.S. West Texas
Intermediate crude eased 15 cents to $55.33.
Expectations that U.S. crude inventories
had risen for a sixth straight week limited
the rally.
U.S. crude stocks were seen 3.6 million

barrels higher in weekly inventory reports,
underlining that supply is adequate in the
world’s top consumer. The first such report
is due at 2130 GMT from the American Petroleum Institute.

Oil is up about 20 percent since the
start of the year, when the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and
non-member producers, such as Russia,
began cutting production in an effort to

reduce a global glut.
Saudi Arabia and other OPEC members
are likely to be cautious about relaxing their
supply-cut plan, Jakob said, after a boost in
output in the second half of last year ahead
of U.S. sanctions on Iran led to a steep slide
in prices.
Oil broker PVM took a similar view.
“Will the kingdom budge and increase
production or at least keep it steady,” said
PVM’s Tamas Varga. “Just two weeks after announcing deeper cuts, it would be a
capitulation.”
U.S. sanctions against OPEC members
Iran and Venezuela have also contributed
to the gains and are providing a floor for
prices, analysts say.
Optimism about a U.S.-China trade deal
also helped prices to rally.
Trump on Monday said he may soon
sign a deal to end a trade war with Chinese
President Xi Jinping if their countries can
bridge remaining differences.
(Source: Reuters)

Global LNG trade to rise
11 percent this year: Shell

PDVSA offers spot crude for March
following U.S. sanctions

Global liquefied natural gas (LNG) trade
will rise 11 percent to 354 million tons this
year as new facilities increase supplies
to Europe and Asia, Royal Dutch Shell
said in an annual LNG report on Monday.
Shell, the largest buyer and seller of
LNG in the world, said trade rose by 27
million tons last year, with Chinese demand
growth accounting for 16 million tons of
those volumes.
Shell’s forecasts, which see LNG demand climbing to 384 million tons next
year, reflect a burgeoning industry with
new production facilities opening in Australia, the United States and Russia and
more countries becoming importers by
constructing receiving terminals.
Asia dominates the market with Japan
remaining the top buyer. China became
the second largest in 2017 as demand
soared due to a government-mandated
push for power stations to switch from
coal to cleaner-burning gas to help reduce
pollution.
Due to the uneven progress of developing
liquefaction-export facilities on the one
hand and regasification-import terminals
on the other, many analysts see the global
market becoming oversupplied if not this
year then next year.
But most also see a supply crunch
around the mid-2020s because, at the

PDVSA is offering 5.8 million barrels of
crude oil and diluted spot crude because
of U.S. sanctions, according to sources and
PDVSA tenders.
Traditional customers of Venezuelan
crude grades, such as Merey 16, Boscan,
Bachaquero and diluted crude oil, did not
submit bids for nine shipments scheduled
between March and June.
“Lukoil Panamericas LLC did not submit
bids for three oil shipments of 400,000 each
[of] Boscan. Lukoil also did not submit offers
for another three shipments of 400,000
barrels each of Bachaquero crude,” said a
market source close to the negotiations.
“Due to the fact that Lukoil did not make
any offer for the Boscan and Bachaquero
crude, the rejection of the price negotiation
for the April-June 2019 period by Lukoil is
recorded,” the source added.
Lukoil’s rejection leaves PDVSA free
to look for other buyers, the source said.
Russia’s Rosneft also failed to bid for
1.5 million barrels of Merey 16 crude and
1.5 million barrels of DCO.
“These shipments are included in the
contracts signed between PDVSA and Lukoil
for the payment of debts, which in addition
to crude include refined products,” said a
PDVSA official responsible for monitoring the
contracts. “For these shipments previously
committed to Rosneft, PDVSA activated the

moment, there are not enough liquefaction
facilities being planned, financed and built.
Such projects are underpinned by
long-term supply contracts struck years
in advance by their operators. Between
2014 and 2017 buyers were signing shorterduration contracts for smaller volumes,
making financing difficult to complete.
However, Shell said the duration of
contracts signed last year had on average
more than doubled to 13 years.
“A rebound in new long-term LNG
contracting in 2018 could revive investment
in liquefaction projects,” Shell said. “Based
on current demand projections, Shell still
expects supplies to tighten in mid-2020s.”
Spot trade amounted to 1,400 cargoes in
2018 which was close to 30 percent of the
global market compared to 25 percent in
2017, Shell said. Spot trade, the buying and
selling of cargoes for immediate delivery,
signals a more flexible, mature market.
(Source: Reuters)

backup procedure clause, which allows it
to place the crude oil with other customers
in the volumes corresponding to March,”
said the source.
PDVSA will also carry out a tender to offer
a shipment of 400,000 barrels of Boscan
crude, which must be loaded at the Bajo
Grande terminal in western Venezuela. Originally this crude was assigned to Chevron
as payment for loans and to provide cash
flow for PDVSA. Chevron had a 40:60 joint
venture with PDVSA the Boscan field, located
in western Venezuela, but updated data on
Boscan field production is not available.
Bachaquero and Boscan are heavy crudes
of 11.8 degrees API and 2.88 percent of sulfur
and 10.8 degrees API and 4.77 percent of
sulfur. Merey 16 is an upgrader crude, diluted
with light crude oil of 16.4 degrees API and
2.99 percent sulfur. DCO is an upgrader
crude diluted with naphtha of 16.5 degrees
API and 3.25 percent of sulfur.
(Source: Platts)

Goldman Sachs believes oil prices are about to go on a wild ride in 2019

Brent crude oil could hit $75 a barrel in the
coming months, but the return of the “New Oil
Order” will soon push down prices, Goldman
Sachs said on Monday.
The warning comes less than two weeks after
Goldman forecast Brent would peak around
$67.50 a barrel in the second quarter. Since
then, the international benchmark for oil prices
has surged by nearly $5 a barrel, or 7.5 percent,
topping out at $67.73 on Friday.
Goldman based its earlier forecast on a
fundamental reading of supply and demand
in the oil market. But the investment bank
now says crude prices have gained technical
support after rising to three-month highs, and
a number of bullish factors will likely boost the
commodity in March and April.

“While prices could easily trade in a $70$75/bbl trading range, we believe such an
environment would likely prove ?eeting,”
according to Goldman’s global head of
commodities research Jeffrey Currie and
senior commodity strategist Damien Courvalin.
“As a result, we would view near-term
strength as a window of opportunity for
producers to sell forward prices to create
earnings security before the return of the New
Oil Order later this year,” the analysts wrote
in a research note.
That new order is marked by surging U.S.
oil production from the nation’s shale fields
and rising low-cost output from OPEC and its
allies, including Russia. That will ultimately keep
Brent and U.S. crude on track for Goldman’s

year-end targets of $60 and $55, respectively,
the analysts say.
But in the near-term, the so-called OPEC+
alliance is taking a “shock and awe” approach
to cutting production, Goldman says. Saudi
Arabia is leading this rapid pullback with plans
to pump 500,000 barrels per day below its
quota in March. Meanwhile Russia has signaled
it will deepen cuts over the next two months.
The production-cutting agreement is slated
to last through the first six months of the year.
Oil prices pulled back from recent highs on
Monday after U.S. President Donald Trump
tweeted that crude is getting too expensive and
urged OPEC to “please relax and take it easy.”
Goldman estimates the market has lost an
additional 100,000 bpd due to U.S. sanctions on

Venezuela. The losses are likely to accelerate to
200,000-300,000 bpd if the stand-off over the
nation’s leadership is not resolved, the bank says.
On the demand side, Goldman sees some
reassuring developments, including progress
resolving the U.S.-China trade dispute and
the Federal Reserve signaling a slower pace
of interest rate increases.
Chinese and Indian crude oil import figures
are also bucking forecasts for a sharp pullback
in demand growth, Goldman says.
“However, such bullishness needs to be
tempered as the market looks into the second half
of 2019. Permian basin pipeline expansions with
adequate export capacity will de-bottleneck U.S.
shale supplies into the global export markets,”
Goldman said.
(Source: CNBC)

OPEC again faces choice between Trump’s wrath and oil slump

It’s becoming a familiar choice for OPEC: risk the pain of an oilprice slump, or provoke the wrath of President Donald Trump.
After another warning on Twitter on Monday to avoid pushing
crude higher, Saudi Arabia and fellow Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries producers again are faced with a dilemma:
suffer a market rout that batters their export-dependent economies or defy the president, who could enforce legislation that
shakes the group to its foundations.
OPEC and its allies started a new round of output cuts last
month to avert a surplus being created by record U.S. shale-oil
output and fragile global fuel demand. Crude prices have rallied
more than 20 percent this year, an obstacle for Trump while he
exerts diplomatic pressure on two major OPEC nations: Iran
and Venezuela.
“Recent history has shown that Saudi Arabia and OPEC cannot
disregard pressure from President Trump,” said Bob McNally,
president of Rapidan Energy Advisors LLC and a former oil
official at the White House under President George W. Bush.
“As crude prices edge back up toward politically sensitive levels
in Washington, OPEC+ members will consider tempering cuts.”
OPEC showed different responses when faced with the same
choice on two occasions last year.
In the summer, when Trump urged the Saudis to open the taps
while he imposed sanctions on Iran, the kingdom bowed to his
wishes, boosting production within a few months to record levels.
But on the eve of an OPEC meeting in December, Trump’s
call to keep production high was disregarded by the group and
its allies, who announced an output cutback of 1.2 million barrels
a day that they’re now implementing.
Between the two decisions was an event that may again prove
critical this time round.

Trump’s administration promised in May that financial
sanctions would squeeze Iranian oil exports to “zero,” a pledge
it then flouted in November by offering a number of customers
exemptions, in order to prevent a price spike. As a result, oil
tumbled around 35 percent in the fourth quarter, a heavy blow
for the economies of OPEC nations.
Lessons learned
The organization has learned from that mistake and is unlikely
to repeat it, according to two oil officials in the Persian Gulf who
asked not to be identified.
“I think they will send this call straight to voicemail given the
November experience, and the fact that this has all the hallmarks
of a self-inflicted wound,” said Helima Croft, chief commodities
strategist at RBC Capital Markets LLC in New York. “Trump has
sanctioned two OPEC countries and is calling on OPEC now to
dig him out of the hole he helped dig.”
Saudi Arabia may insist that, if the U.S. genuinely fears a
supply shortage, it should tap its emergency supplies, according

to Olivier Jakob, managing director at consultant Petromatrix
GmbH in Zug, Switzerland.
“Saudi Arabia is probably going to call Trump’s bluff and
ask the U.S. to use its Strategic Petroleum Reserve instead,”
said Jakob.
Nonetheless, the price response on Monday showed that
traders are seriously considering the Saudis may at least soften
their output cuts. Brent crude futures, the global benchmark,
tumbled as much as 3.7 percent to $64.64 a barrel in London.
“We might see a less aggressive stance on supply cuts from
the Saudis -- this might stop them from cutting deeper,” said
Giovanni Staunovo, an analyst at UBS Group AG in Zurich.
The risk to OPEC comes in the form of the so-called No Oil
Producing and Exporting Cartels Act, or NOPEC, a bill resurrected by U.S. legislators that would make the group subject
to the Sherman antitrust law, used more than a century ago to
break up John Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Trust.
Congressional support for the bill intensified last year as
oil prices neared a four-year high, and Trump publicly blasted
OPEC. In the past, the White House has opposed the NOPEC
legislation -- both George W. Bush and Barack Obama threatened to veto it. OPEC’s concern now is that Trump may break
with his predecessors.
OPEC’s course of action will probably become clearer when
key members of the group and its partners meet for a review
of their accord in Baku, Azerbaijan, on March 18. The whole
24-nation coalition will gather in Vienna for a policy-setting
meeting a month later.
Whatever they decide, there will be pitfalls, according to Eugen
Weinberg, head of commodities research at Commerzbank AG
in Frankfurt.
(Source: Bloomberg)
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Empty supertankers speak
volumes about the oil market
As the U.S. battles with its OPEC+ rivals over the direction of
global oil prices (Trump wants to keep oil prices subdued, while
Saudi Arabia and Russia, reeling from years of prices too low
to balance their budgets, are desperately hoping to push them
higher with another round of production cuts), 12 supertankers
sailing across the Atlantic can tell us a lot about the changing
supply dynamics in the global oil market.
The tankers have been traveling a route spanning thousands of
miles with no cargo other than some seawater needed for ballast.
Of course, in normal times, the ships would be filled with heavy,
high sulfur Middle East oil for delivery to refineries in places like
Houston or New Orleans.
But these aren’t “normal” times. Following the OPEC+ agreement
to cut 1.5 mb/d, the ships are sailing cargo-less - forgoing profits
on half of their journey - just so they can pick up the light crude
that U.S. shale producers - which briefly turned the U.S. into
a net-exporter of oil for the first time late last year - have been
relentlessly pumping, according to Bloomberg.
That’s quite a sacrifice for the owners of the ships, which are
traveling 21,000 with nothing to show for it.
The 12 vessels are making voyages of as much as 21,000 miles
direct from Asia, all the way around South Africa, holding nothing
but seawater for stability because Middle East producers are
restricting supplies. Still, America’s booming volumes of light
crude must still be exported, and there aren’t enough supertankers
in the Atlantic Ocean for the job. So they’re coming empty.
“What’s driving this is a U.S. oil market that’s looking relatively
bearish with domestic production estimates trending higher, and
persistent crude oil builds we have seen for the last few weeks,”
said Warren Patterson, head of commodities strategy at ING Bank
NV in Amsterdam. “At the same time, OPEC cuts are supporting
international grades like Brent, creating an export incentive.”
As OPEC+ supply declines, shippers are turning to the U.S.
for profit growth, analysts said.
Shippers are counting on the U.S. exports to help the tanker
market withstand supply restrictions by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries and allies including Russia.
Industry analysts, who actually raised their estimates for what
they think the ships will earn this year after the OPEC+ pact was
announced in December, are citing rising American shipments
as a contributing factor.
There are usually three or four empty supertankers - very large
crude carriers in industry jargon - that would sail empty to the
U.S. at any one time, according to shipbrokers.
The shift has produced knock-on effects around the shipping market. Daily earnings for the VLCCs, which can haul two
million barrels of oil, on the benchmark Middle East-to-China
route doubled since last week to $29,494, according to Baltic
Exchange data.
“Following a fixing frenzy from the U.S. Gulf Coast late last
week, most available tonnage in the Atlantic basin has been soaked
up,” said Espen Fjermestad, an analyst at Fearnley Securities
AS in Oslo. “With ships ballasting West, rates have shifted up
also in the East.”
And with the spread between WTI and Brent crude widening
back toward levels last reached during the October oil-price crash,
OPEC+’s production cuts are increasingly looking like a Sophie’s
choice: Either cut production and cede more market share to
the U.S. (shale crude also benefits because it’s easier to process
into gasoline), or stop the cuts and accept that prices will remain
low for the foreseeable future. While it’s unclear what OPEC+
will decide at its next meeting in Vienna (will OPEC+ members
cave to Saudi and agree to a new alliance that includes Russia
and its CIS allies as full partners?), one thing appears certain.
Producers in the Permian are showing no signs of slowing down.
(Source: oilprice.com)

Iraq oil minister bent on
forming state firm, more gas
and refinery projects
Iraq’s Ministry of Oil is committed to forming the Iraqi National
Oil Company (INOC) to operate Iraq’s oil fields and to capture
gas flares for electricity generation – despite earlier constitutional concerns.
Thamer al-Ghadhban, Iraq’s minister of oil, was hosted by state
media al-Iraqiyah to talk about Iraq’s oil industry. The minister
discussed institutional and bureaucratic reform in the ministry.
The ministry is determined to establish the INOC, he said.
“We are moving ahead with forming the Iraqi national oil
company,” the minister told the news channel.
The national oil company was Ghadhban’s brainchild, hatched
in the post-2003 period after the fall of Saddam Hussein. After
delays and setbacks, he is keen to revive the project.
Ghadhban said he supervised the writing of the draft bill of
the national oil company, and it was about to be ratified in 2003,
but dropped. A second attempt in 2007 saw a committee formed
to examine the issue, but again it fell by the wayside.
“It never saw light, just like the Oil and Gas Law,” he said.
At the end of his term in power, former Iraqi PM Haider al-Abadi
established the INOC, headed by his oil minister Jabbar al-Luaibi. However, several MPs in the Baghdad parliament objected.
Many thought the move was designed to allow Abadi to retain
influence over the future of Iraqi oil by installing a loyal man such
as Luaibi to head the company and strip the new Iraqi PM Adil
Abdul-Mahdi of power over crucial sectors.
Eventually, the new parliament and government formally
abolished it.
“The bill’s content wasn’t good. It had issues. One of the issues,
as I observed then, is that the writing changed the company’s
[role] from that of operating to that of ownership [of oil],” he said.
Under Iraq’s constitution, oil belongs to the Iraqi people. An
interpretation that appears to hand oil resources to a company
throws up constitutional problems.
The resurrection of the INOC could be done in one of two
ways. Either the parliament makes amendments to the previous
bill to rectify the constitutional issues, or the council of ministers
prepares a new text and then puts it before parliament.
“I prefer the latter, but I don’t insist too much about it,” said
Ghadhban.
The INOC will not minimize the role of the Ministry of Oil,
he added.
A National Refinery Company and a National Gas Company
are also planned.
“What the Iraqi oil industry has gone through reflects what
the Iraqi people have gone through as a result of the previous
wars,” the minister said.
(Source: rudaw.net)
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The week’s other summit:
Kushner to meet Saudi crown prince
By Ishaan Tharoor

By Michael J. Boskin
With 12 candidates already in the 2020 U.S. presidential race, Democrats clearly believe that President Donald Trump is extremely vulnerable. If current trends continue, the next presidential election
could be as dramatic and unpredictable as the last one.
With the first debate between Democratic candidates just four
months away, the 2020 U.S. presidential campaign is off to an early start. This election will be hugely consequential for the United
States, its allies and adversaries, its trading partners, and the global
economy. U.S. policy on trade, energy, corporate taxation, debt,
defense, climate change, and more is on the line.
It is far too early to predict the eventual Democratic nominee, let
alone whether he or she will win the presidency in 2020. But with
12 candidates already in the race, Democrats clearly believe that
President Donald Trump is extremely vulnerable (his job-approval
rating currently hovers around 44%). An early take on the Democratic field is therefore in order.
Attention so far has focused on the senators: Kamala Harris
(California), Cory Booker (New Jersey), Kirsten Gillibrand (New
York), Elizabeth Warren (Massachusetts), Amy Klobuchar (Minnesota), and Bernie Sanders (Vermont). Former Vice President Joe
Biden is expected to join the race; in early polling, he runs first, and
Sanders second. Michael Bloomberg, the billionaire former mayor
of New York, Senator Sherrod Brown (Ohio) and media sensation
Beto O’Rourke may also run.
The current Democratic candidates fall into two camps. Those
on the far left (Sanders, Warren, Harris, Booker, and Gillibrand)
favor a huge expansion of government along Scandinavian democratic socialist lines. This entails higher taxes on the wealthy and
corporations, and a government-run health-care system. They also
support a radical restructuring of American energy under the socalled Green New Deal, which is being backed by new Democratic
congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, among others. The
initiative calls for retrofitting every building in the U.S. for green
efficiency, rapidly phasing out fossil fuels, and replacing much air
travel with a national high-speed rail system. Also included is the
left’s “social justice” wish list of guaranteed jobs and vacations, and
a basic income for those “unable or unwilling to work.”
By contrast, the likely center-left candidates – Biden, Klobuchar, Bloomberg, and
Brown (if they run) – favor
The challenge for
more incremental policy
Trump in 2020
proposals, claiming that
the country is willing to will be to persuade
go only so far and can
enough voters in
afford only so much. All
the middle to give
will claim they can win
the presidency with the
him another four
support of undecided inyears, despite
dependents and moderate
Republicans.
their discomfort
If history is any guide,
with some of his
candidates who are not
behavior.
incumbent presidents
rarely waltz to their party’s nomination. Bill Clinton eventually won the 1992 Democratic
nomination after recovering from potentially fatal setbacks early in
his campaign. And on the Republican side, John McCain was down
and almost out before roaring back to capture the 2008 nomination.
Some of the Democratic candidates for 2020 may also overcome
inevitable early stumbles. These include Warren’s controversial DNA
test that disproved her Native-American heritage, Booker saying
that the world can’t continue eating meat because cow flatulence
emits methane, and Harris planning to eliminate employer-provided
health insurance, upon which most Americans now rely. One of
these three may even record an upset and become president. Or
they may secure the nomination, fizzle on the big stage, and fade
to an historical footnote, like George McGovern, Walter Mondale,
and Michael Dukakis.
There is far less uncertainty among Republicans: barring a
lightning strike, Trump will easily be renominated. Former Massachusetts Governor William Weld is a minor distraction, while
former Ohio Governor John Kasich also is considering a challenge.
Ex-Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz may run as an independent,
enraging Democrats who fear he would siphon off votes from their
candidate.
The most important factor in the 2020 election will be the state
of the economy, which is currently very strong, thanks in part to
Trump’s tax reforms and his rollback of stifling Obama-era regulation, although only a fraction of voters give him credit for this. In
addition, Trump can appeal to likely Republican voters by pointing to
some of his other major first-term accomplishments. These include
the start of military rebuilding, the appointment of two conservative Supreme Court justices, and new (albeit risky) approaches to
North Korea and China.
The challenge for Trump in 2020 will be to persuade enough
voters in the middle to give him another four years, despite their
discomfort with some of his behavior. It remains to be seen whether
Trump can tone down his tweeting to offend fewer potential voters
and, as in his recent State of the Union address, reach for bipartisan compromise on important issues, as he recently did on major
legislation to reform the criminal justice system.
Polls show that Democrats most value a candidate who can defeat
Trump. Should Trump’s reelection prospects weaken, this could
increase the likelihood of a far-left Democratic nominee with a
radical agenda. But if Trump’s approval ratings improve, such a
nominee could spell electoral disaster for the Democrats.
If the 2020 election is close, the result will hinge on a modest number of contested states, some of which are in the Midwest
and are home to working-class voters who feel under assault from
national Democrats. The Green New Deal will not go down well
with Pennsylvania’s frackers, Ohio’s coal miners, and the region’s
electricity consumers. Nor will the left’s cultural agenda.
As of now, the best thing going for the Democratic contenders, absent an economic downturn, is Trump’s behavior, whereas
Trump’s best hope is the radical policy agenda of many Democratic
candidates. If these trends continue, the 2020 presidential election
could be as dramatic and unpredictable as the last one.
(Source: Project Syndicate)

As President Trump meets North Korean
leader Kim Jong Un in Hanoi this week, there
will be another eye-catching audience between
a top White House official and a bloodstained
autocrat. Jared Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law
and adviser, will meet Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman during a seven-day,
five-country tour of the Middle East.
The trip is intended to advance the White
House’s long-awaited project for peace between
Israelis and Palestinians. In an interview with
Sky News Arabia while in the United Arab Emirates on Monday, Kushner said that his plan,
long clouded in secrecy, was “very detailed”
and would safeguard the “dignity” of all in
the region.Few outside Kushner’s orbit are as
confident. Veteran Mideast watchers say the
endeavor will be “dead on arrival.” The Palestinians have preemptively rejected Kushner’s
efforts following Trump administration moves
they consider anti-Palestinian. Those actions,
as Financial Times columnist Edward Luce
pointed out, are ones Kushner conspicuously
pushed for. Kushner “encouraged Trump to
move the U.S. embassy to Jerusalem last year,
oppose a Palestinian right of return, withdraw
diplomatic recognition from the Palestine Liberation Organization and slash aid to the UN
relief agency,” Luce wrote.
In the absence of meaningful progress,
the highlight of Kushner’s trip will almost
certainly be his meeting with the Saudi crown
prince. The duo’s close relationship is welldocumented, starting before Trump took office and seemingly tangled up in a web of
the Kushner family’s real estate interests.
According to a December report in the New
York Times, Kushner was actively cultivated
by the Saudis because of his “scant knowledge
about the region, a transactional mind-set
and an intense focus on reaching a deal with
the Palestinians that met Israel’s demands.”
Kushner has reportedly consulted with
Mohammed over a range of matters, including the ambitious royal’s plans for economic
restructuring and how to weather the con-

Veteran Mideast watchers say the endeavor
will be “dead on arrival.”
troversy over the killing of Saudi journalist
Jamal Khashoggi. Mohammed is even alleged
to have once quipped that he has Trump’s
son-in-law “in my pocket.”
last week, my colleagues reported on
new revelations in a document released by
congressional Democrats that key members
of the Trump administration wanted to sell
nuclear power plants to Saudi Arabia in the
early months following Trump’s inauguration
— no matter the objections of senior national
security officials. The news sent alarm bells
ringing among nonproliferation experts wary
of Riyadh pushing for its own nuclear weapons. “It is critical to understand production of
nuclear fuel for a civilian power plant is just
a short step away from a different type of fuel
that is suitable for a nuclear weapon,” wrote
global affairs commentator David Andelman.
“And, most worryingly, the Saudis seem anxious
to produce their own fuel domestically rather
than buying it, at lower prices, from the United
States or any other nation that adheres to nonproliferation controls.”
The inquiry also revealed the White House’s

possible pecuniary interest in such a deal. My
colleagues unpacked Kushner’s murky role
in the proceedings: “The report ... notes that
one of the power plant manufacturers that
could benefit from a nuclear deal, Westinghouse Electric, is a subsidiary of Brookfield
Asset Management, the company that has
provided financial relief to the family of Jared
Kushner, the president’s son-in-law and a
senior White House adviser. Brookfield Asset Management took a 99-year lease on the
Kushner family’s deeply indebted New York
City property at 666 Fifth Ave.”
“Kushner’s conflicts of interest are considerably more entangled than that,” Luce
wrote. “But the moral is simple. U.S. administrations used to spread best practice to the
Middle East and beyond — or at least to pay lip
service. Under Trump, the flow has reversed.
Washington is importing the Persian Gulf’s
culture of patronage clientelism.”
That shouldn’t be surprising. “Trump, of
course, is most comfortable when the West
Wing is operating as a family office,” wrote
Vanity Fair’s Emily Jane Fox, an expert on

the Trump family. “[It] helps to explain why,
despite an anti-nepotism law that stood for
50 years, he deputized his son-in-law to lead
some of the most significant foreign-policy
initiatives of his administration, and why
his daughter frequently represents the administration on trips abroad.”
For Mohammed, Kushner’s arrival is
more evidence of his global rehabilitation.
Though U.S. intelligence agencies say they
believe he ordered Khashoggi’s abduction
and killing, the Trump administration has
moved on from the episode — and has urged
other governments to do the same.
Last week, Mohammed toured three major
Asian nations — Pakistan, India and China —
and received warm, lavish welcomes in each.
He also announced hundreds of billions of
dollars in investment deals. In Beijing, he
demonstrated his grasp of realpolitik when he
seemed to defend China’s shocking detention
of more than 1 million Uighurs, a minority
Muslim group in the country.
“China has the right to take anti-terrorism
and de-extremism measures to safeguard
national security,” he was quoted as saying
by China’s state-owned CCTV.
Mohammed “understood that human
rights violators generally find absolution in
Beijing,” wrote Fred Hiatt, The Washington Post’s editorial director. “And he must
have understood that if he, as guardian of
Islam’s two holiest sites, absolved China of
its anti-Muslim depradations, he would be
especially welcome.”
It’s not just in the east where the crown
prince is finding friends. As I reported last
month from the World Economic Forum,
myriad Western business leaders and politicians are willing to see the slaying of Khashoggi
as an unfortunate blemish upon an otherwise
promising relationship.
“We have long since dealt with the
Khashoggi case,” said Swiss President Ueli
Maurer to local news agency SDA. “We have
agreed to continue the financial dialogue and
normalize relations again.”
(Source: The Washington Post)

Egypt and Europe: embracing authoritarianism
The summit of the EU and the Arab League in Sharm elSheikh highlights the ongoing and ill-advised support for
President Sisi.
Days after Egypt executed men who said they were tortured into confessions of killing the country’s former top
prosecutor, Europe’s heads of state are enjoying the hospitality of its president. The resort of Sharm el-Sheikh is
hosting the inaugural summit of the European Union and
the Arab League. Donald Tusk, president of the European
council, is co-chairing with Abdel Fatah al-Sisi; Britain’s
Theresa May is among the guests.
If the event itself is a first, the approach is familiar. As
Sisi entrenches his rule, presiding over what Human Rights
Watch calls Egypt’s worst human rights crisis in decades,
European countries murmur about their “quiet diplomacy”
on such issues. Then they carry on building ties and providing
the air of international legitimacy that he needs given his
grim record since seizing power in 2013’s coup. Sisi’s recent
spate of executions is instructive: he must have felt confident

there would be no repercussions for putting people to death
so close to the summit – despite their blatantly unfair trials.
Political dissent is suppressed through disappearances,
torture and arbitrary arrests. Sami Anan, the former military chief who tried to stand against Sisi in last year’s sham
election, has just been jailed. Human rights defenders and
labour activists are harassed and prosecuted, journalists
detained and barred, the work of NGOs drastically curbed.
Constitutional changes now going through parliament would
allow Sisi to stay in power until 2034, grant new political
powers to the military, and increase presidential control of
the judiciary. Once approved by legislators, they will face a
referendum that promises to be as free and fair as the polls
which Sisi swept last year with 97% of the vote.
But EU leaders see Sisi’s regime as a rare source of
stability in the region, even if his actions are feeding longterm pressures. Emmanuel Macron applauds Egypt as
a bulwark against terrorism while reminding Sisi, sotto
voce, about the need for human rights to be respected.

Migration is high on the agenda; though Egypt is not currently a major transit point, talks have begun on a deal
that would see Cairo cut numbers in return for economic
benefits – reflecting Europe’s broader willingness to have
migrants trapped in squalid and dangerous conditions if
it keeps them away from our shores.
France, Egypt’s main arms supplier, also has those sales
to think about – and human rights are in any case dropping
down the EU’s agenda. Egyptians deserve and expect better.
The constitutional coup now under way removes even the
“promise or veneer” of democratic rule, notes one Egyptian
author. An increasingly autocratic ruler may well believe
he does not need much support when he can coerce compliance. But his predecessors thought so, too. Corruption,
inflation and unemployment as well as state brutality are
fuelling frustrations. A more accurate assessment of Sisi’s
rule might be stability – for now. Bolstering his reign is
foolish and wrong.
(Source: The Guardian)

Syrian refugees in Turkey, burden or cheap labor?
By Mustafa Sonmez

Speaking at an international gathering on
migration last week, President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan said Turkey had spent over $37 billion
in “national resources” on Syrian refugees,
who numbered more than 3.6 million in the
country in January.
How the $37 billion sum is calculated
remains unknown. Figures available in the
budget and annual programs are not even
close to Erdogan’s expenditure tally. Opposition parties claim that Ankara exaggerates
its assistance, arguing that a significant part
of the refugees earn a living as cheap workers, without government help. What is the
true scale of assistance and to what extent
do Syrians sustain themselves by working?
After the outbreak of the Syrian civil war
in March 2011, Ankara adopted an open-door
policy for Syrians fleeing to Turkey. Ankara
granted them education, health care, welfare
assistance rights and access to the labor market under a “temporary protection” regime.
It remains unclear how much of the money
spent on the refugees originated from Turkey’s own budget and how much came from
foreign assistance funds.
Most recently, the presidency’s 2019 program offers the following information: “Turkey’s official development assistance (ODA)
increased by 25.5% to $8.1 billion in 2017 from
$6.5 billion in 2016. … Humanitarian aid in
the form of ODA rose to $7.3 billion in 2017
from $5.9 billion in 2016. The total sum of
humanitarian assistance for Syrians in our
country, meanwhile, was $7.2 billion in 2017.”
According to figures by the Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency, the
predominantly Syria-focused ODA reached
nearly $21 billion in the 2013-2017 period.
One should keep in mind, however, that this
sum also included funds secured from abroad.
The presidency’s 2019 program, for example,

notes that “a Social Adaptation Assistance
Program is underway to meet the needs of
impoverished individuals of foreign nationality, primarily Syrians, in the framework of
the Urgent Social Security Network model,
to be covered with funds from the European
Union” and in cooperation with the World
Food Program, the Turkish Red Crescent
and the EU’s humanitarian aid fund, ECHO.
Under a 2015 refugee deal with Turkey,
the EU pledged 3 billion euros for 2016-2017
to support efforts in the areas of humanitarian aid, education, health care and the labor
market. The sum was put into contracts as
part of 72 projects, and 1.94 billion euros
were transferred to implementing agencies,
according to the presidency’s 2019 program.
In the second phase of the deal, which envisages another 3 billion euros in EU assistance
for the 2018-2019 period, five projects have
so far been put into contracts worth $450
million.
In sum, Turkey’s aid programs for Syrian
refugees have involved notable foreign assistance secured through cooperation with
multilateral international organizations,
international financial institutions and bilateral development agencies.

According to latest data, only about
145,000 Syrian refugees live in the 25 government-run camps, while the remaining 3.5
million are scattered across Turkey, struggling
to make a living on their own. The number
of unregistered Syrian workers is estimated
at more than 1 million. In fact, the majority
of refugees work for low wages and in bad
working conditions as unregistered laborers
without any legal status and rights. They are
employed mainly in the agriculture, construction and textile sectors and labor-intensive
industries, often as seasonal workers. The
employment of Syrians has revived the
problem of child labor, which Turkey had
managed to largely stamp out after years
of hard efforts.
As the Turkish economy slowed down
and descended into a crisis, the refugees’
influx into the labor market has become a
big advantage for business owners, especially
in the garment and construction sectors. A
World Bank report notes that the inflow of
refugees to the labor market has resulted in
a reduction in wages.
According to a survey by the Economic
and Social Research Center of Istanbul’s
Bahcesehir University, the average monthly

wage of young Syrians employed in Istanbul
was 1,400 Turkish liras ($264) for men and
1,300 for women in 2017, compared to 1,660
Turkish liras for the city’s overall average
in the same age group. Half of young Syrian men and three-fourths of young Syrian
women earned less than the minimum wage.
About a fourth of the refugees believed they
suffered discrimination and were denied jobs
for being Syrian.
On the other side of the coin, refugees
have set up companies in Turkey, working for
themselves or employing others. According
to data from the Turkish Union of Chambers
and Commodity Exchanges, Syrian nationals established some 7,000 companies by
2017. Concentrated mainly in Istanbul and
Gaziantep, a province bordering Syria, the
companies are active mostly in the field of
commerce.
Figures by Turkey’s central bank, meanwhile, show that foreign capital investments of
Syrian origin reached $71 million at the end
of 2017, up from $1 million in 2011, the year
the conflict in Syria erupted. The figure represents only 0.04% of the total foreign capital
stock in Turkey, but the quick increase is
still meaningful. There have been also unregistered capital inflows, but their amount
is hard to estimate.
In sum, Syrian refugees rely not only
on Ankara’s assistance and foreign aid, but
also on their own elbow grease, struggling
to sustain themselves as unregistered and
low-paid workers, often in labor-intensive
jobs. How long they can hold on to their jobs
in the ongoing economic crisis is hard to
tell. With Turkey’s unemployment rate on
the rise, the refugees’ employment, albeit
highly exploitative, might further annoy the
country’s own jobless. Whether this could fuel
discriminatory and even racist sentiments is
a pertinent issue to watch in the coming days.
(Source: Al Monitor)
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Dr. al-Shehabi: Bahrain loses
sovereignty
TEHRAN (FNA) — Journalist and Political
Activist Dr. Saeed al-Shehabi says the Bahraini
regime would have been fallen in less than a
month after the revolution of February 14th,
2011 if it hadn’t been for foreign meddling.
Speaking in an exclusive interview with
FNA, Dr. al-Shehabi also criticized the West
for backing the Bahraini regime, saying “The
West is not faithful to its own slogans… They
do not give up relations with human rights
violators, dictators, torturers, or those who
humiliate the people such as the regime in
Bahrain.”
Dr. Saeed al-Shehabi is a London-based
Journalist and Political Activist. Also, he is a
member of Bahrain Freedom Movement. He
has been regarded as the Leader of Bahraini
opposition group in London.
Below is the full text of the interview:
The Al-Khalifa ruling family has been
responding with an iron fist to the people’s
peaceful protests for over 8 years now. Why
is the regime deaf to people’s demand?
A: For 8 years, they have been protesting
and doing all civil actions. The government of
Bahrain knows the people want real change
in their country. The regime deals with the
people in harsh ways such as arresting,
torturing, revoking citizenship, deporting
from the country, or even killing them. The
regime knows that if it gives concession to
the people, they will end their tribal rule.
We believe that there will be a time when
the regime has to go. It won’t be able to continue ruling the country, because al-Khalifa
family does not belong to the current era.
They are still in the past. There is no way that
the regime can continue ruling the people
while the people are in jails, or Exile.
The UN’s call to free Nabeel Rajab
and other human rights activists has been
dismissed. What is the status of freedom of
expression in Bahrain?

A: This is the Kingdom of Silence. No one
can say anything that is not in line with the
policy of the ruling family. The regime has
closed a lot of semi-independent newspapers.
All of the revolutionary figures are in the
jail, because they expressed their views on
political domestic or international issues.
Nabeel Rajab could not keep quiet as Bahrain attacked Yemen alongside with Saudi
Arabia and the UAE.
In Bahrain, if you say why we go to war
with Yemen, you go to jail. If you say the
Interior Ministry practices torture in the jails,
you go to jail. If you criticize any members of
the al-Khalifa family, you go to jail. Nobody
can speak, anymore.
Being accused of illegal collection of
funds and money laundering, Sheikh Issa
Qassim has been stripped of citizenship, and
received a prison sentence. If these accusations against him are supported by evidence
and proof, then what had kept them from
pressing the charges earlier?

A: Sheikh Issa Ahmad Qassim is in the
heart, mind and soul of the people. He is the
highest political and religious authority in
the country. The Sheikh is a man of moderation, a man of principle. He was a member
of the National Assembly and participated
in writing of the constitution. Thousands
of people benefited from his religious and
political contributions.
But the regime does not want anyone to
change the authority of the al-Khalifa. Sheikh
refused to compromise with the regime on
the demands of the people. Therefore, he was
targeted by the regime. They sentenced him
before they even accused him. They stripped
him from Bahraini nationality, and decided to
deport him. They took his money, which was
collected for religious purposes. They stole
it, and laundered it, as they are laundering
the wealth of the nation.
Sheikh Issa Qassim will remain the pivot
of the people, and he will continue to be
respected by the people. Yes! He has been

deported from his country, but many big
figures in history have been deported away
from their lands, yet they have remained
in the hearts and minds of the people. And
later they came back to haunt jailers and
executioners, and to bring them to justice.
I’m sure that this is what will happen in
Bahrain.
The US Secretary of State says “Bahrain is steadily moving forward on the right
path.” Why does the US make such a claim
over a country with such a dark record of
the violation of human rights and freedom
of speech? What about the intervention by
other foreign countries?
A: Within one month of the Revolution of the 14th of February, the regime
could not stand on its own. The regime
asked the Saudi and Emirates regimes
for help. Furthermore, the ruling family
made marine bases for the British and US
forces. Also, there are Pakistani forces in
the country, more than 30,000 of them;
plus some Jordanian soldiers. It looks as
if Bahrain is occupied by foreign forces.
The West is not faithful to its own slogans. They talk about the human rights but
they do not really mean it. They do not give
up relations with human rights violators,
dictators, torturers, or those who humiliate
the people, such as the regime in Bahrain.
They talk about democracy, but they don’t
pressurize their own allies to practice it.
The West knows that rulers of Bahrain
and Saudi are criminals, but does not take
a principled stand. The Americans, despite
the call by the United Nations, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, are
supporting the al-Khalifa and Saudi regimes,
in spite of their crimes.
The occupying forces are still there, imposing their will on the Bahraini people.
Bahrain has lost its sovereignty.

Assad’s message while in Tehran
In 2013, Barack Obama set up ISIS in Syria,
1
along with First Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton, and even some of the allegedly
rival White House senators (such as John McCain) went
along with this.
This bloody legacy came to Donald Trump at the end of
2016. Trump, who, like Obama, had a particular attachment
to ISIS and other terrorist and insurgent groups in Syria, did
not hesitate to act to support them. However, the triumph

of the resistance front in Syria destroyed Trump’s dreams
and imposed a historical defeat on them. The failure, with
the wise leadership of the Supreme Leader of the Islamic
Revolution and allies, will always be recorded in the shameful
U.S. foreign policy record.
Therefore, Bashar al-Assad’s visit to Iran, in the wake of
his victory and his meeting with the Supreme Leader, who
is the most reliable support for the oppressed people in the
world and the most significant theoretician of the resistance

against the invasion of the cruel West in the present century,
suggest many messages. First of all, for those who standing
in the great devil’s side, relying on money and the power
of weaponry, have committed this great crime and are still
not willing to accept their mistakes. Secondly, for those
who, on their own front, sometimes did not see the power
of God and questioned the divine promise of “If you help
God, he will help you and he will take your steps solid” and
they spoke of settlement with the devil.

U.S. claim of aid a pretext to sponsor regime change in Venezuela: analyst
TEHRAN (Tasnim) — An American
political analyst described US efforts to
send the “so-called humanitarian aid” to
Venezuela as a pretext to conduct regime
change in the Latin American country, calling on Washington to help Yemenis and
Palestinians instead.
“The US claim of wanting to provide
humanitarian aid to Venezuela is simply a
pretext for efforts to engage in the domestic subversion of the country in order to
sponsor regime change. Claims of wanting
to provide humanitarian assistance cannot
be taken seriously. At present, there are
many humanitarian crises around the world
that the US has either largely ignored, or
has provided assistance to states that are
responsible for carrying out humanitarian
catastrophes such as the Saudi-led coalition’s war in Yemen or Israel’s war against
the Palestinians,” Keith Preston, the chief
editor and director of attackthesystem.com,
told Tasnim.
Keith Preston was born in Lynchburg,
Virginia, United States. He received degrees
in Religious Studies, History, and Sociology
from Virginia Commonwealth University.
He is the founder and director of American
Revolutionary Vanguard and the chief editor
of AttacktheSystem.Com. He has also been a
contributor to LewRockwell.Com, Antiwar.
Com, Anti-State.Com,Taki’s Magazine, Radix
Journal, and AlternativeRight.Com . He is
the author of six books, and was awarded
the 2008 Chris R. Tame Memorial Prize by
the United Kingdom’s Libertarian Alliance.
Keith has been a featured speaker at conferences of the National Policy Institute, H.
L. Mencken Club, and Anarchapulco. He
has been interviewed on numerous radio
programs and internet broadcasts, and appeared as a guest analyst on Russia Today,
Press TV and the BBC.
The following is the full text of the interview:
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
said that the United States “will take action”
in support of anti-government protesters
amid clashes between them and Venezuelan
police. How do you see the latest developments in Venezuela?
A: Venezuela has suffered from a severe
economic downturn in recent years. The
crisis stems from a variety of causes, including failed domestic economic policies
that have been pursued by the Venezuelan

government, a drop in oil prices combined
with Venezuela’s heavy dependence on oil
exports, and economic sabotage that has
been waged against Venezuela by the United
States. The economic downturn has created
civil unrest in Venezuela, and political conflict
within the country has led to a constitutional
crisis between the government of President
(Nicolas) Maduro, and the opposition represented by Juan Guaido. (US) Secretary of
State Pompeo’s comments reflect that fact
that the Trump administration is attempting
to take advantage of the crisis in Venezuela
as a pretext for sponsoring a regime change
operation in the country. The United States
has a lengthy and extraordinary history of
engaging in subversion, economic sabotage,
or outright invasion of Latin American countries that goes as far back as the early 19th
century. The objective of such actions has
always been to exercise political hegemony
over the Western hemisphere, maintaining
access to valuable economic resources in
Latin America, and preventing European
or Asian powers from gaining influence in
the region. The United States’ objective of
seeking domination over Latin America was
first formulated by US President James Monroe in 1823, and this objective has been the
guiding principle of US foreign policy in the
region for the subsequent two centuries. The
present objective of the US in Latin America
is to overthrow the government of President
Maduro, and install a government that will
essentially be a puppet regime controlled

by Washington, which will then allow the
United States to dominate Venezuela’s oil
trade. The US National Security Advisor,
John Bolton, has admitted to this.
Additionally, the United States has an
animus toward Venezuela because of the
fact that for the past two decades Venezuela
has sought to pursue a political and economic path that involved moving away from
the influence of Washington, and toward
a stronger relationship with the BRIICS
nations. Venezuela was representative of
the so-called “pink tide” that developed in
the late 1990s and early to middle 2000s
where left-wing populist governments increasingly came to power in various Latin
American countries such as Brazil, Argentina,
Bolivia, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and others. It
was for this reason that the United States
sponsored a coup in Honduras in 2009, as
then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton later
admitted. Consequently, Washington has
feared losing its traditional domination over
Latin America. Venezuela, in particular, is
seen as a leading anti-American force in
the region.
Russia has warned that the United
States is using humanitarian aid to instigate
a “dangerous provocation” in Venezuela by
arming the country’s opposition while moving
its own forces closer to Venezuelan borders
in preparation for a military invasion. What
do you think?
A: The US claim of wanting to provide
humanitarian aid to Venezuela is simply a

pretext for efforts to engage in the domestic subversion of the country in order to
sponsor regime change. Claims of wanting
to provide humanitarian assistance cannot
be taken seriously. At present, there are
many humanitarian crises around the world
that the US has either largely ignored, or
has provided assistance to states that are
responsible for carrying out humanitarian
catastrophes such as the Saudi-led coalition’s
war in Yemen or Israel’s war against the
Palestinians. So-called “humanitarian aid”
is a tool of foreign policy that is provided
on a selective basis, and is often merely a
weapon that is used to undermine governments that are unfavorable to Washington.
Russia is opposed to American intervention in Venezuela because Russia wishes
to develop an economic relationship of its
own with Venezuela. In the period prior to
the present US actions against Venezuela,
Russia offered to help rebuild Venezuela’s
economy in order to cultivate Venezuela
as a trading partner. The United States is
opposed to Russia gaining economic or
political influence in Latin America, and
American hostility to Venezuela has subsequently escalated.
China said that the “so-called aid”
should not be forced into Venezuela, lest it
cause violence. What’s your take on this?
Will US finally intervene militarily in the
country?
A: China is also working to cultivate its
own trade relationships with various Latin America nations, and does not want for
greater destabilization in the region to occur
for that reason. Nor does China wish for the
US to undermine its own trade interests in
Latin America. US President Trump has
said that sending American military forces
to Venezuela may be an option, and John
Bolton has indicated an interest in sending
5000 American troops to Venezuela’s border
in Colombia. Whether there will be a direct
invasion of Venezuela is unknown at this
time. The US generally prefers to wage war
against Latin American nations by means of
the use of proxy forces, mercenaries, foreign
governments, technology, and economic
sabotage with direct military intervention
being only a peripheral action, in part because
such interventions are a political liability
in the domestic United States. However, a
full-scale civil war in Venezuela could result
in a direct US military intervention.
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The U.S. may have created
a pool of quicksand…and
jumped in

Meanwhile, desperation in the Trump administration is
1
mounting, just as it seems to be in Israel. In the U.S., for example,
there is worldwide disgust at twit Senator Marco Rubio’s tweet
this week threatening Nicolas Maduro of Venezuela with Ghaddaffi’s cruel fate in Libya. And in Israel, Netanyahu, desperate to
remain in power with the upcoming April 9th election there,
has admitted in to his prospective Likud coalition people who
even in Israel are considered by some the absolute worst kind of
racists, even terrorists -- lingering advocates of those who long
ago championed Meir Kahane and the Kach organization, now
essentially reconstituted into Otzma Yehudit (“Jewish Power”).
This move by Netanyahu, shifting Israel even farther to the
fascist right, is even being condemned by many Jews in the U.S,
and by the primary Zionist lobby, AIPAC, which is beginning
to realize it is losing its grip on the Palestine narrative and its
ability to advocate successfully for the Zionists in the U.S. But
real danger exists.
Will Trump, if somehow regime change fails in Venezuela, as
its been envisioned by the likes of Pompeo, Pence, Abrams and
Bolton, then go for broke with the Zionists and the Saudis in a
Hail Mary pass of sorts involving a military attack on Iran, where
economic pressures and sanctions have so far failed to create the
kind of chaos inside Iran that might destroy the Islamic Republic?
Will the search for and demands for some kind of insane
“victory” in the face of repeated failures by the Trump administration occur? It is possible, but even with that there would be no
victory but rather further condemnation of U.S. foreign policy
and further erosion of U.S. clout with countries increasingly eager
to break with obeisance to U.S. diktat and the dollar, the source
of U.S. economic power.
It should, at any rate, be obvious to anyone in the West that
Iran does not intend to pursue nuclear weapons, unlike, perhaps
Saudi Arabia, which reports suggest has allegedly been receiving
or is going to receive critical nuclear technology from the U.S. The
hypocrisy is almost unbearable given the fact that of all Middle
East regimes, the least “democratic” and the most rogue, aside
from Israel, happens to be the Saudis.
Thus, it appears – as with Venezuela – the real aim of the
U.S. is to prevent countries from pursuing independent energy
and economic policies. Mounting efforts to conduct business
by Venezuela, Iran, Russia and China, among other countries,
without the use of the dollar, if successful, would likely crater
some major Western banks and financial markets.
In some ways one might conclude that Iran so far has, despite
the pain and the U.S. withdrawal from the JCPOA, outwitted
Trump and the Neocons by maintaining steadiness and cool – and
this is increasingly appreciated and working towards the erosion
of harsh views of the Islamic Republic globally.
Anyone who was a child as I was during the 1950s when the
U.S. was largely seen as a force for some good in the world has
been thoroughly corrected in the past three decades: the U.S. is
all out for itself and no one else, and more and more Americans
are, in fact, realizing that if ever there was a rogue superpower,
the U.S. is it. At the least citizens in the U.S. are incredibly tired
of the various wars initiated by Washington and supported by
small-minded psychopaths like Sen. Marco Rubio and his Neocon ilk.

The complete failure of
Washington and Riyadh in
Yemen

Despite the fact that Saudi Arabia is enjoying the rich
1
revenues from oil sales and pilgrimages, the people of Saudi
Arabia suffer from poverty, injustice, unemployment and other
social problems. Experts see the cause of this in the appointment,
and not selection of the rulers, the lack of public supervision over
the authorities and budget spending, lack of a modern constitution, the monopoly of power in the hands of the Saudi family,
and the Saudi family’s dependence on the West, especially on
the United States.
Poverty and unemployment in Saudi Arabia, which is one
of the richest countries in the world, have turned to a political
bomb which may explode any moment.
The fact is that in a very near future, the Yemeni state will
become a symbol of the defeat of the United States and Saudi
Arabia and the European allies of Washington. This will not only
weaken or even crush Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince of power,
but also undermine the previous U.S. calculations in the region.
Anyway, a complete failure will await Washington and Riyadh
in West Asia.
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Apt in Dezashib
brand new, 175 sq.m, 3Bdrs.
unfurn, spj, gym, elevator
gathering room, roof top
parking spot, $3000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Zafaranieh
brand new, 3th floor, 200 sq.m
3 Bdrs., furn/unfurn, spj
parking spots, $3000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Luxury Apt in Niavaran
brand new, 4th floor, 700 sq.m
3 master bedrooms., unfurn
equipped kitchen, spj
3 parking spots, $4600
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Elahieh
brand new, 4th floor, 200 sq.m
3 Bdrs., fully furn, equipped
kitchen, balcony, spj, elevator
storage, parking spot, $3500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Fereshteh
230 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., fully furn
equipped kitchen, spj
gathering room, parking spot
$4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Velenjak
3 th floor, 360 sq.m, 4 Bdrs.
modern furn, equipped kitchen,
spj, parking spots
$5500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

FEBRUARY 27, 2019

Triplex Villa in Velenjak
1000 sq.m land, 700 sq.m built up,
5 Bdrs., unfurn, very clean sauna,
outdoor swimming pool
servant quarter, fire place
renovated, green yard
storage, parking spot, $12000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Modern Office in Jordan
administrative office license
brand new, 2th floor, 2 apts
180 sq.m & 220 sq.m flat, modern
design, lobby, lobby man
lots parking spots
Price negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Villa in North Kamranieh
duplex, 750 sq.m land, 500 sq.m
built up, unfurn, servant quarter,
renovated
2 parking spots
Price negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole building in
Shahrak Qarb
apts, 220 sq.m built up 4
from 75 sq.m to 150 sq.m
elevator, 6 parking spots
$4000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Duplex Villa in Zafaranieh
650 sq.m land, 650 sq.m built up
7 Bdrs. unfurn, nice garden
completely renovated
parking spot
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building Near Vanak
administrative office license
6 floors, each floor 2 apts
each apt 200 sq.m with 100 sq.m
commercial flat, elevator
80 parking spot, $45000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Triplex Villa in Jordan
3700 sq.m land, 1300 sq.m
7 Bdrs., 6 bathrooms, furn outdoor
pool, renovated
3-side entrances, $20000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

Villa in Niavaran
900 sq.m land, 1000 sq.m built up,
8 Bdrs., 7 bath rooms
3 kitchens, 3 big reception saloons
with one suit for servant, Jacuzzi,
swimming pool
outdoor / indoor parking spots
$12000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Iran’s Leading
International Daily
Advertising Dept

Tel:

021 - 430 51 450

PRIVATE PARKING LOT
Jahan Hotel (Exelsior) – Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani
Crossroads – Valiasr St. Tell: 6 6 4 7 6 8 5 5

Apt in Elahieh
3th floor, 170 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
fully furn , equipped kitchens
beautiful yard, nice view
$1350
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Vanak
120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn elevator,
parking spot
$27 daily
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apartment in Velenjak
2th floor, 200 sq.m, 3 Bdrs. furn,
balcony elevator, storage spj, 24/7
security, parking spot
$1700
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building in Jordan
3 floors, 500 sq.m land, totally 650
sq.m built up, swimming pool
$7000
Suitable for
Embassies, International companies
& Guesthouses
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole Building in Zafar
3 floors, each apt 200 sq.m
clean & nice, elevator
parking spots, storage
$3800 totally
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

TEHRAN TIMES

Indian Restaurant

Apt in Zafaranieh
6th floor, 175 sq.m,3 Bdrs., furn spj,
nice view, parking spot
$2000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Pasdaran
5th floor, 76 sq.m,2 Bdrs
fully furn, elevator
parking spot
$800
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Office in Valiasr
from 250 sq.m up to 7000 sq.m
commercial office, ready for
renting to foreign companies
lobby, lots parking spots
good access to highway
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

FOR,40-YEARS VICTORY
WE HAVE 40,DAYS.
carpetiranzamin.com
SPICAL. OFFER. EVRY.
CARPET. ANY. SIZE 25.
P_SQ_M,,,6_M=150 USD,,,
12_M=300,,USD,, $,, MONY BACK
GARANTY PLEASE. VISIT OUR. WEB.
,,,WWW,CARPETIRANZAMIN,COM,,,
We Never Forget. You Have the Right to Choose
GIFT88876342
The Tehran Times new pocketsized glossary is now available on
the market. The reader-friendly is
a rich source of the most common
journalistic terminology collected
by the daily’s retired staff.
It can benefit a wide range of
tastes from students to professional
journalists. Persian equivalents have
been given for all entries, including
idioms and expressions. The glossary also includes example sentences for
entries the authors thought it would be a bit difficult to learn.
For more information contact:

Tel: 021 - 430 51 450
times1979@gmail.com
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120 new homegrown medicines
on Iran market
H E A L T H TEHRAN— 120 homed
e
s
k grown medicines have

come onto Iran’s market over the past 12
months, despite U.S. sanctions against the
country, announced the director of the Iranian Food and Drug Administration (IFDA).
According to Mehdi Pirsalehi, among the
produced medicines, 40 ones are chemical,
40 are traditional and herbal medicines and
the remaining 40 include biologic drugs and
pharmaceutical raw materials, IRNA reported
on Monday.
“The local products make up 70% of total
economic value of medicine market and imported medicine make up the remaining 30%,”
said Pirsalehi. “Imported medicines cost the
country a lot, but we can’t eliminate them as
some of them are indispensable to patients.”
“Fortunately, the medicine market is
under control, and we are only missing 21
types of medicine in the market,” he further
remarked.
Importing some medicines will
be halted
Pirsalehi further noted that the medicines
that have local rivals will not be imported
in large volumes in the next year, and that
might create some false needs.
“It must be noted that there are some
medicines that already have eight to 22 local
producers, and there has been a sufficient
supply of them for a while, so we don’t see
any reason to use foreign currency, at cheap
government-set rates, for importing such
foreign medicines,” he added.
Pharmaceuticals must receive
foreign currency on time

We are now trying to sign an agreement
with Vice-Presidency of Science and
Technology, so that the medical industries
begin investing on producing medicines
that are now in the list of imported
products; if this happens, such Iran-made
medicine will enter the market in around
two years.

Insomnia: Certain types of
brain cell explain genetic risk

According to Pirsalehi, if the companies
that manufacture and import medicine don’t
receive foreign currency from government
at the right time, the delay will cause future
shortage in medicine market.
“We have come up with plans to manage
the medicines’ distribution as well, but it
doesn’t mean that the medicine will be rationed; rather, we will oversee the producing,
importing and distributing companies,” he
added.
Local production must grow
Pirsalehi highlighted that the local productions must grow as the imports cannot
meet the country’s medical needs.
“Next year, will not be an easy year for
us, so we have asked the medical industry
to cooperate with us, so that we can keep
the price rise to a minimum,” said Pirsalehi.
“We are now trying to sign an agreement
with Vice-Presidency of Science and Technology, so that the medical industries begin
investing on producing medicines that are
now in the list of imported products; if this
happens, such Iran-made medicine will enter
the market in around two years,” he further
remarked.
In November, the former director of IFDA
had announced that some two third of Iran’s
required pharmaceutical raw materials are
produced domestically.
According to Gholamreza Asghari, the
production of pharmaceutical raw materials
in the current Iranian calendar year (started March 21, 2018) has risen to 67 percent
from two years ago when it stood at around
54 percent.

WHO set to help Iran in supplying medical devices
H E A L T H TEHRAN — World Health Organizad
e
s
k tion (WHO) has established a separate

team for providing Iran healthcare system with required
medical devices.
The announcement was made by Christophe Hamelmann,
the WHO representative in Iran, in a meeting with Iranian
Health Minister Saeed Namaki, IRIB reported on Monday.
According to Hamelmann, the team includes WHO and

some other organizations who cooperate with it, but the
problem is that the medical device suppliers are not part
of the team or cannot use the banking system for doing
proper transactions.
Hamelmann added that there are many ways to meet
the needs of Iran’s healthcare system and WHO will use
all its capacities to help.
U.S. withdrew unilaterally from the 2015 nuclear deal in
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May 2018 and ordered sanctions against Iran.
It has been repeatedly claimed by Trump administration’s officials that sanctions against Iran do not include
food and medicine, however, in November, Washington
Post said the sanctions on Iranian financial firms could
endanger the flow of humanitarian goods as foreign banks
and outside suppliers abandon business ties with their
partners in Iran.

New research in the journal Nature Genetics identifies individual
types of brain cell and brain areas that are involved in insomnia,
offering new treatment targets for this condition.
New research helps explain why some people struggle to sleep.
Insomnia affects about a third of people living in the United
States and approximately 770 million people worldwide.
As many people with insomnia will know, there is a tendency
to think that falling asleep is a matter of willpower.
However, more and more studies are showing that it actually
has a strong neurobiological component.
For instance, in 2016, scientists found abnormalities in the
white matter tracts of people living with insomnia, as well as in
parts of their limbic system. More recent studies have uncovered
specific genetic variants linked with insomnia risk.
Now, an international team of researchers has gone further,
analyzing genetic data from over 1.3 million people in an attempt
to tease out the individual genes, brain cell types, brain areas,
and neurobiological processes that underlie insomnia.
Danielle Posthuma, a professor of statistical genetics at the
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam in the Netherlands, led the new
research with Eus Van Someren, a neurophysiology professor
at the Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience in Amsterdam.
Study yields ‘spectacular results’
Using data from the UK Biobank and DNA testing company
23andMe, the researchers assembled genetic and sleep information on 1,331,010 people, making this the largest genetic dataset
that scientists have ever used to study insomnia.
They found 202 genetic loci and 956 risk genes for insomnia.
Also, further analyses revealed that some of these genes were
key to the functioning of axons, or extensions of nerve cells that
facilitate electrical communication with other neurons.
Also, the researchers found a significant number of insomnia
risk genes that were switched on in certain cells in the cortical
and subcortical tissues of the brain.
Specifically, the types of cell implicated in insomnia included
“striatal, hypothalamic, and claustrum neurons.” The results
“provide new treatment targets,” explain the study authors.
Prof. Posthuma comments on the findings, saying, “Our study
shows that insomnia, like so many other neuropsychiatric disorders, is influenced by [hundreds] of genes, each of small effect.”
(source: medical news today)
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Jordan

Elahiyeh

From 50 to 8000 sq.m available

Farmaniyeh,

Triplex-800 sq.m built up,1000

With all facilities in different

4-storey building,1000 sq.m,

sq.m land,Semi-furn,7

areas

4 Bdrs,fully
furn,260sq.m,spj,$3000
Elahiyeh Chenaran

Bdrs,spj,$9000

Nobody does it better

Fantastic 4 Bdrs,500 Sq.m, for
those seeking the best
Zaferaniyeh
Darous
2Bdrs,fully furn,3rd fl.,brand
new,100 sqm,lobby

Duplex, 4 Bdrs,unfurn,350

Apartment-villa
French-style

Niavaran
2000 sq.m land,green
garden,500 sq.m built up

3Bdrs,fully furn 360 sq.m.sp,
EURO 5000

area,indoor spj,4Bdrs,fully
furn,triplex,$15000

Valiasre-Bagheferdos
3 Bdrs,fully furn,brand
new,5th fl., 150 sq.m ,indoor

Darous

spj,$1900

1000 sq.m land,400 sq.m built

Mirdamad-Naft

up area, flat.4 Bdrs,spj.$7000

3 Bdrs.fully furn,5th fl.,200
sq.m, $ 2000

09121081212

Jordan

Close to Paladium Shopping
center

850 sq.m land,500 sq.m

3Bdrs,180 sq.m,fully

built up,5 Bdrs,spj,furn/

furn,lobby,sp,garden,$2000

unfurn,duplex,$7000

Jordan

Zaferaniyeh

100 sq.m,3

Triplex villa,800 sq.m,built

rooms,parking,brand new

up,1000 sq.m land,12

3rd fl.,$1700

rooms,$8500

Since: 1987

sq.m,spj,$8000

1600
Zaferaniyeh-Yekta,

Mr. Shahin

مالکین محرتم امالک مسکونی و اداری شام را
جهت اجاره به خارجی نیازمندیم

Tel: 22723121

tehranfirstchoice@gmail.com

We give service with a
difference…We care!
Long & Short term rentals
Purchase Properties
FURNISHED - UNFURNISHED
Villa-Apartment-OfficeBuilding

all facilities,$10000

Niavaran
Valiasre

Triplex villa,2000 sq.m

150 sq.m brand new, all

land,600 sq.m built up ,spj,all

facilities,5th fl.,$2300

facilities,$15000
Darous

Vozara

Duplex villa,600 sq.m built

250 sq.m,all facilities

up,1000 sq.m land ,all

8th fl.,,$4000

facilities,$8000
Other areas:

Mirdamad-Naft

Farmaniyeh

120 sq.m,6th fl., $1700

Aghdasiyeh
Shahrak Gharb

vanak

Shariati-Pasdaran
Valiasre

shariati

Tajrish

pasdaran

Jordan

shahrak gharb

Vanak

saadatabad

Arjantin
Zafar…

4000-3000-5000-4000-1000
sq.m,full,reasonable price

nice cases ready to move in.
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Iranian Space Research
Center tests internet balloon
successfully
TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — The Iranian Space Research
d
e
s
k Center provided details of a successful test of
its internet balloon system that took place over the city of Karaj,
Alborz province, Mehr reported on Tuesday.
Equipped with night-vision cameras, the high altitude balloon
went 350 kilometers above the Earth’s surface with the capacity
to transfer 300 kg of telecommunication packages, the director
of the center Hossein Samimi said.

Named “Baam 300”, the balloon is designed to be used at
places where a natural disaster has severely disrupted the internet
connectivity, he explained.
He said that if a natural disaster disrupts infrastructure for
telecommunication, the balloon will use wireless communications
technology in order to cover the area, he added.
The domestically made balloon, which is made by Iranian
experts and knowledge-based companies, is ready to be used in
all 31 provinces, he concluded.
During Arbaeen pilgrimages, which fell on October 3 this year,
the balloons brought internet access at the borders of Mehran
and Khosravi, which offered free WiFi services to pilgrims.
The balloon for internet access was also tried during the Kermanshah earthquake in November 2017.
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EMC testing lab inaugurated
at Iranian Space Research Center

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — Electrod
e
s
k magnetic Compatibility
(EMC) testing lab was inaugurated at the
venue of Iranian Space Research Center
during a ceremony attended by Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Minister Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi
on Monday, IRNA reported.
He said that the lab is equipped for 15
different tests and is a crucial step toward
completion of space industry chain, he said.
Azari Jahromi pointed to the recent
monitoring of cultivated area through
satellites saying that these steps make
space technology practical for the public.
In mid-February, the Iranian Space
Agency (ISA) released a report for satellite crop monitoring of subtropical gardens in Northern provinces of Gilan and
Mazandaran.
He also pointed to agreements signed
between ICT Ministry and Management
and Planning Organization of Iran as well
as the Ministry of Energy and the Department of Environment in order to use space

technology to save environment.
The first center for space-based marketing development will be established in

Mazandaran Province in the near future,
he announced.
He said that the Nahid 1 satellite will

be sent into orbit in the month of Khordad
(May 22-June 22).
Zafar satellite manufactured by Iran
University of Science and Technology
and Pars 1 satellite will be sent into orbit
in the next Iranian calendar year (starting
on March 21), he said.
During the event, the head of EMC
testing labs Shahram Qaebi made speech
during the event.
He said that an integration and test
(AIT) center will be established by the
next two years.
In early February, Azari Jahromi announced that despite the sanctions that
have slowed down the country’s space technology development, there are no specific
problems and the national space program
is well progressing.
The U.S. tries definitely to impede
Iran’s space technology and the European countries do not have any cooperation
with Iran and our absolute message is that
space technology improves lives of Iranians
and people worldwide, he said.

Less than 3% of villages without
internet coverage: official

Iran National Cartographic Center
develops geoportal for smartphones

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — The
d
e
s
k number of Iranian
villages without internet connection
decreased to less than three percent,
an official with the Ministry of Information and Telecommunication
Technology (ICT) announced.
Mehrdad Torabian said that a total
of 63 percent of Iranian villages benefit from proper telecommunication
facilities during past 18 months.
In 2017, 32 percent of villages were
equipped with landline and mobile
phone networks which has increased
to 63 percent, he said.
About nine percent of villages did
not have any telecommunication services in 2017, which has decreased to

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — The ged
e
s
k ographic information
system (GIS) department of Iran National
Cartographic Center develops geoportal for
smartphone, ILNA reported on Monday.
Geoportal is a type of web portal used
to find and access geographic information
(geospatial information) and associated
geographic services (display, editing,
analysis, etc.) via the internet.
The geoportal has already been developed for android system and an edition of
IoS is manufacturing. The smartphone users
can connect to the application whenever
they have internet coverage.
The users can have different types of search
according to metadata, name of cities and
provinces and geographical regions and have

Five ways to cultivate innovation
This article covers five strategies you can implement to ensure
your office doesn’t stifle employee innovation and creativity.
Focus on physical well-being
For a long time, managers’ focus was primarily on setting
up functional workstations for employees who sat at their
desks for the entire duration of their workday. However, the
information and technology we have access to today prompt
us to rethink employees’ physical wellbeing and furnish the
office in a way that successfully accommodates the needs of
an increasingly mobile worker.
Beloved employers like Google, Huffington Post, White &
Case and Mercedes-Benz seriously acknowledge the connection
between sleep and productivity, and thus, they initiated the
configuration of napping stations, sleeping mattresses and pods.
The isolating cubicle, the drab carpeting and the desolating
vertical blinds have only led to metabolic disorders, chronic pain,
eye strain, low work performance and reduced concentration so
far. Today’s employee is working longer hours but sitting down
far less. Workers spend more time standing at their desk, moving
around the office and taking frequent breaks, so it’s crucial to
ensure a wide variety of ergonomic furniture solutions that
promote mobility and physical well-being. Open-space offices
furnished with shared desks, adjustable workstations, break
rooms and lounges address the flexibility and mobility needs
of workers and inspire them to communicate more effectively.
Forget about “one-size-fits-all” solutions
As the world of work continues to evolve, so should managers’
attitude towards employee needs. Different generations – baby
boomers, Gen Xers and Millennials – may work side by side
in today’s workplace, but they have different mindsets, work
styles and personal interests.
The key is to successfully address and benefit from the
differences in needs and expectations of each generation. Baby
boomers may be more competitive than and not as independent-minded as those belonging to Gen X, while they would likely
not display so much interest for technology and teamwork as
Millennials. To set up an engaging and innovation-driving work
environment, managers should give employees the flexibility
and freedom of choice they need, even if this means allowing
them to set up their own schedule or working offsite.
Don’t forget about morale
Nothing impacts productivity and overall office morale
more than disengaged employees. A recent Automatic Data
Processing, Inc. (ADP) study assessed the cost of each actively
disengaged employee: $2,246 per year, and that’s not even
the most startling news. A recent poll by Gallup revealed
that 87% of the American workforce is not engaged or actively disengaged, costing the U.S. economy a whopping
$450–$550bn every year.
Needless to say, disengaged employees are not innovation
drivers. For them to be able to come up with million-dollar
ideas, they must feel their work is making them grow as people.
Above all, next-generation employees value meaning, learning,
challenge and a sense of belonging. Your role as a manager is
to ensure they experience their work as personally meaningful and purposeful, making sure the feedback they receive is
constructive and useful.
Another important aspect is to make quality and supportive
employee-management relationships a priority, encouraging communication between members of your teams and
their superiors. Also, make sure the rules and policies of
the workplace are enforced equally and fairly for all those
working in the office.
Create a vibrant ecosystem
Transforming the workplace as an ecosystem of internally
connected and interdependent places that support the physical, cognitive and emotional needs of people is key to creating
an organization that thrives. First, the ecosystem should put
at employees’ disposal a wide palette of destinations that
promote cross-generational interaction and grants access to
the tools and resources they can only find at work. Secondly, it should provide a wide variety of ‘posture-spaces’ that
encourage workers to alternate sitting and standing while
performing their work duties and thirdly, it should set up
‘presence-spaces’ that encourage both physical and virtual
interactions (minimizing the moments when effective communication is not possible because people are not physically
located in the same space).
(Source: theinnovationenterprise.com)

less than three percent, he explained.
According to the UN report released in June 2018, Iran moved
20 notches up to rank 86 among
193 countries in the United Nations E-Government Development
Index (EGDI 2018) in comparison
with EGDI 2017.
Iran’s EGDI value was 0.6083 this
year. Regarding the sub-items, the
country got 0.6319 score in the online
service index (OSI), 0.4566 in the
telecommunication infrastructure
index (TII), and 0.7364 in the human capital index (HCI) this year.
Iran was amongst 17 countries
that transitioned from Middle- to
High-EGDI level group.

the map in different satellite and street view.
Geoportals are important for effective
use of geographic information systems
(GIS) and a key element of Spatial Data
Infrastructure (SDI).
Geographic information providers,
including government agencies and commercial sources, use geoportals to publish
descriptions (geospatial metadata) of their
geographic information.
Geographic information consumers,
professional or casual, use geoportals to
search and access the information they
need. Thus geoportals serve an increasingly
important role in the sharing of geographic information and can avoid duplicated
efforts, inconsistencies, delays, confusion,
and wasted resources.

28m Iranians play video games: report

TECHNOLOGY TEHRAN — According to statistics red
e
s
k leased by Iran Computer and Video Games
Foundation, 35 out of 100 Iranians, meaning 28 million
people, play video games.
According to the statistics, the video game players spend
40 million hours per year for playing the games, out of which,
13 million hours belong to children.
While most the junior users have access to online games
and digital devices like smartphones and tablets, video games
have become viral for different age groups, the managing
director of Iran Computer and Video Games Foundation,
Hasssan Karimi Qodusi, said during a conference last week.
The increase in number of video games and the
free of charge download make them more available
for little children, he said.
But what is the appropriate video game for children
and how do children should play them? Many countries
provide answers for these questions.
According to espn.com, South Korea has been known
for their pre-eminent infrastructure in video gaming.
Many of the best video game players and coaches in the
world were trained or originated from South Korea,
and the country’s pro leagues and tournaments across
numerous video games are often acclaimed by many
to be the most prestigious and competitive.
The absence of copyright in Iran is one of the major problems
in the domestic market, which should not be disregarded,
Karimi Qodusi lamented.
He also pointed to free downloading of foreign video
games as a crucial factor, which weaken the market for

homegrown games, he added.
Some families prevent their children to play video
games and face video games as a threat, media literacy
plays an important role in turning this threat into an
opportunity, he said.
However, video games are not for entertainment otherwise they are cultural products, which can have benefit.
Parents can accompany children while they play video
games and set a time limitation up to 90 minutes each
day for them.
With developing homegrown videogames, the officials
can imply the values of Islamic and Iranian lifestyle through
these products.
Children and internet in Iran
In mid-January 2019, the Ministry of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) announced that over 80

percent of internet content for kids is not safe and appropriate for children in Iran.
The web content either is not appropriate for children’s
age range or is made by foreign developers and is not appropriate for the Iranian culture.
In late January 2019, Statistical Center of Iran announced
that 65 percent of children in Iran between 3-5 years of age
have smart cellphone or tablets, said Khosro Saljouqi, the
executive director of children’s internet plan of the Ministry
of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), ILNA
reported on Friday.
No organization is responsible for development of cyberspace services for children. The Ministry of Education is
responsible for children above six however only 13 percent
of kids go to kindergarten below that age.
Deputy education minister for training Alireza Kazemi
announced in December 2018 that about 20 million internet
users out of 56 million users are below 18 in Iran.
People spends from 20 to 80 hours per week in cyberspace, which change sleeping time and encounter them to
unnecessary information and issues, he said.
In mid-November, the ICT Ministry announced that
it plans to introduce parental control applications in the
near future.
According to a survey conducted by the ICT Ministry,
only eight percent of Iranian parents monitor their children’s
online activity.
The survey revealed that Iran is not very successful in
content creation for children and to control children’s online activity.

How technology disrupts smoking
From 1954 to 1999 five cowboys modeled as
Marlboro men in the Marlboro advertising
campaign. Three of them died because of
lung cancer, the fourth because of prostate
cancer and the last one the most famous and
the one that outlived all his predecessors
reached 85 and cancer-less. Since then the
anti-smoking campaign has tightened up legal
restrictions and fines and it has produced
encouraging results.
According to the National Health Interview
Survey, cigarette smoking among the American adults declined from 20.9% in 2005 to
15.5% in 2016. Yet, nearly 38 million American adults smoked cigarettes (‘every day’
or ‘some days’) in 2016. The same picture is
described by the World Health Organization,

which predicts a global decrease in tobacco
smoking. The WHO report reveals that in
2015 there were 29 million fewer smokers
compared with 2000. Still, some 1.1 billion
people – 20% of the population over the age
of 15- are active smokers.
It may sound easy to make a battery operational to keep steady temperatures to heat
the tobacco, but it is not. The objective is to
heat in a very accurate manner and control
the temperature at the same time with one
single component. The answer came from
a technology widely used in the automotive
industry as a temperature sensor that has
been adapted by PMI to suit essential requirements. It is not simple either to make a
well-balanced aromatic mix of tobacco units

having always safety in mind, but not at the
expense of pleasure.
In the next years the big tobacco industries will share this new market together
with the new players of the game, but both
they will have to invest seriously and focus
on technology and scientific research so as
to further decrease all the harmful components and maximize the pleasure of the
experience. PMI hired over 430 scientists,
engineers and experts in approximately 30
key disciplines, including material science,
consumer electronics, clinical science and
systems toxicology. This new shift practically means that the market share will be
mainly determined by R&D investments,
registered patents and advertising budget

and not by tobacco suppliers used by the
tobacco giants.
However, it seems that some questions
will have to wait before they meet with a
conclusive answer. Are liquid components
and tobacco units less harmful to the user’s
health? Will new devices help people cut
down on smoking or will they start to vape
for its own sake, and not to replace conventional smoking? In 2016 the University of
Southern California and more recently the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) reported an increase of smoking at
younger ages, a group of people who had
shown a considerable decrease of smoking
rates in the past.
(Source: forbes.com)
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Ancient wetlands provide new
insight into global carbon cycle,
research team says
Scientists have unearthed and pieced together evidence
on more than 1,000 ancient wetland sites from across the
globe that are presently covered by fields, forests and lakes.
Although vanished from the Earth’s surface, these buried
sites could explain some of the differences between global
carbon cycle models and real-life observations.
Cliffs, quarries, road construction, and scientific sampling have revealed carbon-rich wetland deposits buried
under other kinds of soils and sediments. Many wetlands
are characterized by thick deposits of undecomposed plant
material (or peat), which is often preserved, resulting in a
record of wetland presence.
The buried wetlands frequently included coastal marshes
that had been flooded by sea level rise, and wetlands that
had been buried by glaciers, flooding, or wind-deposited
sediments.
The researchers compiled the information about these
buried wetland deposits, including where they were found,
when they formed, and why they were buried.
Data from different sites
“We were really surprised when we started to combine
our data from different sites around the world. What we
thought would be only a few sites turned out to be just the tip
of the iceberg. When we started to look for more examples
from previous studies, we identified more than 1,000 buried

wetland sites across the globe,” Dr. Claire Treat from the
University of Eastern Finland says.
The study was led by Dr. Treat at the University of Eastern Finland and by Dr. Thomas Kleinen at the Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology in Germany.
Buried wetland sites were found from high Arctic islands
of Canada and Siberia to tropical Africa and Indonesia, to
Southern South America and New Zealand. Some formed
less than 1,000 years ago, while others formed during the
warm climate period between the two latest glaciations more
than 100,000 years ago.
Wetlands and climate change
Using these records of wetland presence since the beginning
of the last interglacial, 130,000 years ago, the researchers
found that wetlands in northern latitudes responded to
changes in climate. Wetlands formed when the climate was
warmer, and many wetlands were buried during periods of
glacial advance and cooling temperatures. When it was cold,
few new wetlands formed until the climate warmed again.
Some of these buried peat sediments remain until today.
These new findings of widespread buried peats suggest that,
on the whole, peat burial can result in the slow transfer of
carbon from the atmosphere to land, ultimately offsetting
a small part of climate warming in the past.
The “fact that these peats are buried and stay on land

Cliffs, quarries, road construction, and scientific sampling
have revealed carbon-rich wetland deposits buried under
other kinds of soils and sediments.

New membrane water treatment system to
reduce toxic waste by over 90 percent

A new pilot plant to treat industrial wastewater is being built that could potentially
reduce the amount of liquid waste by over
90 percent.
In addition, the new plant which will
be located at a semiconductor company in
Singapore can also recover precious metals
from the treated water which can then be
sold and reused.
The plant is being built jointly by the Separation Technologies Applied Research and
Translation (START) Center, a national-level
facility to develop and commercialize innovative separation and filtration technologies,
and Memsift Innovations Pte Ltd, a local water
technology firm specializing in zero-liquid
discharge water treatment systems.
The pilot plant uses a novel water treatment system that leverages a new type of
hollow-fiber membrane invented by Professor
Neal Chung at the National University of
Singapore, which has been assigned to and
scaled up for industrial application by the
START Center.
Unlike the typical hollow-fiber membrane,
which resembles noodles with a hollow core
like a straw, the new tri-bore hollow-fiber
membrane invented by Prof Chung has three
hollow cores, allowing for a water flow rate
which is about 30 percent higher.
Building treatment plant
Under a new research partnership and
licensing agreement, START Centre and
Memsift Innovations will jointly build the
wastewater treatment plant with the tri-bore
hollow-fiber membranes, which can treat
up to 5,000 liters per day for a semiconductor firm.
This pilot plant is expected to help the
firm save up to 1.6 million liters of water a
year (2/3 of an Olympic-sized swimming
pool), resulting in a savings of $250,000 in

disposal cost. It will filter over 90 percent of
wastewater into clean water and concentrate
the metal waste into a liquid, which can then
be sold to other companies.
The current solution practiced by the
semiconductor factory is to transport the
toxic wastewater produced during their manufacturing to a wastewater disposal facility
where it is incinerated. This disposal process
uses five times the energy cost of the pilot
membrane filtration plant.
Cutting-age membrane research
Dr. Adil Minoo Dhalla, Managing Director
of START Center, said this is the first successful licensing agreement achieved by the
national-level center since it started in 2016,
which seeks to turn cutting-edge membrane
research from Singapore’s universities into
real products usable by multinational and
local companies.
“This pilot plant marks the first of many
local water innovations which START is
translating for commercialization. Using our
cutting-edge membrane fabrication, module
design and testing facilities, we are able to
scale up novel technologies from Singapore’s
institutes of higher learning rapidly and to
test them in real-life environments to validate
their commercial value,” added Dr. Dhalla.
Dr. Dhalla is the Chief Operating Officer
of NTU’s Nanyang Environmental and Water
Research Institute (NEWRI), and the Chair
of the Steering Committee of SG-MEM, Singapore’s National Membrane Consortium
supported by the National Research Foundation (NRF).
The SG-MEM consortium, which was
launched in 2018, already has 24 industry
members (one of which is Memsift Innovations) from across Singapore’s membrane
eco-system.
(Source: eurekalert.org)

At high enough CO2 levels, clouds
will start to physically break apart

is basically like a leak in what we usually consider a closed
system of how carbon moves around the earth, from the
atmosphere to the land and oceans. This new finding isn’t
represented in our models of the global carbon cycle, and
may help to explain some behavior that differs between
models and observations,” Dr. Treat from the University
of Eastern Finland says.
The results also suggest that present-day wetlands may
continue to offset rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations as
the climate warms if they remain undisturbed by drainage
and wildfires.
(Source: phys.org)

Climate change may have caused collapse of
Cahokia, America’s first city: study

America’s first city — a cosmopolitan metropolis built on the banks of the Mississippi River
around 600 A.D. — was once home to tens
of thousands of people. It spanned roughly
6 square miles and featured a town center,
public plazas and around 120 huge, manmade earthen mounds, some of which were
used for human sacrifice and mass burials.
The city, named Cahokia, grew at a steady
pace for the first 400 years — but between
1050 and 1100 A.D., the population exploded, reaching an estimated peak of 20,000
people. Two centuries later, the population
started to decline, and the city was completely
abandoned by 1400.
What caused the collapse of this civilization is unknown, and a number of ideas have
been hypothesized. Some researchers have
suggested the land was over-cultivated and
eventually could not provide enough crops
to feed the growing population. Other ideas
include disease, as well as drought, flooding,
and political and social unrest.
Now, a study published in PNAS suggests
that climate change could have been one of
the driving factors behind the abandonment
of Cahokia.
Population size
The team of researchers, including lead
author A.J. White, examined the relationship
in Cahokia over the years between population
size and climate change.
To estimate population size, they analyzed
human fecal samples found in a nearby lake.
While mostly the people of Cahokia would
have defecated on land, some feces would
have ended up in bodies of water, where
it becomes trapped in layers of sediment.
This allowed the researchers to estimate
how many people were living in the region
at certain points in history.
As expected from previous archaeological

evidence in earlier studies, the stool concentrations showed that human occupation increased from 600 A.D., reaching its
population peak in 1100. By 1200, numbers
started to decline, and by 1400 all the inhabitants had left.
Researchers then compared this information with environmental studies that point
to the climate in the region over this period.
Lake cores showed evidence of droughts and
floods, with significantly reduced rainfall
around the time that Cahokia started to decline. The researchers suggest this would
have impacted the population’s ability to
grow maize, impacting food production as
a result.
Climate change
A mound where the city of Cahokia once
stood. A study suggests climate change may
have played a role in the abandonment of
the metropolis on the banks of the Mississippi River.
Around 1150 A.D., there is evidence of
a huge flood along the Mississippi River.
At this point, the team found a significant
shift in the number and density of houses
being built, as well as a change to craft production. This all suggests there was some
sort of social or political stress leading to “a
reorganization of some sort.”
The researchers say the droughts and
flood caused huge stress for the Cahokia’s
residents, and this was then compounded
during the shift from a period of warming,
known as the Medieval Climatic Anomaly, to
the Little Ice Age, which began around 1300.
They say climate change can have a huge
influence on societies, posing “significant
challenges” that can lead to socio-political
change — and this still has relevance in
modern times.
(Source: Newsweek)

BMI’s Latest Achievement Unveiled: CEO
The latest product of Bank Melli Iran (BMI) dubbed
“Mellisho, Stay Being National”, which is the symbol of
transformation’ was unveiled on Feb. 25 in the presence
of Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance (MEAF)
Farhad Dejpasand, Deputy of Speaker of the Iranian
Parliament, Head of Organization for the Registration of
Deeds and Properties, Deputy Ministry of Economy for
Banking, and Insurance Affairs, members of the Board of
Directors of the bank and also some media companions,
Public Relations Dept. of the bank reported.
For his part, Chief Executive of Bank Melli Iran (BMI)
Dr. Mohammad-Reza Hoseinzadeh and said, “Bank Melli
Iran (BMI) has always pioneered since its establishment.”
He pointed to the latest achievement of the bank entitled
“Mellisho, Stay being national” and reiterated, “the latest
product of the bank is the symbol of transformation and
change in 90-year brilliant history of the bank.”

The today’s world is changing and experiencing the
daily developments especially in the field of digital, he
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said, adding. “in this regard, Bank Melli Iran has not
lagged behind the rapid development of contemporary
world of today in a way that the bank has showcased its
new and up-to-date products every year.”
The products offered in “Mellisho” is the result of idea
and thought of domestic engineers and experts of this
bank as well as logics of Iranian scientists and students,
he emphasized.
All major software and hardware presented in this
event has fully been designed inside the country, he
reiterated.
Elsewhere in his remarks, the managing director termed
the widespread volume of these products as the main
factor of organizing this national event and said, “it is
natural that these products should be showcased in a
solo exhibition, so that latest product of the bank has
presently been turned into a valuable brand of the bank.”

Stratocumulus clouds are rather boring. They’re not as elegant as
cirrus clouds (those horsetail wisps high in the sky) or as majestic
as cumulonimbus clouds (big, scary thunderheads).
But stratocumulus clouds, which hover low in the sky and create
vast decks of cloud cover, have a supreme value in our warming
world: Their white tops reflect lots of solar radiation back into space.
But Earth’s broad portfolio of clouds in the year 2019 could potentially be altered by extreme climate change. Those stratocumulus
cloud decks could vanish, further intensifying global warming.
That’s the unsettling conclusion of a study published Monday
in the journal Nature Geoscience, based on a computer model that
provides a new warning that climate change could deliver surprises
on top of the already existing and clearly predictable consequences.
The lead researcher, Tapio Schneider, a climate scientist at
Caltech, hypothesized that very high levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide could suppress the formation of stratocumulus cloud
decks. He and his colleagues modeled the formation of such clouds
and, after two years of computer calculations, concluded that the
steady rise in atmospheric CO2 could trigger a sudden spike in
temperature associated with disappearing stratocumulus clouds.
The effect appeared intense if CO2 reached 1,200 parts per
million - three times the current level, which is already much higher
than the preindustrial level of carbon dioxide. If CO2 reached 1,300
parts per million, the new report states, the global atmospheric
temperature would rise 8 degrees Celsius (46 degrees Fahrenheit) above whatever warming had already been produced from
greenhouse gases.
“Once the stratocumulus decks have broken up, they only reform once CO2 concentrations drop substantially below the level
at which the instability first occurred,” according to the study.
Kerry Emanuel, a professor of atmospheric science at MIT, said
of Schneider’s study: “What he’s done is certainly plausible, but
these clouds are really hard to simulate … it provides a plausible,
but not yet proven, route by which you could have a tipping point
in the climate.”
(Source: sciencealert.com)

SpaceX gets the OK from
NASA to test its astronaut
capsule in a March 2 launch
SpaceX’s Crew Dragon astronaut capsule has been given the OK to
perform its test flight early Saturday morning, following an all-day
readiness review at Kennedy Space Center this past Friday. The Falcon 9 rocket launch to the International Space Station is scheduled
for 02:48 A.M. from Kennedy Space Center’s launch complex 39A.
The spacecraft will dock with the ISS and stay there until March
8, when it will head back to Earth and splash into the Atlantic Ocean.
The launch, called Demo-1, will help NASA and SpaceX iron
out any other issues with the capsule before it’s expected to launch
astronauts this summer.
The decision to move ahead follows a report from the agency’s Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel that outlined several areas
that were still a concern with SpaceX’s Crew Dragon and Boeing’s
CST-100Starliner, which has a test flight scheduled for April. Both
capsules are expected to perform demo launches with astronauts
aboard — July for SpaceX and August for Boeing.
In its report, the agency
outlined several concerns for
SpaceX. Chief among them was
the company’s redesigned helium
bottles, known as COPVs, which
malfunctioned during a September 2016 launch and caused an
explosion on the pad. Related to
that, the panel is also looking at
SpaceX’s “load and go” procedure, in which astronauts will
board the spacecraft prior to
fueling — a change from NASA’s
previous policy involving human
spacecraft.
The panel said that while NASA and SpaceX have made “significant progress” in understanding how the new bottles behave,
issues still linger with the new version and how they may impact
the “load and go” procedure.
“We believe that the team has yet to arrive at a clear definition
of the risk posture or mitigation strategies related to operations
with the redesigned COPV,” the panel wrote. “… it is imperative
that the Program understands the potential hazards, the controls
of those hazards, and the margins involved, and also ensures that
the operating environment stays within those margins if the redesigned COPV tanks are to be implemented for crewed flights.”
(Source: orlandosentinel.com)

Have dark forces been
messing with the cosmos?
Long, long ago, when the universe was only about 100,000 years
old — a buzzing, expanding mass of particles and radiation — a
strange new energy field switched on. That energy suffused space
with a kind of cosmic antigravity, delivering a not-so-gentle boost
to the expansion of the universe.
Then, after another 100,000 years or so, the new field simply
winked off, leaving no trace other than a speeded-up universe.
So goes the strange-sounding story being promulgated by
a handful of astronomers from Johns Hopkins University. In
a bold and speculative leap into the past, the team has posited
the existence of this field to explain an astronomical puzzle: the
universe seems to be expanding faster than it should be.
The cosmos is expanding only about 9 percent more quickly
than theory prescribes. But this slight-sounding discrepancy has
intrigued astronomers, who think it might be revealing something
new about the universe.
And so, for the last couple of years, they have been gathering in
workshops and conferences to search for a mistake or loophole in
their previous measurements and calculations, so far to no avail.
“If we’re going to be serious about cosmology, this is the kind
of thing we have to be able to take seriously,” said Lisa Randall, a
Harvard theorist who has been pondering the problem.
At a recent meeting in Chicago, Josh Frieman, a theorist at the
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Ill., asked: “At
what point do we claim the discovery of new physics?”
Now ideas are popping up. Some researchers say the problem
could be solved by inferring the existence of previously unknown
subatomic particles. Others, such as the Johns Hopkins group,
are invoking new kinds of energy fields.
(Source: NYT)
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Workers use unapproved
messaging apps to get their
work done
If you need tools to do your job, yet work does not provide
them for you, do you turn to non-approved alternatives?
A new survey suggests the use of unapproved messaging
apps is more widespread than HR thinks.
Amsterdam, Holland-based Enterprise Social Networking
(ESN) platform company Speakap surveyed over 1,000
‘non-desk’ employees in the U.S., UK, Netherlands, Spain,
and Germany in December 2018.

It wanted to understand their existing internal communications practices as well as their needs, frustrations,
and preferences for employee engagement.
Non-desk workers are people who typically work on
their feet in settings like retail stores, hotels, restaurants,
production facilities, warehouses, and hospitals.
The study found that almost two-thirds (64 percent)
of the respondents use their mobile devices for work-related communications -- even though 32 percent of the
respondents said they are not permitted to use their mobile
devices during work shifts.
Almost one in five (18 percent) of non-desk workers use
messaging apps such as WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger,
Skype, or Telegram as the primary channel to communicate with fellow colleagues, managers, and the head office.
Over half (53 percent) of the respondents said they use
messaging apps for work-related matters between one and
six times each day. However, 16 percent of the respondents
answered ‘no’ when asked if their HR or internal communications departments are aware of this usage.
When respondents were asked about the most important
criterion for how they want to receive internal communications from their company, the top answer was to learn
about new products, promotions, and offers (weighted
score of 9.31).
Lack of collaboration and information sharing can
hamper two-way communications.
Over one in four (27 percent) of the respondents said
their biggest frustration with how their company delivers
two-way communications is the lack of collaboration and
sharing of relevant company or product information, and
learnings with their fellow colleagues, teams, office staff,
and management.
With the EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU
GDPR) in effect since May 25, 2018, many businesses now
ban the use of apps like WhatsApp and Snapchat in order
to comply with EU GDPR.
Understandably, Deutsche Bank has banned the use of
SMS, WhatsApp, and other messenger services as of January 2017 due to the stringent documentation obligations
that fall on banks for regulatory compliance.
According to Patrick Van Der Mijl, co-founder of Speakap:
“Just because these tools are popular or preferred doesn’t
mean they are the right choice. There are three serious
problems with using tools like WhatsApp and Facebook
Messenger for employee communications -- digital wellbeing, data security, and regulatory compliance.
Worse yet, the unapproved use of these tools could potentially cause a company to fail an audit without ever causing
a data breach, especially in highly regulated industries.”
So what is the solution? Install an intranet with messaging
functionality that mobile-first workers can use to communicate? Or install policies on employee’s mobile devices
so that they can only use authorized apps and features?
As long as employees can get their work done, then
perhaps letting them use the tools they need to work efficiently will be the best option for them. As long as they
are not in tightly regulated environments, would you let
your employees do their best work – with the tools they
already use?
(Source: MSN)
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S O C I E T Y

The psychology of money
What you need to know to have a (relatively) fearless financial life
No one is entirely rational when it comes to
money. We don’t create and follow a budget
or save something every paycheck though we
believe it would be in our best interest. We
know we need a financial plan but put off the
work involved; somehow it never happens.
We spend too much out of recklessness or
exuberance, or too little out of guilt. Our
money behavior often causes shame.
It’s worth thinking about money as
something with which you have a complex
relationship. Your money (and more broadly
your personal finances) is not a fixed entity,
but rather a complex of data points, challenges and opportunities you circle around,
interact with and have feelings about. You
make decisions about money that impact
your financial situation and these impacts
in turn reciprocally affect your feelings and
future behaviors. And it’s a relationship that
evolves over a lifetime.
Here are three key things to know about
the psychology behind our personal relationships with money:
• Emotion plays a huge role.
• Anxiety and avoidance create a vicious
cycle.
• Psychologically, you can’t entirely escape
your family and your past.
Emotion and money
The most important emotions in relation
to money are fear, guilt, shame and envy. It’s
worth spending some effort to become aware
of the emotions that are especially tied to
money for you because, without awareness,
they will tend to override rational thinking
and drive your actions.
What’s there to be afraid of? The possibilities are as varied as there are individual
stories. But common fears include the fear
of not having enough, the fear of looking
stupid, the fear of provoking envy and the
fear of being exposed or humiliated.
You may also like
Guilt and shame are not the same emotion. Guilt has to do with feeling bad about a
negative impact you’ve had on others, while
shame is a feeling evoked when you let yourself down or don’t live up to your own sense
of what’s right.
You might feel guilty because you have
more than your friends, or you haven’t been

particularly charitable, or you’ve had money
come too easily.
Shame is one of the most common and
powerful emotions associated with money and
personal finance. It is a prime reason people
avoid doing what they know they should. It’s
natural to want to avoid exposure in relation
to something you’re ashamed about.
Here are just some of the possible versions
of shameful feelings related to money:
• I don’t have enough money.
• I’ve avoided thinking about finances.
• I’ve avoided doing what I’m supposed
to do about finances (creating a safety net,
planning for retirement, sensible budgeting).
• I’m really ignorant about all of this.
• I spend too much.
• I buy stuff when I’m unhappy.
Shame interacts with avoidance to create a
vicious cycle. When you’re filled with shame the
natural tendency is to avoid facing whatever is
making you uncomfortable. That avoidance itself
leads to additional shame and more avoidance.
Next thing you know your taxes are overdue and
it’s six years since you decided to finally make
that appointment to see a financial planner
and it still hasn’t happened.
People who avoid tackling financial neces-

Key vocabulary

exterminator: a professional who kills pests
pest: an annoying and harmful insect or animal
can’t handle: not be able to deal with
get rid of: take action so as to be free of a troublesome or
unwanted person or thing
fumigate: to spray with smoke or other chemicals

Supplementary vocabulary

pesticide: strong chemical used to kill bugs and pests
flea: a small insect that is usually found in hairy animals
like cats and dogs
mouse trap: device used to catch or kill mice
fly swatter: a hand-held device for swatting flies and other
insects
roach motel: small device where cockroaches can enter
and eat poisoned food
(Source: irlanguage.com)

sities often label themselves a procrastinator
and assume they are just lazy or undisciplined.
That’s pejorative, judgmental and not helpful.
The psychological dynamics of avoidance
underlie what we tend to call procrastination.
We’re hard-wired to deploy various kinds of
avoidance maneuvers when encountering
something that is anxiety provoking or uncomfortable. The tricky thing is that in the
very short run, avoidance works to reduce
anxiety. Because it works, you’re inclined to
do it again in the same circumstance.
Here’s how it unfolds. You’re thinking
about sitting down and taking a hard look at
your financial situation and creating a realistic
financial plan. But just thinking about it makes
your anxiety level rise, because you’re afraid
you will not be able to face the reality that,
for example, you have nowhere near enough
saved for your kids’ education. That anxiety
leads to avoidance. You postpone the task
and distract yourself. At that moment, your
anxiety level immediately drops, giving you
positive reinforcement for the avoidance.
You repeat this cycle over and over. But each
immediate drop in anxiety doesn’t quite bring
you back to the previous baseline level of
distress. And over time, your overall level

of anxiety increases and increases.
Contrast this pattern with confronting
the dreaded task. As you face the facts, your
anxiety temporarily increases. If you stay with
it, however, the overall level of anxiety will
steadily decline. You have to tolerate that
short-term increase in distress to benefit from
the long term decrease in anxiety. In the end,
the lesson is reality is always your friend.
Other emotions that come into play with
money include envy, greed, over-excitement
and a social psychological phenomenon known
as “jumping on the bandwagon.” Some of these
are more relevant in the realm of professional
investing as opposed to personal finance.
Family and childhood influences
never end
Every family has its own particular psychology of money. What can be talked about,
who should be in control, what money responsibilities are assigned to what gender,
how important money is or is not.
Additionally, there are always stories about
money that are part of a family’s identity.
Maybe a serial entrepreneur grandfather
lost the family fortune, sparking an excessive conservatism in subsequent generations.
Or a brilliant parent was seen to have been
cheated out of her proper destiny.
You may have experienced subtle pressures to right the wrongs perpetrated by or
suffered by previous generations. Or you may
feel internal pressure to oppose the family
money mentality. If you’re the first in your
family to succeed you might want to give
back to the rest of the family and neglect
your own financial needs.
How to harness money emotions
Emotion isn’t all bad. It tells you what
you’re passionate about, what really matters
to you. It makes you feel alive. Anxiety isn’t all
bad either. Mild to moderate levels of anxiety
are motivating. Harness them to tackle what
you need to face and know that you will feel
better when you’ve done so.
The key is self-awareness. Much of our
emotional world is unconscious. But it’s not
that hard to access if you know what to look for
and have a blueprint for the kinds of emotions
and family stories that can influence your
personal relationship with money.
(Source: forbes.com)

Britain’s most poverty-hit areas have nine times greater rate of homeless deaths, figures show
Britain’s most poverty-afflicted areas have nine times the
rate of deaths among homeless people than its most affluent,
according to new statistics that for the first time reveal the
places in the country are worst affected.
Data published by the Office for National Statistics (ONS)
show 574 homeless people were recorded to have died in
urban areas in 2017, compared with just 26 in rural areas.
Manchester was worst hit, with 21 deaths recorded over
the 12-month period, while Birmingham and Lambeth suffered 18 and 17 respectively.
Campaigners said the figures highlighted that in order to
reduce the number of homeless deaths, “root causes” – such
as access to housing, mental health support and drug and
alcohol services – must be tackled.
The ONS records deaths among people sleeping rough or
using emergency accommodation such as homeless shelters
and direct access hostels.
It comes after the first ever government figures to track
homeless deaths revealed a 24 percent increase over the
past five years, with nearly 600 homeless people dying last
year in England and Wales.
More than half of all deaths of homeless people in 2017
were due to drug poisoning, liver disease or suicide and
some 84 percent of those who died were men.
The average life expectancy for homeless people was found
to be 44 years for men and 42 years for women, compared
with 76 and 81 for the general population of England and
Wales in 2017.
Charities recently criticized government claims that the
number of people sleeping on the street had dropped to 4,677
from 4,751 the year before, as it emerged homeless shelters
across Britain were reporting unprecedented demand.

Data published by the ONS show 574 homeless people were
recorded to have died in urban areas in 2017, compared
with just 26 in rural areas ( Getty )
Chief executive of Crisis Jon Sparkes said the figures were
“shameful” when homelessness is “entirely preventable”
and called on the government to ensure local authorities,
particularly in the most deprived areas, had the appropriate
funding to conduct reviews into the death of every person
who has died while homeless.
He added: “They must also make sure that when people
do become homeless, they are rehoused quickly, and with
the support they need to keep their homes, whether it’s help
to find employment, mental health support or drug and
alcohol services. “Ultimately, we must stop these tragedies
from happening year after year. Homelessness can and must
be ended, but only if the root causes are tackled.”
Polly Neate, chief executive at Shelter, said the rise in
homeless deaths was a “direct consequence of a broken

housing system” and urged that the latest figures should
be a “wakeup call”.
“When more and more people have no choice but to sleep
on the street, we see the absolute sharpest end of the housing
emergency,” she added.
“Unstable and expensive private renting, welfare cuts and
a severe lack of social housing are fundamentally at the root
of this crisis … To prevent more people being pushed into
homelessness, the government must ensure housing benefit
can cover rents, and urgently ramp up building social homes.”
Ben Humberstone, from the ONS, said: “Today’s findings show a real contrast between areas in terms of where
homeless people are dying. Every one of these deaths is a
real human tragedy and understanding where these deaths
occur is particularly poignant.
“While the worst affected areas change from one year to
the next, the figures show that the deprivation level of an
area has a real impact.”
Communities secretary James Brokenshire said it was unacceptable that people were dying on the streets, adding: “That’s
why we are investing £1.2bn to tackle homelessness and have
bold plans backed by £100m to end rough sleeping for good.
“Councils have used this funding to create an additional
1,750 beds and 500 rough sleeping support staff – and figures
published last month show this investment is already starting
to have an effect with the number of people sleeping on our
streets falling for the first time in eight years.
“I am also committed to ensuring independent reviews
into the deaths of rough sleepers are conducted, where appropriate, so that important lessons are learned – and I will
be holding local authorities to account in doing just that.”
(Source: The Independent)

ENGLISH IN USE

Pest Control
A: Hi, did you call for an exterminator?
B: Yes! Thank goodness you’re here. These bugs are driving
us crazy!
A: What sort of pest are we dealing with?
B: We just bought this house and it is infected with just about
everything. We have termites in the wood, cockroaches all over
the place, and last night I saw a huge rat out in the backyard!
A: Well, there’s nothing we can’t handle. I’ll spray the
floorboards and walls to get rid of the cockroaches, but
the termites will be harder to get rid of. We will have to cover
the entire house and fumigate it. Unfortunately, that means
you will have to find a place to stay for the next three days.
B: No problem, just get rid of the bugs!
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Importing medicine from Brazil ‘a
new objective’: health minister
Importing medicine, raw materials, and medical equipment from Brazil
has become one of the objectives of the Iranian Health Ministry after U.S.
withdrawal from the Iran nuclear deal (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action),
Health Minister has said.
Hassan Qazizadeh-Hashemi made the remarks in his visit with Brazilian
Ambassador to Tehran Rodrigo de Azeredo Santos, IRNA news agency
reported on Friday. The world is not just limited to the Europe and the U.S.,
Qazizadeh-Hashemi said, adding that the world’s condition has changed
and different nations have different choices to make [in expanding their
international relations].

PREFIX/SUFFIX

 تامین دارو از برزیل از اهداف:وزیر بهداشت
ما است

، بعــد از خــروج آمریــکا از برجــام: درمــان و آمــوزش پزشــکی گفــت،وزیــر بهداشــت
 تجهیــزات،برزیــل یکــی از اهــداف و مقاصــد مــا در وزارت بهداشــت بــرای تامیــن دارو
.پزشــکی و مــواد اولیــه اســت
بــه گــزارش روز جمعــه ایرنــا دکتــر ســید حســن هاشــمی در دیــدار اخیــر رودریگــو دی
 اعتقــاد دارم کــه شــرایط دنیــا تغییــر:آزردو ســفیر برزیــل در ایــران بــا وی اظهــار کــرد
 ارتباطــات در جهــان بســیار،کــرده و جهــان فقــط آمریــکا و کشــورهای اروپایــی نیســت
.وســیع تــر شــده و انتخــاب هــای متعــددی مقابــل ملــت هــا قــرار دارد

PHRASAL VERB

IDIOM

“-cle”

Wash off

Compare apples and oranges

Meaning: small
For example: There’s not a particle of truth in
what he says.

Meaning: if a substance washes off, you can remove
it from the surface of something by washing
For example: Will this paint wash off?

Explanation: to try to highlight the similarities between two different things—which typically cannot be done
For example: You can’t compare your job as a nurse to
mine as an engineer—that’s comparing apples and oranges!
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Indian jets strike ‘militant
training camp’ inside Pakistan
The camp is believed to belong to a
1
Pakistan-based militant group, the so-called
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM), which claimed
responsibility for an attack on an Indian
security convoy in Pulwama, in Indian-administered Kashmir, on February 14. That
attack killed more than 40 Indian troops.
But, while India had promised to retaliate
that attack, Gokhale said Tuesday’s airstrikes
were “preemptive.”
“In the face of imminent danger, a preemptive strike became absolutely necessary,”
the Indian foreign secretary said.
He further said that the existence of such
training facilities “could not have functioned
without the knowledge of the Pakistani authorities.”
Earlier in the day, Pakistan said India
violated its airspace when its military jets
crossed the Line of Control (LoC) in Kashmir.
Pakistani military spokesman Major
General Asif Ghafoor said on Twitter early
on Tuesday, that Indian aircraft “release
payload in haste, while escaping, which fell
near Balakot. No casualties or damage.”
He said Indian jets faced “timely and
effective response from Pakistan Air Force.”
Ghafoor also posted four pictures on his
Twitter account that purportedly showed
the bombarded site. They showed what ap-

peared to be a bomb crater in a forest area.
Pakistan Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi also reacted to the airstrikes in a
Twitter message, calling on New Delhi not
to challenge Pakistan.

Pakistan ‘to respond at time,
place of its choosing’

Later in the day, Pakistan’s National
Security Committee (NSC) also rejected

claims by India that it had struck “terror
camps” inside the country.
It also vowed to “respond at the time and
place of its choosing.”
The committee, comprising top officials,
including Prime Minister Imran Khan and
army chief Qamar Javed Bajwa, also said
Khan will “engage with global leadership to
expose irresponsible Indian policy.”

This is believed to be the first time India’s
Air Force has crossed into Pakistan since 1971.
The confrontation comes amid rising tensions between Islamabad and New Delhi in
the wake of a deadly bomb attack on an Indian
security convoy in Pulwama, in Indian-administered Kashmir, on February 14. The
attack, which was claimed by a Pakistan-based
militant group, Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM),
killed more than 40 Indian troops.
Reacting to the attack at the time, Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi said that
those behind the bombing “have to pay a
heavy price.”
An Indian commander then accused
Pakistan’s main intelligence agency, the
ISI, of having been involved.
Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan,
who denied Islamabad’s involvement in the
attack, vowed to retaliate any attack by India.
India and Pakistan have long been at loggerheads over the disputed region of Jammu and
Kashmir. They have fought four wars since their
partition in 1947, three of them over Kashmir.
Pakistan is widely accused of arming and
training militants.
The Indian military incursion now risks
sparking a conflict between the two nuclear-armed rivals, which partitioned in 1947.
(Source: agencies)

Despite sanctions, Russian tanker supplied fuel to North Korean ship-crew members
A Russian tanker violated international trade sanctions by
transferring fuel to a North Korean vessel at sea at least
four times between October 2017 and May 2018, two crew
members who witnessed the transfers said.
Such transactions could have helped provide North
Korea with an economic lifeline and eased the isolation of
the secretive communist state, whose leader, Kim Jong Un,
is due to meet U.S. President Donald Trump in Vietnam
this week.
Primportbunker, the owner of the vessel the crew members said made the transfers, did not respond to requests
for comment by telephone. No one answered the door when
Reuters visited the building where Primportbunker has its
headquarters in the port city of Vladivostok on Russia’s
Pacific coast.
On the four voyages between Oct. 13, 2017, and May 7,
2018, the Tantal tanker gave its destination as the Chinese
port of Ningbo when it set sail, according to port documents seen by Reuters and tracking data from financial
data company Refinitiv.
It then met up in international waters with a North Korean vessel to which it transferred its cargo of fuel, the two
crew members who witnessed the transfers said.
The two crew said the fuel transfers took place when
the Tantal’s transponder, which allows the vessel to be
tracked at sea, was not operating. Shipping industry experts said this indicates the transponder was deliberately
turned off or the Tantal had entered a zone not covered by
ship-tracking radar. On each occasion, the transponder
started operating again when the Tantal was close to port
in Russia, the two crew said.
They declined to give their names, citing fear of reprisals.
“We got officially registered for Ningbo and went to the
12-mile zone (marking the limits of Russian territorial waters),” one of the crew said, describing four journeys in
which he was involved.
“We worked at night there with the North Korean tanker
Chon Moyng-1,” he said.
Such transactions violate the international sanctions
imposed on North Korea over its nuclear and missiles program, which include a United Nations ban on nearly 90
percent of refined petroleum exports to Pyongyang.
Washington has accused Russia of “cheating” on sanctions
and said it has evidence of “consistent and wide-ranging
Russian violations”. In earlier denials that it has violated
sanctions, Russia has said such accusations are not backed
up by evidence.
Alexander Matsegora, Russia’s ambassador to North
Korea, was quoted by Interfax news agency as saying the

allegations over the Tantal were “rumors apparently collected
in certain kinds of establishments in the port.”
He said any Russian fuel deliveries to North Korea were
legal and mainly by rail.

   

Three other trips

Russia’s foreign ministry and the U.S. Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control, which administers
and enforces economic and trade sanctions, did not respond
to requests for comment about the Tantal. The independent
U.N. panel of experts that monitors implementation of
sanctions also did not respond.
Russia’s Far Eastern Customs Administration said it
could not provide information about the Tantal’s voyages.
The Seaport Administration of Russia’s Primorye region,
which includes Vladivostok, said it had sought information
from the Federal Marine and River Transport Agency in
response to Reuters’ questions but the agency provided
no information.
One of the crew members who said he was on board
during the transfers said the ship that received the fuel
flew the North Korean flag and saw it had the name Chon
Myong-1 on its side.
The Chon Myong-1 was in March 2018 included on a
U.N. list of vessels that have conducted so-called ship-toship transfers of fuel in violation of sanctions.
Reuters’ was unable to obtain comment from North
Korea and the owners of the Chon Myong-1.
The Tantal concealed its fuel transfers to North Korea by
declaring when it returned to port that it had transferred the
fuel at sea to a Chinese vessel, the two crew members said.
A third crew member said the Tantal had met up on these
occasions with a vessel that was not North Korean - the
China-registered Hui Tong 27 - and told port authorities
on its return to port that it had transferred its cargo of fuel
to this ship. But the Refinitiv ship-tracking data showed the
Hui Tong 27 was not in the area at these times.
The Tantal also gave Ningbo as its destination on three
other trips between October 2017 and May 2018, according
to port documents and shipping data. The two crew members who spoke to Reuters did not cite any evidence that
sanctions were violated on these three voyages.
In December 2017, Reuters quoted two senior Western
European security sources as saying Russian tankers had
supplied fuel to North Korea on at least three occasions in
the preceding months by transferring cargoes at sea. The
security sources made no mention of the Tantal.

    

Financial problems

A court in Vladivostok introduced bankruptcy proceedings
on behalf of the Russian tax service against Primportbunker

on Sept. 18 last year, according to a publicly available court
order. The first stage of bankruptcy proceedings is still under
way — the company is now under temporary management
which is assessing its ability to pay off creditors. If unable to
pay, the company’s assets will be sold and it will be closed
down, according to Russian law.
    The two crew members who spoke to Reuters said they
had not always been paid their wages on time.
    Denis Vlasov, executive partner in law firm Vladpravo
which represented Primportbunker, said Primportbunker
had tried to resolve its financial problems including wage
arrears, but that Vladpravo stopped working with the company about a year ago. He said he knew nothing about the
Tantal’s declared trips to Ningbo.
Shipping brokers cited customs data as showing that on
three of the seven trips from October 2017 to May 2018 the
Tantal was carrying fuel from the Komsomolsky refinery in
Komsomolsk-on-Amur in Russia’s far east. The refinery,
which is owned by state oil company Rosneft, did not respond to requests for comment. There was no suggestion
Rosneft know of the alleged transfers at sea. Rosneft did
not respond to requests for comment.
    The data quoted the brokers for the same three trips
showed the oil products were acquired from the refinery
by a small Russian trading firm, Mir Torgovli, based in
Vladivostok. Mir Torgovli’s buyer was a Chinese firm in
Shandong called Worldmax Trading Co. Ltd, according
to the data cited by the brokers.
Mir Torgovli’s chief executive declined to comment.
Reuters was unable to reach Worldmax Trading.
After completing the last of the seven voyages for which
the destination was registered as China, the Tantal has not
left Vladivostok port, according to the Refinitiv ship-tracking
data. It sits at anchor offshore, shipping industry sources said.
(Source: Reuters)

Trump’s ex-fixer Cohen to offer new Russia details to U.S. Congress: source
Donald Trump’s former personal attorney
Michael Cohen plans to tell U.S. lawmakers this week that Trump asked him
several times about a proposed skyscraper
project in Moscow long after he secured
the Republican presidential nomination,
a person familiar with the matter told
Reuters.
Cohen’s assertion that Trump was inquiring about the project as late as June
2016, if true, would show Trump remained
personally interested in a business venture in Russia well into his candidacy.
Cohen, scheduled to report to prison in
May, has already said he briefed Trump
on the project in June 2016.
As Special Counsel Robert Mueller
nears the end of a 21-month probe into
whether the Kremlin meddled in the
2016 presidential election in collusion
with Trump’s campaign, Cohen was set
to offer lawmakers new information about
the president’s private affairs over three
consecutive days starting on Tuesday.
Russia denies interfering in the 2016
election and Trump has denied any collusion took place between his campaign
and Moscow.
On Wednesday, in a public session before the House Oversight Committee, Cohen also intends to give lawmakers “gran-

ular details” about Trump’s hush-money
payments to adult film actress Stephanie
Clifford, known as Stormy Daniels, and
information about a “money trail” after
Trump became president, said the source,
who asked not to be identified.
In addition, Cohen will offer new information on Trump’s financial statements
that “have never been produced before”
relating to how Trump represented the
values of his assets in financial transactions and other matters, said the source.
Cohen pleaded guilty last year to criminal charges including tax evasion, bank
fraud and campaign finance violations.
In December, he was sentenced to three
years in prison for crimes including orchestrating hush-money payments to
women in violation of campaign laws
before the 2016 election. He is scheduled
to begin serving his prison sentence on
May 6.
His in-depth discussions on Tuesday
and Thursday with the intelligence committees of the Senate and the House of
Representatives will be behind closed
doors. The Tuesday session in the Senate
will focus mainly on what Cohen knows
about Trump and associates’ dealings
with Russia, as well as about Cohen’s
previous lying to Congress, said two

congressional sources.
Cohen once said he would “take a bullet” for Trump, but he has since turned
against his former boss. When Cohen
pleaded guilty to campaign finance violations, he implicated the president, who
afterward called him a “rat” on Twitter.
In the only public session of the three
this week, House Oversight Committee
Democrats said they planned to question
Cohen about Trump’s personal finances, including the payments to women,
as well as alleged efforts by Trump and
his lawyers to intimidate Cohen to try
to keep him from testifying.
On Nov. 29, Cohen pleaded guilty to
lying to Congress by telling lawmakers
in 2017 that all efforts relating to the
Moscow project had ceased by January
2016. In fact, Cohen said, those efforts
continued until June 2016.
Cohen paid $130,000 weeks before
the 2016 election to Daniels, who said she
had an affair with Trump. When Cohen
pleaded guilty to breaking campaign finance laws for that, he said he made the
payment at Trump’s direction.
Led by Democratic Representative
Elijah Cummings, the Oversight Committee plans to limit its questioning of
Cohen.

The panel said in a statement it would
steer clear of the House Intelligence
Committee’s inquiry into “efforts by
Russia and other foreign entities to
influence the U.S. political process
during and since the 2016 U.S. election, and the counterintelligence threat
arising from any links or coordination
between U.S. persons and the Russian
government.”
That will put off-limits for Cummings’
committee questions about “any financial
or other compromise or leverage foreign
actors may possess over Donald Trump,
his family, his business interests, or his
associates,” the committee said.
Cummings’ panel will focus on
Trump’s debts and payments “relating
to efforts to influence the 2016 election,” as well as his compliance with
financial disclosure, campaign finance
and tax laws, it said.
Possible conflicts of interest faced by
Trump, including at his Trump International Hotel in Washington, will be
targets for the Cummings panel, as will
the Trump Foundation and “efforts by the
president and his attorney to intimidate
Mr. Cohen or others not to testify,” the
committee said.
(Source: Reuters)
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Venezuela: U.S. increasingly
isolated as allies warn
against use of military force

U.S. asks UN Security Council to
meet on Venezuela
But beyond the U.S., few appear willing embrace the
1
prospect of violence. In Latin America, there is a painful and
bloody history of U.S. interventions, and the terrible fallout
from the 2003 invasion of Iraq is another deterrent to the use
of military force.
An invasion would be complicated and bloody, with a strong
chance of sliding into protracted civil war. Venezuela has armed
forces that are more than 300,000 strong, thousands more
members of pro-government gangs or guerrilla groups, complex
terrain – and a government that still has some support from
international partners including China and Russia.
Brazil’s vice-president, retired general Hamilton Mourão,
said on Monday that under no circumstances would his country
allow the United States to intervene militarily from Brazilian
territory, even though the country’s rightwing president Jair
Bolsonaro has previously vowed to do “everything for democracy to be re-established” in Venezuela.
Colombian president Iván Duque has also now ruled out
intervention, according to sources in his administration. Chile
and Peru were among other regional powers opposing military
action on Monday.
There was similar concern across the Atlantic, where European
nations including Spain and Germany made clear they considered the deployment of troops a line that should not be crossed.
“Not every option is on the table,” the country’s foreign minister,
Josep Borrell, told the Spanish news agency Efe on Sunday, in a
blunt rebuke to both Guaidó and U.S. supporters of intervention.
The European Union’s foreign policy chief, Federica
Mogherini, insisted there could be no military solution to
a political crisis. “The origins of the ongoing crisis in Venezuela
are political and institutional, hence the solution can only be a
political one,” she said in a statement. “We reiterate our firm
rejection and condemnation of violence and of any initiatives
that can further destabilise the region.”
Before the meeting of the Lima group of Latin American powers and Canada, Pence told Guaidó, attending as
Venezuela’s interim president: “We are 100% with you.”
The Lima group also said credible threats have been made
against the life of Venezuelan opposition leader Guaidó and his
family, adding that President Nicolas Maduro was responsible
for Guaido’s safety.
“We want to hold the usurper Maduro responsible for any
violent action against Guaido, against his wife and against
their relatives,” said Colombian foreign minister Carlos
Holmes Trujillo, speaking on behalf of the group.
Pence said he would urge regional powers to freeze Venezuela’s oil assets and hand them over to Guaidó’s control. The
opposition have reportedly already taken effective control of
U.S.-based refiner Citgo, one of the few remaining profitable
assets of Venezuela’s state owned oil firm PDVSA.
Earlier that morning the U.S. announced it had added four
regional governors to an already long list of sanctioned Venezuelans, and Pence said that tougher measures were still to come.
“In the days ahead … the United States will announce even
stronger sanctions on the regime’s corrupt financial networks.
We will work with all of you to find every last dollar that they
stole and work to return it to Venezuela.”
But much of Venezuela’s government and industry are already sanctioned, making it harder for Guaidó’s allies to ramp
up financial pressure on the regime.

U.S asks UN Security Council to meet on Venezuela

The United States on Monday requested an urgent meeting
of the UN Security Council on Venezuela after violence erupted
at the weekend over an opposition bid to bring in humanitarian
aid, diplomats said.
The United States is leading a push to recognize Guaido, backed
by about 50 countries including Britain, France, Germany and
several Latin American nations such as Brazil, Argentina and
Colombia. Russia and China, however, continue to back President Nicolas Maduro, setting up a global split that has left the
United Nations in a quandary.
Venezuela’s economy is in a tailspin marked by hyperinflation
and shortages of basic necessities that the opposition blames on
corruption and mismanagement by the Maduro government.
(Source: agencies)

EU, Arab League slam
Israeli occupation, land
grab policies
The European Union and the Arab League have denounced as
“illegal” Israel’s settlement activities on occupied Palestinian
land, stressing that the status of Jerusalem al-Quds should be
preserved based on the pre-1967 boundaries.
In a joint statement issued on Monday at the end of their
first-ever summit in the Egyptian Red Sea resort town of Sharm
el-Sheik, Arab and European leaders reaffirmed their common
position “on the Middle East Peace Process, including on the status
of Jerusalem (al-Quds), and on the illegality under international
law of Israeli settlements in the occupied Palestinian territories.”
They also emphasized that the so-called two-state solution “on
the basis of all relevant UN resolutions” was “the only realistic
way” out of the decades-long Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Israel seized the entire Palestinian territory of the West Bank,
including East Jerusalem al-Quds, in 1967. The international
law considers the territory as occupied and views the regime’s
construction activities there as illegal.
We recalled the importance of upholding the historic status quo
for the holy sites in Jerusalem al-Quds,” said the joint statement.
They underlined the need to support the United Nations Relief
and Works Agency (UNRWA) “politically and financially” in order
to allow it to continue humanitarian and financial assistance to
Palestinians.
The leaders expressed concerns about “the humanitarian, political, security and economic situation” in the besieged Gaza Strip,
calling for “all parties to take immediate steps” to end the crisis.

On Yemen

The EU and Arab leaders further welcomed a ceasefire recently
agreed by Yemeni warring parties in Sweden on the Red Sea port
city of Hudaydah, a lifeline for millions of Yemenis.
(Source: Press TV)
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Injury-hit Man United call up
youngsters for Palace trip
Manchester United manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has turned
to his Under-23 players after a spate of injuries left him short of
options for Wednesday’s Premier League trip to Crystal Palace.
Having lost Nemanja Matic before Sunday’s goalless draw
with Liverpool, United’s injury woes worsened as Ander Herrera,
Juan Mata and Jesse Lingard picked up knocks in the first half
and Marcus Rashford completed the game with an ankle problem.
Anthony Martial, Matteo Darmian, Antonio Valencia, Phil Jones
and Mason Greenwood are also doubtful for the trip to London.
“We’ve not really had a session yet so I don’t think there’s a
lot of positives. I don’t know,” Solskjaer, who has guided United
to eight wins in 10 league games since taking over in December,
told a news conference.
Solskjaer has called up midfielders Angel Gomes, Tahith Chong
and defender Jimmy Garner and backed the three teenagers to
step up to the challenge.
“They have been part of our training for a long time,” Solskjaer
added. “Angel has been with England Under-17s with Jadon
Sancho, Phil Foden and Callum Hudson-Odoi.
“Garner is a Michael Carrick but 20 years younger, Chongy
will be taking people on. They are ready.”
The Norwegian admitted the decision to rush Lingard back
for the Liverpool game was hasty and he will not make a similar
mistake with Martial.
“In hindsight you could maybe say Jesse was eager, he ticked
all the boxes in training. He’d done the recovery work and rehab
but maybe it was a couple of days too early,” Solskjaer added.
“Martial isn’t going to be ready. Maybe Southampton (on
Saturday) but we’re not going to risk another one.”
United are fifth in the table with 52 points from 27 games.
(Source: Reuters)

Mourinho wants next club
to have empathy as well as
ambition

Former Manchester United manager Jose Mourinho says the next
club he joins must have a strong sense of “structural empathy”
to help him cope with the demands of modern football, in which
player power heavily influences the game.
The Portuguese coach, who was sacked by United after a 2-1/2
year spell last December, intends to return to the game before
the start of next season but said he would only join a club that
did not have “internal conflict”.
Mourinho’s third season at United was dominated by media
reports of a rift with record signing Paul Pogba, before the owners
pulled the plug on his tenure with the team sitting sixth in the
Premier League. “You now have a generation of players who are
not just players but the whole package,” the 56-year-old told
the Telegraph. “You have the player, the family, the agent, the
entourage, the director of communication ... When you have a
player you have all these distractions.
“And if there is no empathy in the structure of the club you
get into so many contradictions that it is really, really difficult
to work.”
Since leading Porto to Champions League triumph in 2004,
Mourinho has managed Chelsea, Inter Milan, Real Madrid, and
United, winning a total of 20 major trophies.
He said his next destination could be a longer-term project.
“If it is a club without ambition I wouldn’t go,” he added.
“That is my second item (of requirement). My first item is
structural empathy. I want to work with people that I love. People
I want to work with, that I am happy to work with, with whom I
share the same ideas.”
(Source: Eurosport)

Celtic boss Rodgers closes in
on vacant Leicester job
Brendan Rodgers is set to become Leicester City’s new manager
after Celtic “reluctantly” gave him permission to speak to the
Premier League club on Tuesday.
The 46-year-old Northern Irishman has been linked with
the position at the King Power Stadium since Leicester sacked
Claude Puel on Sunday, following their 4-1 home league defeat
by Crystal Palace.
“Brendan has indicated to the club that this is an opportunity
he wishes to investigate further and therefore, very reluctantly,
the club has granted him permission to speak to Leicester City,”
Celtic said in a statement.
Puel left Leicester after going seven matches without a win
in all competitions, a run that left the Foxes 12th in the league
standings, eight points above the relegation zone.
For Rodgers, it would be his first position in the Premier League
since being sacked by Liverpool in October 2015. Prior to Liverpool he was in charge at Swansea, where introduced a brand of
possession-based play inspired by his interest in Spanish football.
Since arriving at Parkhead in 2016, Rodgers has won two
league titles, three Scottish League Cups and two Scottish Cups.
Celtic are currently eight points clear of local rivals Rangers
in the Scottish Premiership as they chase an eighth consecutive
top division title.
They reached the group stages of the Champions League in
Rodgers’ first two campaigns but were eliminated by AEK Athens
in the third qualifying round this season.
Earlier this month, Celtic were knocked out of the Europa
League at the last 32 stage for the second successive season after
being beaten by Valencia.
(Source: Mirror)
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Real Madrid and Barcelona prepare for a
huge week in football and basketball
The final week of February 2019 will go down
in the history books as “El Clasico week.” Real
Madrid and its Catalan rival, FC Barcelona,
will square off twice this week in football and
once in basketball. Let’s get it going!
What a week this is set to be. After enjoying a month filled with Champions League
play, the Madrid Derby, and some exciting
matches in La Liga, all focus is now solely
on FC Barcelona for the next two matches.
Manager Santiago Solari and his players
have begun preparations for the Copa del Rey
semifinal second leg on Wednesday night in
the Santiago Bernabéu after just squeezing
by Levante on Sunday in the league.
Following a 1-1 draw in the first leg in
the Camp Nou, Los Blancos have the upper
hand coming into the second leg thanks to
the crucial away goal from Karim Benzema. If
Real can manage to see the game out at 0-0,
they would advance on aggregate thanks to
that goal scored in Barcelona.
As we Madridstas all know by now, a
scoreless draw is nearly impossible when
these two sides go toe-to-toe and Wednesday
should be no different.
What makes this week so great is not just
the Copa match between the two rivals on
Wednesday, but the two other games we have
to look forward to on the weekend.
On Friday night, the Real Madrid basketball team – who is enjoying a great league and
European record – will travel to northeast

Spain to face Barcelona Lassa for the second
time this month.
Back on February 17th, the two sides met
in the basketball Copa del Rey final in Real
Madrid’s home, the WiZinik Arena. Barca
won the title 94-93 in overtime after a questionable call was made at the buzzer.
Real Madrid head coach, Pablo Laso,
roared with anger as the referees called

Kepa Arrizabalaga fined & apologizes
for Wembley incident

Chelsea have fined goalkeeper Kepa Arrizabalaga one week’s wages following his
refusal to be substituted in the League Cup
final defeat by Manchester City at Wembley
on Sunday. Arrizabalaga appeared to be injured as he prevented City’s Sergio Aguero
from scoring in the closing moments of extra
time, and manager Maurizio Sarri ordered
his substitution before Chelsea went on to
lose the showpiece match 4-3 on penalties.
But with the change already displayed to
the stadium by the fourth official, and Chelsea’s reserve keeper Willy Caballero ready
to come on, Kepa insisted he was fit to carry
on and face the penalty shootout — to the
visible anger of Sarri.
The Italian coach said after the match,
which finished 0-0, that there had been a
“big misunderstanding” because he thought
Arrizabalaga had cramp.
On Monday Arrizabalaga said he had
apologized to Sarri, his team mates and the
fans, while Chelsea fined him for his actions.
“The club has made a decision to fine
Kepa one week’s wages and donate it to the
Chelsea Foundation,” the west London club
said in a statement on their official website.
Kepa and Sarri also issued statements
to clarify their positions following a controversy which captured the headlines around
the world. “I have thought a lot more about
yesterday’s events. Although there was a misunderstanding, on reflection, I made a big

mistake with how I handled the situation,”
Kepa said. “I wanted to take the time today
to apologize fully and in person to the coach,
to Willy, my team-mates and to the club. I
have done this and now I want to offer the
same apology to the fans.
“I will learn from this episode and will
accept any punishment or discipline the club
decides is appropriate.”
Sarri said after the match he would discuss
the matter with Arrizabalaga, who became
the world’s most expensive goalkeeper when
he joined Chelsea for 80 million euros (69
million pounds) last year.
“Kepa and I have spoken about the incident,” Sarri said in his statement on Monday.
“It was a good conversation. There was a
misunderstanding yesterday but he realizes
he made a big mistake in the way he reacted.
“He has apologized to me, his team mates
and the club. It is up to the club if they want
to discipline him according to the club rules,
but for me this matter is now closed.
“The team performance as a whole was
extremely positive and it is a shame to see how
this incident has overshadowed our efforts
in what was a very competitive Cup final.
“Everyone’s focus is now on the next game
and we must all now put this behind us.”
Chelsea next face London rivals Tottenham
Hotspur in the Premier League on Wednesday
at Stamford Bridge.
(Source: BBC)

goaltending on Anthony Randolph. Replays
appeared to show the ball was nowhere near
the rim, however, replay upheld the call.
To fuel the coach’s anger, back in 2018,
against this same Barca team, Real Madrid
was robbed of another Copa title when forward Jeffery Taylor was clearly fouled going
up for a shot, but no call was made.
The club laid into the decision made by

the officiating and pointed to the other blown
call in 2018 in an official statement released
on the club website:
The game on Friday night in the Palau
Blaugrana is huge for seeding in the EuroLeague standings as the season nears its end.
Real Madrid sits in second place right now
at 18-5, just two games behind first-place
Fenerbache. Barcelona Lassa is lagging a bit
behind in fifth-place with a record of 14-9.
Hernandez Hernandez will take
charge of El Clasico
Spanish referee Alejandro Jose Hernandez
Hernandez has once again been given the
responsibility of overseeing this Saturday’s
clash between Real Madrid and Barcelona
in LaLiga Santander, with Antonio Mateu
Lahoz in charge of the VAR room.
The news comes after Hernandez Hernandez caused somewhat of a stir in last season’s
Clasico after he was accused of favouring
Barcelona at the Nou Camp.
Back in 2015/16, he was the man chosen
for the job, too. Madrid managed to engineer
a fantastic comeback to beat their bitter rivals
1-2, but they were quick to criticise the referee’s
performance after he sent Sergio Ramos off
and disallowed what they considered to be
a perfectly legitimate Gareth Bale goal after
the Welshman was adjudged to have fouled
Jordi Alba as he looked to create space for
his header.
(Source: Staff & Agency)

Pochettino apologizes to Dean, accepts
FA charge after Burnley row

Mauricio Pochettino has apologized to
referee Mike Dean after confronting him
at Burnley last Saturday and says he will
learn from the experience.
Tottenham’s manager has been charged
with improper conduct by the FA after
marching onto the pitch and speaking
angrily to the official after Saturday’s 2-1
defeat at Turf Moor.
“I will accept that charge,” Pochettino
told a news conference. “Watching after
on the video, my behavior, I think I need
to accept the charge from the FA. I’m not
going to ask [for a personal hearing].
“At the same time I need to apologize
to Mike Dean. Right or wrong in the way
that I wanted to complain, I cannot behave
in that way. My behavior was public and
now I want to apologize in a public way too.
“Always I need to tell you I never lost
control -- I was under control -- but of
course in that moment the thing happened.
“I think it’s going to help me and I hope
I don’t repeat this type of situation. It’s
not going to help my team, my club, the
job of the referees and of course myself. I
think I’m a very smart person who cannot
repeat the same mistake.
“I told you that for me it was the most
important game to play, to put pressure
on the opponents and the teams above us,
and that’s why [it happened].
“I was so frustrated after the game, so

disappointed with the result. I didn’t want
to justify the defeat and complain with the
referee. It’s only that when you start to talk,
your heart-rate starts to push.”
Pochettino appeared to react to something that Dean said after an initial altercation, turning back to continue the spat,
but he refused to divulge what was said.
“All that happened on the pitch I think
must [stay] there,” he said. “For me it’s not
important because I don’t take it personally. When you’re competing, when you’re
on the pitch, when your heart-rate is so
high, you need to be careful how you take
the words.”
Dean was due to be the fourth official for Spurs’ next fixture at Chelsea on
Wednesday, but he has been removed due
to Saturday’s incident.
“I feel sorry for that because I wanted to see him tomorrow and apologize in
person,” said Pochettino. “In my mind I
still believe I’m right but in the way that
I behaved, it’s not right. That’s the point.
“For me, he’s one of the best referees. For me, all the referees are really
good and I never had a problem. I think
I made bigger my problem in my head
because for me it was one of the most
important games to play, and the three
points were so important to put pressure
on our opponents.”
(Source: ESPN)

LeBron James says Lakers ‘wrong franchise’ for distracted players
With the Los Angeles Lakers taking a one-step-forward,
two-steps-backward approach to their post-All-Star playoff push following another defeat at the hands of a lesser
opponent, LeBron James was asked if the pressure of it all
was becoming a distraction to his team.
“At this point if you are still allowing distractions to affect
how the way you play, then this is the wrong franchise to
be a part of and you should just come and be like, ‘Listen,
I don’t [think this is for me]. I cannot do this,’” James said
following a 110-105 loss to the Memphis Grizzlies on Monday.
The loss to a Grizzlies team that is 14 games under .500
came on the heels of a loss to a New Orleans Pelicansteam
that is eight games under .500 and was playing without its
star, Anthony Davis.
And the Lakers’ 0-2 road trip quickly erased any momentum they hoped to have generated from their 19-point
comeback victory over the Houston Rockets in their first
game out of the All-Star break last week.
With 22 games remaining in the regular season, the Lakers are tied for 10th in the Western Conference standings,
trailing the San Antonio Spurs for the eighth and final playoff
spot by three games.
“Like, seriously, if you’re distracted by playoff pushes

out of all the stuff that’s been talked about this year, nah,”
James said. “Just come and do your job. We do our job at
a high level and that’s not a distraction. That’s what you
want. That’s what you want every game. You want to feel
like you’re fighting for something.”
After suspensions, coaching rumors, trade talks, injuries

and a locker room that has appeared disjointed at times, the
Memphis game was mercifully just about basketball. And
the Lakers showed more fight Monday than they did in New
Orleans, but couldn’t bring the score any closer than two
points in the fourth quarter after trailing by as many as 11.
James’ career numbers took a leap forward -- he became
the first player in league history to rank in the top 10 in both
career scoring and career assistsafter passing Andre Miller
for No. 10 on the assists list, and his 24 points, 12 rebounds
and 11 assists moved him past Wilt Chamberlain for No. 5
on the all-time triple-doubles list with 79 -- but it came on
a night when he shot just 8-for-23 from the floor with five
turnovers.
Still, despite playing on a sub-.500 team the latest into a
season since his second year in the league back in 2004-05
with the Cleveland Cavaliers, James expressed optimism
-- a sentiment echoed by most of the Lakers’ locker room.
“Just stay positive. That, you know, starts with me,” James
said. “I just got to stay positive. Keep knocking on the door.
And I felt like if we play like we did tonight, then we got to
continue that consistent effort, that will get us over the hump
as we make this push.”
(Source: ESPN)
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No hurry to
hire new coach
for Team Melli,
Dejagah says
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran nad
e
s
k tional football team
captain Ashkan Dejagah says they need
more time to choose a new head coach
for Team Melli.
Iran are without a coach after they
cut their ties with Carlos Queiroz in late
January.
The Portuguese coach left Iran at the
end of the 2019 AFC Asian Cup.
Shortly after, the Iranian officials
announced that they have negotiated
with Zinedine Zidane, Jose Mourinho
and Jurgen Klinsmann and they have
recently declared ex-Sevilla coach Vincenzo Montella is a candidate to take
charge of Team Melli.
With just over three months to go until
the 2022 FIFA World Cup qualification

kicks off, the concerns have been raised
over the future of Iran national football
team but Dejagah says the officials should
not rush in hiring new head coach.
“Team Melli worked eight years under
guidance of Mr. Queiroz and we need more
time to find the best option. In this situation, you cannot make a shock decision.
Hopefully, they make the best decision for
Team Melli,” Dejagah said in an interview
with Hamshahri newspaper.
Queiroz was named as Colombia head
coach after the 2019 AFC Asian Cup, where
the Persians failed to bring an end to their
43-year title drought under leadership of
the former Real Madrid coach.
Dejagah says Queiroz liked to continue
with Team Melli, however the Iranian
officials didn’t renew his contract.

Co-worker accuses ex-NBA player
Bibby of sexual assault

S

15

Alireza Sohrabian elected
Iran Rowing Federation
president
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Alireza Sohrabian has been
d
e
s
k elected as new president of Iran’s Rowing
Federation on Tuesday.
The former Iranian rower replaced Gholamreza Amini
who left his post due to a law barring the employment of
retirees in government, state or public institutions which
use state funds or facilities.
Sohrabian has been elected for a four-year term till 2023
by receiving 21 votes out of 38 votes in the presidential
elections held at the Iran’s Academy Olympic on Tuesday.
“I would like to thank all people who have trust in me.
I will do my best to help the sport across the country,”
Sohrabian said after the elections.

Iran’s recurve women team
wins gold at 3rd ISSF Int’l
Solidarity Archery
“I think Mr. Queiroz wanted to stay here
from the bottom of his heart, however he
was suffering from a lack of infrastructure and had concerns over the team’s
preparation. I have to say he was doing
his best for Team Melli but made some
mistakes as well. Queiroz had to avoid

controversy but he didn’t do that,” the
former Wolfsburg midfielder declared.
“I think we would win the Asian Cup
title if we defeated Japan in the semifinals.
We have played Qatar so many times and
beating the team in the final was not tough
for us,” Dejagah concluded.

Ex-Sri Lanka captain banned after
admitting corruption charges

TASNIM — Iran’s recurve women team won a gold medal at the 3rd Islamic Solidarity Sports Federation (ISSF)
International Solidarity World Ranking Archery Championships on Tuesday.
The Iranian team consists of Niloofar Alipour, Parmida
Ghassemi and Shiva Shoja Mehr defeated India 5-3 in the
final match at the Shaheed Ahsanullah Master Stadium
in Tongi, Bangladesh.
Iran’s recurve mixed team lost to India 6-0 in the final
match and won the silver.
Shiva Shoja Mehr also took a silver at women recurve
after losing to Bangladesh’s archer Diya Siddique 6-4 in
the final match.
Some 148 archers from 26 countries across the world
participated in the four-day tournament, being organized
under the auspices of Bangladesh Archery Federation.
The events are men’s team, women’s team, men’s singles, women’s singles and mixed doubles of the Recurve
and Compound divisions.

Club Brugge ready to sell
record signing Kaveh Rezaei
PLDC — Belgian media reported Club Brugge are ready
to cut its ties with Iranian striker Kaveh Rezaei.
Club Brugge forked out a club-record €5 million to sign
Rezaei from Charleroi in August 2018, with the 26-yearold signing a four-year contract.
The attorney for former NBA player Mike
Bibby says his client did not sexually
assault or harass a teacher at the high
school where Bibby is now the head
basketball coach.
Bibby didn’t offer a comment about the
allegation, which came from a woman who
teaches at Shadow Mountain High School
in Phoenix. The woman was granted a
restraining order against Bibby on Friday,
according to The Arizona Republic, which
obtained a copy.
Bibby’s attorney, Donald Harris, said
he could say “with pretty much certainty
this alleged incident didn’t happen and
that will be shown down the road. Michael
Bibby did not participate in a sexual assault
of any way, shape or form that was alleged
by this lady two years ago.”
The woman alleges that the assault
took place in February 2017. She says that
while they were on school grounds, he
pulled her into his car.
The Paradise Valley Unified School
District has acknowledged that Phoenix
police have opened an investigation of the

accusation and that the district previously
began its own internal investigation.
The teacher notified the school district earlier this month of her allegation.
A statement from the school district
also said police asked the district to
halt its investigation until the police
have finished theirs.
Bibby, 40, starred at Shadow Mountain
High in the 1990s, leading the school to its
first state basketball title. In the six years
Bibby has been the school’s coach, the team
has won five state titles, just wrapping its
fourth straight crown on Saturday.
Bibby played two years for the University of Arizona Wildcats, leading them to
their only national championship in 1997.
The then-Vancouver Grizzlies took him
second overall in the 1998 NBA Draft.
In 14 seasons in the NBA, mostly with
the Grizzlies, the Sacramento Kings and
the Atlanta Hawks, Bibby averaged 14.7
points and 5.5 assists per game. He also
played for the Washington Wizards, Miami
Heat and New York Knicks.
(Source: Reuters)

Former Sri Lanka captain Sanath Jayasuriya
has been banned from cricket for two years
after admitting two breaches of the International Cricket Council’s anti-corruption code.
The 49-year-old, who was charged in
October, admitted failing to co-operate
with an investigation and “concealing,
tampering with or destroying evidence”.
It is part of a wider investigation into
corruption in Sri Lankan cricket.
Jayasuriya, who retired in 2012, is a
former chairman of selectors.
“This conviction under the code demonstrates the importance of participants in
cricket co-operating with investigations,”
said Alex Marshall, general manager of
the International Cricket Council’s (ICC)
anti-corruption unit.
“Compelling participants to co-operate under the code is a vital weapon in
our efforts to rid our sport of corruptors.
These rules are essential to maintain the
integrity of our sport.”
Jayasuriya was player of the tournament
when Sri Lanka won the World Cup in 1996
and he scored 21 centuries and took 323

wickets in 445 one-day internationals.
He also averaged 40.07 runs in 110
Test matches.
The former government minister retired from international cricket in 2011,
but continued playing Twenty20 matches
until 2012. Jayasuriya was charged after
he failed to provide a phone and SIM card
to the investigation when requested to.
“It is clear that there were no corruption
charges, betting charges or misuse of inside
information charges levelled against me,”
he said in a statement.
“I decided to admit the said charges at
the first instance for the love of the cricket, for the greater good and to protect the
integrity of cricket.
“I reiterate the fact that I have always
maintained a high degree of integrity
throughout my cricketing career.”
In September 2017, Marshall asked
Jayasuriya to hand over any mobile phones
after being “satisfied” they might contain
information that could help with the wider
investigation.
(Source: BBC)

AFF U-22 Championship 2019:
Second half flurry helps Indonesia pip Thailand to the trophy
An exciting end to an exciting tournament! The 2019
AFF U-22 Championship finally came to an end after
a week full of action. In the end, Indonesia pipped the
rest to the trophy, beating Thailand in the final. Here’s
our report on the final of the competition.
Indonesia’s road to the AFF U-22 Championship Final
turned was filled with obstacles. Garuda Muda had started
the competition on a dull note, drawing both their opening
matches. However, a 2-0 win in their final group game
against Cambodia, along with a little help from elsewhere,
allowed them to qualify for the Semifinal.
In the penultimate stage of the competition, the Southeast Asian giants faced Vietnam, who had finished as
winners of Group A. However, a moment of magic from
Luthfi Kamal helped them make it to the final.
Indonesia faced Thailand in the final after the War
Elephants had beaten hosts Cambodia in the Semifinals. The reigning champions, meanwhile, had also
finished runners-up in their group, winning two and
drawing one game.
Garuda Muda began the 2019 AFF U-22 Champion-

ship Final on the front foot and could’ve gone in front
within five minutes. However, the Thai goalkeeper on
the night, Korraphat Nareechan made a stunning stop
to keep the two teams level.
Indonesia threatened Thailand plenty of times in the
first half but were always shunned by the defense. The

War Elephants, meanwhile, looked to hit their opponents
on the break but were unable to do so.
As a result, the first half ended with neither side being
able to outsmart the other.
Thailand took the lead early in the second half when
captain Saringkan Promsupa glanced in a delightful
freekick into the back of the net. Indonesia goalkeeper
Awan Setho did manage to get his hand to Saringkan’s
header but was unable to keep it out.
Having gone behind, Indonesia hit back instantly.
Sani Riski levelled the match for Garuda Muda after
his long-range effort took a heavy deflection and crept
past the goalkeeper.
However, Indonesia weren’t done yet. Within seven
minutes of going behind, the took the lead with Osvaldo Haay, who headed the ball in for his first of the
competition.
Garuda Muda did have Bagas Adi sent off for them
late on in the match. Despite that, they held on firmly
to lift the 2019 AFF U-22 Championship.
(Source: Fox Sports Asia)

EU court throws out tax ruling against Barcelona, Real
Barcelona, Real Madrid and two other Spanish football clubs will not have to pay back
taxes after a court on Tuesday annulled an
EU state aid ruling in a second setback for
regulators seeking to tackle tax avoidance.
The European Commission’s crackdown
in recent years has resulted in orders to
multinationals including Apple, Starbucks,

Fiat Chrysler, Engie and Amazon to pay
billions of euros in back taxes to various
EU countries.
The EU competition enforcer said in its
2016 ruling that Barcelona, Real Madrid,
Athletic Bilbao and Osasuna enjoyed a 25
percent tax rate for more than 20 years,
compared to the 30 percent norm for sports

companies. It said the clubs each had to pay
back up to 5 million euros (£4.3 million).
The lower tax rate came about because
the four were treated as non-profit organisations instead of professional football clubs
with limited liability.
The Luxembourg-based General Court
said the Commission made several errors

in assessing the case and used figures that
only covered four tax years while the scheme
ran from 1990-2015.
“The Commission has not shown to the
requisite legal standard that the measure
at issue conferred an advantage on its beneficiaries,” judges said.
(Source: Reuters)

In recent weeks, club Brugge coach Ivan Leko has preferred to keep Rezaei off the pitch and Loïs Openda and
Jelle Vossen have been preferred to him.
It seems Rezaei will be surplus to requirements at Club
Brugge.
The Iranian forward missed his place in Club Brugge
after suffering an injury in early December.

Branko Ivankovic moves up
at Coach World Rankings
TASNIM — Persepolis football team coach Branko Ivankovic has moved up one place in the latest coach world
rankings.
The Croatian coach has moved up to 134th in the rankings, while Esteghlal coach Winfried Schaefer has moved
down 27 places to 232nd.
Sepahan coach Amir Ghalenoei dropped 59 places to
398 and Saipa trainer Ali Daei has risen an eight places
to 754th in the rankings.
River Plate coach Marcelo Gallardo sits top of the rankings, followed by Barcelona coach Ernesto Valverde, Atletico Madrid coach Diego Simeone and Juventus trainer
Massimiliano Allegri.

Iranian disabled runners
grab two medals in UAE
Grand Prix
IRNA — Iranian athletes have received one gold and a
silver medal in the World Para Athletics Grand Prix 2019.
During the first day of the event, Iran’s Mehran Nekouie
Majd snatched a gold medal in Shot Puts F34 category.
Iraq and the Czech Republic ranked second and third,
respectively.
Meanwhile in discus throw field, Faezeh Dibaei ranked
second to grab a silver.
Algerian athletes stood on the first and third places.
Iranian squad consisting of eight male and two female
athletes attended the event.
The World Para Athletics Grand Prix 2019 will be underway until February 27 in Dubai.
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUALAWAKENING
The friendship of fathers brings their children closer
together and the need of proximity to friendship is
greater than the need of friendship to proximity.

Imam Ali (AS)

Edinburgh Iranian Festival
unveils film lineup
A
d

T TEHRAN – The Edinburgh Iranian Festik val has announced a film lineup for its new
edition, which is scheduled to take place in the Scottish capital
from March 1 to 7.
“Tale of the Sea” by Bahman Farmanara, “African Violets” by
Mona Zandi-Haqiqi, “Bomb, a Love Story” by Payman Maadi, “Leaf
of Life” by Ebrahim Mokhtari, “Sunset Truck” by Abolfazl Saffari
and “Hendi and Hormoz” by Abbas Amini are among the films.
The lineup also includes Ebrahim Golestan’s 1964 film “The
Brick and the Mirror” and Mehdi Ganji’s documentary “I Want
to Be a King”.
e

R

s

Fatemeh Motamed-Arya acts in a scene from “African Violets”
by Mona Zandi-Haqiqi.
A collection of seven Iranian short films, including “Without
Morning” by Mohammad Baghi, “Private Chicken” by Roya Attarzadeh and “Trump Card” by Mohammadreza Aminabadi”,
will also go on screen.
Prominent Iranian actress Fatemeh Motamed-Arya and film
distributor Nasrin Mirshab will attend a session at the festival to
discuss obstacles in the way of companies distributing Iranian
films in the world.
The festival also plans to pay tribute to the world-renowned
Iranian filmmaker Abbas Kiarostami by screening his film “24
Frames”. His son, Ahmad, will attend a review session for the
movie.
Moreover, Lian, a band from the southern Iranian city of
Bushehr, is also scheduled to give a performance during the festival.
The Edinburgh Iranian Festival aims to increase understanding of Iranian culture, history and people by organizing various
sections including film screenings, music performances, fashion
shows and cookery classes.

NEWS IN BRIEF
“Dressage” wins
award at Ciné
Junior festival
A
d

T TEHRAN – Acclaimed Iranian drama “Dresk sage” won the College Students Prize of the
29th Ciné Junior International Youth Cinema Festival in Paris,
the organizers announced on Monday.
Directed by Puya Badkubeh, “Dressage” was selected as best
film at the Iranian Film Festival in the Czech capital of Prague
in January.
The film is about Golsa and her friends who rob a corner shop.
But while evaluating the booty, they are dismayed to realize that
they forgot to take the security camera footage. One of them must
return to the crime scene and retrieve it. The vote falls on Golsa,
who bravely completes the mission. Her friends’ behavior makes
her think, and she hides the hard drive somewhere in secret. But
her accomplices and their well-to-do families, worried about their
social standing, put more and more pressure on Golsa.
e
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Colombian festival
picks Iranian
short
“Driving Lessons”

A
R
T TEHRAN – “Driving Lessons” by Marzieh
d
e
s
k Riahi will be competing in the 59th Cartagena
de Indias International Film Festival (FICCI) in Colombia.
The film is scheduled to screen in the short competition
of the event, which will take place in the Colombian city from
March 6 to 11, the organizers have announced.
Linda Kiani, Alireza Sanifar, Salar Khamseh and Sanaz
Mesbah are the main members of the cast for the film.

Evening: 18:15

Dawn: 5:13 (tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:36 (tomorrow)
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“23 Individuals” tops at National
Will Manifestation Awards
20 organizations, including the
1
Ahl-ul- Bait World Assembly, Department
of Environment, Ministry of Sports
and Youth, and Ministry of Culture and
Islamic Guidance, held the National Will
Manifestation Awards this year.
The awards ceremony was held at
Tehran’s Eyvan Shams Hall where Jafari
received the first award for his film from
the Department of Environment.
The film’s second award was given
by the Judiciary to producer Mojtaba
Faravardeh for its depiction of human
rights’ violation during in Iraq under
Saddam Hussein.
Farvardeh and Jafari both received
the third award from Ahl-ul- Bait World
Assembly, and they also received the fourth
from the Health Ministry.
The Ministry of Sports and Youth and
the Foundation for Martyrs and War
Veterans’ Affairs were other organizations
that honored Jafari for the epic movie.
“The Night When the Moon Was Full”
and “6.5 for One Meter” came next each
with four awards.
“The Night When the Moon Was Full”
is a true love story by director Narges
Abyar and producer Mohammad-Hossein
Qasemi.
They received awards from the
Department of Environment and the
Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance.
The Judiciary also honored Qasemi
and the Foundation for Martyrs and War
Veterans’ Affairs award Abyar for the film.
“The Night When the Moon Was Full”
won the Crystal Simorgh for best movie at
the 37th Fajr Film Festival early February.
The film is about Abdul-Hamid Rigi,
the younger brother of Abdul-Malik Rigi,
the founder and leader of the Jundallah

Producer Mohammad-Hossein Qasemi (L) and director Narges Abyar accept awards for their film “The Night When the Moon Was
Full” during the National Will Manifestation Awards at Tehran’s Eyvan Shams Hall on February 25, 2019. (Mehr/Hamid Vakili)
“6.5 for One Meter” by Saeid Rustai
terrorist group in southeastern Iran, who homeland along with her brother to live
marries Faezeh Mansuri, a woman from in Pakistan where they find themselves also received four awards from different
Tehran. He forces Faezeh to leave her involved in Jundallah terrorist activities. organizations.

Tehran center to host Tajik
cultural festival

Pictures of the Year contest honors
Iranian photog Baqqal-Asghari

A poster for the Tajikistan Night, which will be held at the Niavaran Artistic Creations
Foundation in Tehran.

A photo from Iranian photographer Mohammad Baqqal-Asghari’s series “Victims
of Family Marriage”.

C U L T U R E TEHRAN – The
d
e
s
k Niavaran Artistic
Creations Foundation in Tehran will
be hosting a Tajik cultural festival on
March 3, the foundation announced
on Tuesday.
A number of Iranian and Tajik literati are expected to attend the festival
titled “Tajikistan Night”, which will
commemorate Tajik novelist Satim
Ulugzada (1911-1977).
A book written by Tajik Professor
Sirodjiddini Emomali about Ulugzada is also due to be introduced at
the ceremony. Persian scholar Zahra

A
R
T TEHRAN – Iranian
d
e
s
k photographer Mohammad Baqqal-Asghari has won a second
prize at the 76th Pictures of the Year International Competition (POY) in the U.S.
He received the award for his series
“Victims of Family Marriage” in the Issue
Reporting Picture Story category, the organizers announced on Friday.
The collection depicts a number of disabled children, who are the consequences
of marriage between close relatives in Iran.
First prize in this category was presented to Alessandro Cinque from Italy
for his collection “Espinar, Broken Land”,

Aslani has done the literary editing
of the book.
Ulugzada’s biographical novel
“Firdavsi” written in 1986 about the
Persian poet Ferdowsi, the writer of
the epic masterpiece Shahnameh, won
Iran’s Book of the Year Awards in 1999.
In addition, live music performances and exhibitions of photos of Tajik
luminaries and handicrafts will be
organized at the festival.
The Cultural Institute of the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO)
and the Embassy of Tajikistan in Tehran
are contributing to the festival.

while Ignacio Marin from Spain received
third prize for his series “Hunger Crimes”.
Earlier last week, Iranian photographer
Jalal Shamsazaran won the Environmental
Vision Award of the competition for his
collection “The Wind Will Take Us Away”
last week.
As world’s oldest and most prestigious
photojournalism program and contest, POY
is organized annually by the Donald W.
Reynolds Journalism Institute at the University of Missouri.
Judging photos and selecting winners
and photographers of the year in different
categories will continue until March 1.

“How to Train Your Dragon 3” soars to
series-best $55.5 million debut

Rami Malek’s relatives in Egypt
celebrate his Oscar victory

LOS ANGELES (Variety.com) - After
the North American box office has struggled
to match 2018’s record year, Universal and
DreamWorks’ “How to Train Your Dragon:
The Hidden World” is breathing some life
into the domestic box office.
The final chapter in animated trilogy
generating $55.5 million when it launched
in 4,259 theaters, a franchise-best debut. It
now also holds the distinction as the biggest
opening weekend of the year to date.
Along with early Fandango screenings, the
threequel has brought it $58 million at the
domestic box office. The animated adventure
isn’t just soaring in North America. Propelled by
glowing word of mouth, “The Hidden World”
has dominated the international box office,
swooping up $275 million since beginning its
international rollout in January. It launches
in China on March 1.
Directed by Dean DeBlois and starring Jay
Baruchel and America Ferrera, “How to Train
Your Dragon 3” is the first installment to be
released by Universal since its parent company
purchased DreamWorks Animation. The first
film, “How to Train Your Dragon” (distributed
by Paramount) opened at the domestic box
office with $43.7 million, while its sequel “How
to Train Your Dragon 2” (released by Fox)
debuted with $49.4 million. Together, the
two grossed over $1 billion globally.

CAIRO (Reuters) — Rami Malek’s relatives in Egypt huddled around a TV set
at home as if cheering the national soccer
team, but they were celebrating his first
best actor Oscar for his role in “Bohemian
Rhapsody.”
Rami’s 24-year-old cousin, Fadi, said
uncles, aunts and their children had gathered at the family house in the hamlet of
Feltaous in Minya province, 265 km (165
miles) south of Cairo, to watch the Academy
Awards live from Los Angeles.
When Rami’s name was announced as
best actor, the family erupted in jubilation,
hugging each other and dancing for joy.
“It was like watching Egypt score a
goal to win the cup,” Fadi told Reuters
by telephone from Feltaous. “It wasn’t a
win for the family only, but also for Egypt.”
The family called Rami’s mother in the
United States to congratulate her on the
honor and invite their celebrity cousin to
visit Egypt.
“Auntie Nelly (Rami’s mother) said she
and Rami were eager to visit,” said Rami,
another cousin of Malek, a Los Angeles
native of Egyptian descent.
Malek, 37, had emerged as a favorite
for the Oscar in recent weeks after winning
Golden Globe, Screen Actors Guild and
British BAFTA awards for playing late

Cast members America Ferrera and Jay
Baruchel pose during the premiere of “How
to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World”
in Los Angeles, U.S., February 9, 2019.
(Reuters/Mario Anzuoni)
For the most part, studios largely sat out
this weekend as Hollywood geared up for
the entertainment industry’s biggest night.
In lands away from a dragon utopia, a number of holdovers rounded out domestic box
office charts.
Last weekend’s champion, Fox’s “Alita:
Battle Angel” dropped to second place, adding
another $12 million for a domestic haul of
$60 million.
Third place went to Warner Bros.’ “The
Lego Movie 2: The Second Part.” The animated sequel pocketed $10 million in its third
weekend of release, taking its North American
tally to $83 million.

Rami Malek accepts the Best Actor award
for his role in “Bohemian Rhapsody” at
the 91st Academy Awards in Hollywood,
Los Angeles, California, U.S., February
24, 2019. (Reuters/Mike Blake)
frontman Freddie Mercury of British rock
band Queen in “Bohemian Rhapsody”.
In his acceptance speech, Rami noted
that he was “the son of immigrants from
Egypt...I’m a first-generation American
and part of my story is being written right
now,” he said to applause.
Rami, who is also in his 30s, said Rami’s
talents were evident when he visited Egypt
as a high school student back in the 1990s
for the first time since his family emigrated
to the United States in 1979.
“I did not imagine then that Rami would
become a world famous actor, but he clearly
loved acting,” Rami said.

